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FROMSeries three starts in just ten hours’ 
time. Now that Rose is gone, 
we’re promised a different Doctor-
companion dynamic with fiesty 
medical student Martha Jones. 

What will the series bring? It’s no secret that 
the Daleks are back, which makes you wonder 
what they’ve got planned for the grande finale. 
The title of episode 13 – Last of the Time Lords – 
is fairly dramatic. With a distinct lack of spoiler 
information released by the BBC (this is a good 
thing!), we’ll just have to sit tight and find out! 
In the meantime, cast your mind back over the 
2006 series – our series two review starts on 
page 9. Also this issue sees the welcome return 
of Jon Preddle’s Doctor’s Dilemma. Ironically, 
as this article was being prepared, DWM 
addressed the very same qustion of new series 
dating – although I think Jon has done a better 
job!
 With Doctor Who firmly established as 
the BBC’s flagship television series, the sheer 
volume of news and merchandise now pouring 
out of the UK is, to put it mildly, gargantuan. 
For that reason, TSV’s news update/review is 
now a thing of the past. This mighty organ 
of Who only comes out twice a year, which 
means (as pointed out by our friends over at 
Zeus Plug) that an entire series can come and go 
between issues. News is instantly out of date, 
so it’s time we stopped trying to keep up. For 
all your Doctor Who news, Outpost Gallifrey 
is still the place to go (www.doctorwhonews.
com). And while the review section continues 
to evolve, rest assured that The Space-Time 
Telegraph will return next issue, so get those 
letters in! Speaking of Zeus Plug, we hope you 
enjoy their 2006 year in review!
 Finally, we’d like to apologise for a glaring 
omission in TSV 73. Ian Snell provided a high-
resolution scan of Dr Who’s Mind Mesmeriser 
for the back cover at very short notice, but 
we completely failed to give him credit! That’s 
a huge oversight – Ian, thanks very much 
indeed!
 2007 sees the 20th anniversary of TSV – stay 
tuned for our special 75th issue later this year!

ADAM

the
EDITOR
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DAVID WALLINGTON TALKS TO PETER YELDHAM
ABOUT TERRY NATION, THE DALEKS, AND CARPET GOLF

In July 1963, story editor David Whitaker 
started looking for writers to contribute scripts 
for the fledgling Doctor Who. Some, such as 

Terry Nation and John Lucarotti, had scripts 
accepted and have since passed into Doctor Who 
legend. Others approached did not have their 
material used. One of these was Peter Yeldham.
 Peter was born in Australia, but moved to 
England with his wife and two children in 1956. 
He wrote scripts for TV shows such as Probation 
Officer and No Hiding Place, as well as plays for 
the BBC, Armchair Theatre, ATV and Thames. 
One of the writers he made friends with was a 
young Welshman by the name of Terry Nation.
 ‘I met Terry soon after I came to England, but 
our friendship developed when he and I decided 
to take adjoining offices in the Associated London 
Scripts building at 9 Orme Court, Bayswater. It 
was owned by Spike Milligan and Eric Sykes, but 
all of us were with the same agency, including Ray 
Galton, Alan Simpson, (the writers of Hancock’s 
Half Hour, Steptoe and Son, etc), Johnny Speight 
(Till Death Us Do Part) and many others. Terry 
and I toyed with the idea of a film together: I 
wrote it and he was going to edit and produce it.’
 It was around this time that David Whitaker 
approached Associated London Scripts looking 
for writers for Doctor Who.
 ‘I was asked to do some scripts before the 
show went to air. I was writing the screenplay of 
The Comedy Man, my first feature film starring 
Kenneth More and Billie Whitelaw. My then 
agent, Beryl Vertue, wanted me to concentrate 
on movies and plays for the theatre, and turned 
Doctor Who down on my behalf. She suggested 
Terry Nation instead. Terry had done something 
else in this genre – three episodes of the series Out 

of this World – so this was definitely his field.’
 Terry Nation was at that time writing material 
for comedian Tony Hancock, and turned down 
the offer. Soon after, he was fired by Hancock 
and, finding himself out of a job, he came up with 
a storyline for The Survivors, which eventually 
became The Daleks. There have been many stories 
how the name of these evil creatures name came 
about, but Peter remembers it well.
 ‘Terry and I were close friends, so I was kept 
informed as the Daleks were created.
 ‘Terry himself showed me the London 
telephone book, which was one of four in those 
days, the second volume of which was DAL to 
LEK!’
 Nation went on to make a great deal of money 
from the “Dalekmania” which swept the world 
over the years to come, as Peter recalls.
 ‘Terry had a financial bonanza from the show. 
Beryl, our mutual agent at the time, was the first 
to realize the marketing value of the Daleks. When 
the BBC decided to go ahead and mass-market 
them, they were rather put out and astonished to 
find that Terry had a firm hold on all the rights, 
and had them over a barrel – so much so that forty 
odd years later on this new series, they could not 
use the Daleks until they reached an agreement 
with Terry’s estate.’
 Peter retained a close friendship with the 
Nations for many years.
 ‘We spent a lot of time together socially, had 
some memorable nights (with our wives) at the 
popular nightclubs of the time, and in between 
working played a regular game of “carpet golf ” in 
our offices with anyone who was visiting.
 ‘One day Tony Armstrong Jones (then 
married to Princess Margaret) came to visit, on 

TErry And Me1092
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a commission to take photos of Spike and the 
luminaries for the Sunday Times. We were very 
impressed with Tony, thinking he’d turn up in 
a chauffeured limousine, but instead he arrived 
alone in a mini! He was intrigued by our carpet 
golf, and spent half the day taking part in a 
tournament. As a result, there were several photos 
of Terry and me in the Sunday Times, action shots 
with putter in hand. Spike and company almost 
took second place!
 ‘Terry and I also spent a week at Buxted Park, 
a famous “fat farm” in Surrey, in an attempt to 
lose a few pounds’ weight. We lasted three days 
on lemon juice, then on the third night took off 
for the local pub to indulge ourselves on two beers 
and a few packets of chips!
 ‘Later on Terry bought a manor house in Kent, 
called Lynstead Manor, where he installed his 
mum and dad, plus his wife Kate’s parents. It was 
a grand plan to have a family mansion. Terry was 
a great one for such ideas. My wife and I used to 
visit, but gradually we saw less and less of him. 
In the Seventies he went to Los Angeles and I 
returned to Australia. I saw him a few times when 
passing through LA.’
 Following on from The Comedy Man, Peter 
wrote several plays, the first of which, Birds on the 
Wing was a big hit worldwide. He also co-wrote 
several plays with Donald Churchill. One of these, 
Fringe Benefits ran for two years in Paris.

 He returned to Australia in 1976 and worked 
on mini-series for Australian television, both for 
the ABC and commercial networks. In the past 
ten years he turned to writing novels, his latest 
book being published by Penguin a few months 
ago.
 Forty-four years on, Peter has no regrets about  
turning down the offer to work on Doctor Who.
 ‘No, I truly don’t regret that. I’ve loved my 
career, TV, films, theatre and now novels. No 
regrets at all. I was just pleased that a close friend 
made such a success of it. One thing I can say: 
he wrote Doctor Who so much better than I could 
have done!’
 Over the years, Peter has watched the series 
only occasionally. 
 ‘Yes, I saw the earlier shows, because mates 
were writing them, and also my two kids by then 
were keen viewers. I haven’t seen the new show, 
although I know it’s quite popular here. I keep 
meaning to catch up with it, but then I think of 
Bill Hartnell and the old phone box, and think I 
prefer to preserve that memory!’

With special thanks to Peter Yeldham.

ONE UNANSWERED MYSTERY of Father’s Day was: does the Doctor remember the alternative 
time line? In TSV 73, I explained how the timelines of Father’s Day worked, and concluded that while 
Rose remembered both versions of events, Jackie didn’t (as evidenced by the different accounts she gives 
at the opening and close of the episode). However, the Doctor’s knowledge of the altered timelines 
wasn’t clear.
 Now, thanks to Series 2, we can solve this issue!
 In Rise of the Cybermen/The Age of Steel, the Doctor knows that Pete Tyler is Rose’s father (although 
not the Pete Tyler of this universe), and advises her against seeing him. However, this doesn’t tell us 
anything, as this is just basic knowledge about Rose’s family.
 Jump to Doomsday, where Pete returns, and we finally get the line by the Doctor: “Pete Tyler… I 
knew you when you were dead.” And there we go! This line can only be interpreted to mean that the 
Doctor remembers his time with Pete Tyler in the Reaper timeline from Father’s Day. Case closed.
 As for how he could remember, considering he sort of died and all… well… he’s a Time Lord, 
yeah?                                                                                                                    JAMAS ENRIGHT

FATHER’S DAY EXPLAINED REDUX

5673
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It’s funny how time seems to zip 
around so quickly, as it was once again 
time for my now annual jaunt to 
California, to attend the GallifreyOne 
Doctor Who Convention. This, their 
eighteenth, was my fifth consecutive 
Gallifrey convention (my first being 
in 2003), and as per last year, we were 
in the basement ballroom of the LAX 
Marriott. The con was dedicated to 
the memory of the late Craig Hinton, 
whose Fanwank Acolytes wore their 
imprinted tee-shirts with pride.
 The ‘theme’ this year was the 
Colin Baker Era, with Baker, Terry 
Molloy (Davros) and Maggie Stables 
in attendance – Nicola Bryant was 
also scheduled, but she had to cancel 
due to work commitments. Caroline 
John, Geoffrey Beevers and John 
Levene were on hand also (ironically 
the UNIT reunion convention was 
held in 2005!). Although Bryant was 
not there, I got my last two PERIS 
– Levene and John being the two 
“Pertwee Era Regulars I’ve Seen” I 
needed to complete the set! Molloy 
kept dropping into character as Davros 
during his various panels, while Levene 
told some very risqué jokes during his! 
Baker (who I’ve seen in person more 
times than I can count; he was at the 
first GallifreyOne con I went to!), in 

THE EIGHTEENTH AMENDMENT OF

GALLIFREY
JON PREDDLE REPORTS FROM THE 18TH ANNUAL DOCTOR WHO 
CONVENTION HELD AT THE LOS ANGELES AIRPORT MARRIOT HOTEL, LOS 
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, USA, FEBRUARY 16-18 2007. WARNING: MAY CONTAIN 
MILD SPOILERS! PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR.

The TV Movie Master, Eric Roberts, 
talks to Gary Russell
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his natty red plastic Crocs, was entertaining as always. 
 Also in attendance were Ben Aaronovitch, and new 
series writers Steven (“Hu...GO!!”) Moffat, Paul Cornell, 
and Tom MacRae (director James Strong was a last minute 
cancellation). MacRae didn’t really seem concerned 
about the changes made to his scripts; to him it was just 
another paid writing job (but he did mourn the loss of the 
Cybermen underwater scene!). And he did reveal – perhaps 
unintentionally – that he was working on a ‘back-up’ script 
pencilled in for Series Four.
 Mike Tucker showed behind the scenes films of the 
model effects used in Series One. It was fascinating to see 
all the time, effort and detail that went into the miniatures 
but which wasn’t picked up on screen. Several months work 
for what ended up as a three second shot on screen shows 
absolute dedication. And the best bit was they got to blow 
it all up!
 A big draw was the appearance of the 1996 TV Movie 
Master, Eric Roberts. Roberts certainly did not live up to his 
prima donna reputation, and was more than happy to talk 
at length about his all-too-brief connection to the series. He 
was also selling a DVD of out-takes and ‘bloopers’ from the 
TV movie. I noted later that the opportunity of having two 
one-time Masters, Beevers and Roberts, on stage together 

• There will be more Companion 
Chronicles, maybe using Peter 
Purves and Frazer Hines, who 
have yet to work for Big Finish.
• They can’t use Sarah Jane 
anymore, as she is now ‘copyrighted’ 
to BBC Wales. They can still use 
K9, as he is a prop!
• Sapphire and Steel proved a 
nightmare to get the rights to; all 
the paperwork was filed in boxes 
in New York!
• There is a three-part story-line 
in the works that will fill in a gap in 
continuity.
• A second volume of The Inside 
Story is unlikely. The first was a 
vanity project and was a huge 
undertaking for all involved.
• Janet Fielding loved doing The 
Gathering, but she’s said a very 
firm ‘no’ to doing a second one!

BIG FINISH UPDATE

Geoffrey Beavers, Terry Molloy, and John Levene
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escaped the attention of the organisers!
 The ubiquitous Jason Haigh-Ellery talked about Big 
Finish’s future plans up to the end of their current licence, 
which expires in 2010. I noted that the BF panels were 
not that well attended, whereas at previous cons they were 
almost full; as Haigh-Ellery confessed, with the new series 
it seems that BF has perhaps lost its edge, hence the major 
revamp they’ve introduced with this year’s releases to try to 
boost sales.
 At Steve Roberts’ Restoration Team panel he revealed 
some interesting bits of information about the DVDs, the 
best being that with the planned schedule of 10 releases 
per year (including multiple story box-sets), they should be 
done with all the Doctor Whos within six years!
 As always, the Dealers had a lot to offer, and this time 
Tenth Planet had sufficient supplies of the recent batch 
of Character Option figures; they even ended up heavily 
discounting down to $2 each the obviously less than 
popular Krillitane and Werewolf figures to avoid having to 
ship them back! I bought one of each, but soon realised this 
might not have been such a good idea since, although they 
weighed next to nothing, they took up quite a lot of suitcase 
space! And it was painful to pass by the reasonably-priced 
TARDIS playsets and Cyberman voice-changer helmets, 
knowing I simply did not have the room for them in my 
by-then already overflowing bags.
 The highlight of the weekend had to have been The Ten 
Doctors, a play performed by the Offstage Theatre Group; 
based on The Five Doctors, but with no less than Ten Doctors 
plus Richard Hurndall and Peter Cushing (the ninth Doctor 
refused to participate as he was too busy watching Heroes!), 
and a variety of companions. With only nine members in 
the troupe, this meant they each played multiple roles, 
doing very quick costume changes behind the curtains. 
Despite a fire alarm interruption half way through, the 
play ran for over three hours. Spot-on impersonations of 
all the Doctors, exaggerations of the traits and clichés of the 
programme, with some groan-inducing jokes, innuendos 
and puns. There was even a cameo by Baker as Maxil with 
Henrietta under his arm! Wonderful stuff! 
 The con was not solely dominated by Doctor Who: Bill 
Mumy and Angela Cartwright took the stage and talked 
about their childhoods, exploring the sound-stages during 
the making of Lost in Space, and The Sound of Music in the 
1960s. Ironically, Bob May (the Robot), always a regular 
these cons was unavailable this year! Mumy demonstrated a 
gift for mimicry with his spot-on impersonation of the late 
Jonathan Harris – ‘Oh, dear, the pain the pain!’ 

• The new commissioning editor 
is a fan, and that makes preparing 
extras so much easier.
• There is a push to complete 
Season 12 so it can be issued as 
a special box set.
• Themed sets are a possibility 
(e.g. The Mara, The Sea Devils), 
although apparently fans prefer 
box sets to contain consecutive 
stories. Hmmmm, not this one!
• Animation is very expensive. 
The Invasion was possible only 
because of extra money that 
came available when another 
animated project fell through.
• On single disc releases, extras 
are usually limited to 70 minutes 
in total, otherwise too much 
compression affects picture 
quality.
• Colourisation is now much 
cheaper, and with technology 
improving all the time, 
recolourised VHS releases such 
as The Silurians, Terror of the 
Autons, The Daemons will be re-
done from scratch.
• The Time Meddler was due 
for a March 2007 release, but 
has been held over because 
they have not been able to get 
Verity Lambert, Peter Purves and 
Maureen O’Brien together to 
record the commentary!
• Roberts willingly gave up his 
fee for The Beginning so the Marco 
Polo extra could be budgeted.

DVD UPDATE

 ‘Indeeeeed’, a great time was had by 
all 791 attendees (a record!). Here’s to 
2008
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DOCTOR

WHO SERIES 2, 2006
THE TSV REVIEW PANEL

NEW EARTH
New Earth acts as a bit of a touchstone with series 
one with the return of Cassandra. The sterile hospital 
environment is well realised and things were made 
even more interesting by using ‘cat nuns’ with very 
realistic prosthetics. Cassandra really seems to be into 
racial purity and is quite a different character when 
in Rose’s body, although it must be said the body 
swapping quickly becomes tiresome. But I did like the 
different perspectives Cassandra seemed to have when 
in different bodies, and it really shows that she has been 
without human contact for far too long.
 The human guinea pigs piqued my interest – as these 
people have sentience, how would their repatriation 
into human society be managed? Maybe this could be 
explored in the future.
 Something that occurs in both series one and two 
is the feeling that some of the dangers encountered 
simply do not feel very threatening for our time 
travelling duo. In this case, I don’t feel that the Doctor 
and Rose are in any danger from the infected humans 
due to their limited zombie-like movement. Also the 
Doctor’s solution seems far too convenient easy to 
spread, which left me disappointed.
 While a solid start to series two, New Earth didn’t 
really float my boat, although it is nice to have closure 
to the Cassandra storyline. And damn that Face of Boe 
for not giving us the information we want! 2/5

STUART BROWN

A new Doctor, a new series and a new atmosphere. 
Somehow, this feels lighter and less substantial than 
the previous series. David Tennant shows the same 
promise as in The Christmas Invasion, but surrounded 
by too many competing plotlines, the story is forced to 
rely on the charisma of the lead actors. It does so very 

well, but at the end of 45 minutes I’m left exhausted 
and just a little bewildered. 3/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

Russell T. Davies ticks ‘bodyswap episode’ off his to do 
list, but a season opener isn’t really the right episode 
for it. And what could have been David Tennant’s first 
opportunity to really make his mark is lost as RTD 
decides to give Billie Piper a ‘comedy’ episode instead.
 The result is distinctly underwhelming. The Sisters 
of Plenitude look good, but are a bit wasted as their 
medical experiments are only used to produce a zombie 
army that the Doctor has to defeat. I’ve no idea whether 
RTD consciously tried to replicate the “everybody 
lives!” of The Doctor Dances, thinks that thought-out 
plots are unnecessary, or had simply painted himself 
into a corner, but how the Doctor does defeat them is 
just nonsense. Having him wave the sonic screwdriver 
around a couple of times would have made as much 
sense as chucking a load of IV drugs through the 
sprinkler system and then having the cure magically 
spread by touch.
 The bodyswap element is no better. Billie Piper 
at least gets a chance to do something different for 
a change, but the Cassandra-possessed Doctor is 
embarrassing and the back-and-forth stuff on the 
ladder simply tedious.
 However, it’s the season opener, so I suppose we can 
be forgiving. 2/5

CARL ELLIS

The second series kicks off in style, with a sharp, pacy 
script ably brought to the screen by director James 
Hawes and team. Pleasingly, this is a worthy follow-up 
to The End of the World, one of the highlights of the first 
series – it’s Doctor Who at its most imaginative and fun, 
a mad world full of Cat Nuns, plague zombies, and 

Illustrations by Izzy von Lichtan
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vain villainesses which you can’t help but love. Special 
mention must go to Billie Piper, who gives probably 
her best performance in the series here when playing 
Cassandra-Rose, so much so that she almost upstages 
David Tennant in his first proper adventure as the 
Doctor. Everyone seems to be giving 110%, especially 
the Mill, who provide some of their best effects work 
on the series to date in bringing New New York to the 
screen. Maybe not quite as successful as its predecessor, 
but it’s not for the want of trying. 4/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

I’ve always thought that Russell T. Davies’ remount of 
the good Doctor owes a lot to the late ’70s/early ’80s 
DWM comic strips in both visual sense and storytelling, 
and this is borne out by New Earth. You could easily 
imagine it as been drawn in the style of John Ridgway, 
and it has a Dave Gibbons jokeyness to it. This is both 
a good and a bad thing, as it encourages cheap shots 
like Cassandra’s body swapping and the naff primary 
coloured illnesses of the patients. I didn’t like New 
Earth when I first saw it, but on a second viewing it’s 
quite good, Tennant is great as the Doctor. His reading 
of “New new new new new new new new new new 
new new new new new Earth” is inspired (just look at 
how flat it is when written), and it helped to make him 
one of my favorite Doctors. An odd lack of a central 
villain (Cassandra clearly isn’t), and like most RTD-
era Who has a magnificent ending (does the Doctor 
accidently create Cassandra as Chip dies?) 3/5

NEIL LAMBESS

This episode feels like the sort of mid-season rubbish 
that The Long Game was, so who in their right mind 
thought this was good enough to open the second 
season? Russell T. Davies takes a scattergun approach to 
the number of plots in this episode, also the tone itself. 
The disparate storylines – Cassandra seeks her freedom, 
cats experimenting with human drones – don’t gel at 
all. It’s never more jarring than when we go from light 
comedy to dark and horrific in the space of twenty 
seconds. Massive logic holes almost sink the story, and 
the only thing holding it together is Tennant’s reserved 
portrayal which occasionally slips into nervous hysteria, 
thanks to the camp rubbish he is forced to endure in 
the lift shaft. The British viewing public lapped this up 
but surely the series couldn’t survive on a diet of this 
pap over thirteen episodes? 1/5

ROB MAMMONE

series 2 review panel
As if viewers needed reminding that this is still the same 
series, New Earth is a rather blatant sequel to the superior 
The End of the World. Did we really need to see the 
Face of Boe, the robot spiders and especially Cassandra 
again? The explanation for Cassandra’s survival after 
being blown to bits simply didn’t ring true, and diluted 
a lot of the impact of the Doctor’s original decision to 
let her die. A few impressive CGI vistas aside, there 
seems to have been a real determination on the part 
of the design team to avoid making this episode look 
at all futuristic – the characters for the most part wear 
contemporary street clothes and particularly jarringly, 
Cassandra watches herself on a 16mm film projector. 
This is supposed to be the far, far distant future! The 
cat people are the best thing about this episode, with 
superb makeup and performances to match. The series 
has seldom been renowned for its scientific accuracy 
but any concession to science went out the window 
as intravenous medicine provides an instant cure-all in 
a spray and a person’s consciousness effortlessly hops 
between bodies (with a gaseous effect that looks all too 
similar to the time vortex stuff seen in the previous two 
episodes). 1/5

PAUL SCOONES

I have a small confession to make – between series 
one and two I became completely sick of Billie Piper. 
Her appearances in Much Ado About Nothing and 
The Canterbury Tales were bland at best and she was 
positively irritating in The Christmas Invasion. But 
having said that, she is absolutely brilliant in this – the 
best thing about the entire episode in fact. From her 
decontamination shower to her various possessions, she 
is note-perfect throughout. There is a lot more to enjoy 
here, but sadly, there are too many under-developed 
ideas, the unnecessary return of Cassandra revealing 
itself as the biggest hindrance – the conclusion of 
her story is, to put it politely, cack. Sean Gallagher’s 
dreadful performance as her desperate hanger-on, 
Chip, doesn’t help matters and, unfortunately, David 
Tennant is not particularly convincing either. As close 
as the new series has come to a miss-step to date, but 
still hugely entertaining. 3/5 

BRETT SIMPSON

This story has one of the most spectacular opening 
sequences I’ve ever seen in Doctor Who. It’s slickly made, 
well directed and fun to watch. As with most historical 

TOOTH AND CLAW
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series 2 review panel
BBC stories, the sets and costumes are amazing. The visual effects, 
while primarily restricted to the werewolf, are top notch. 
 With the story being a variation on the classic base-under-
siege formula, it’s easy to get into the swing of things. Plot-wise, 
nothing particularly surprises me, although the transformation 
of the werewolf concurrently with the dinner conversation works 
incredibly well. Murray Gold’s music, however, is a little too 
intrusive.
 Queen Victoria’s loss of her husband establishes the strength 
of her will,  and she copes admirably with the situation she finds 
herself in. The Doctor and Rose are a little smarmy at times, 
however, which rankles – Rose’s “we are not amused” comments 
are very juvenile.
 The conclusion occurs rather abruptly and the exile of the 
Doctor and Rose was unexpected, but probably necessary to give 
the pair a bit of a reality check. While Tooth and Claw has more 
good points than bad, unfortunately it tends towards style over 
substance. 3.5/5

STUART BROWN

A darker entry than expected from Davies, and a fairly 
straightforward one, to boot. Nevertheless, Tooth and Claw is a 
superbly atmospheric chiller with truly astounding special effects. 
The Doctor and Rose breeze merrily through the horror, which is 
somewhat surprising on two levels. As a viewer, they are hard to 
engage with and within the confines of the story their flippancy 
wins them few friends. In the end, it seems a clumsy, slightly 
viewer-alienating way to establish the later threat of Torchwood. 
3/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

A definite improvement, and probably Russell T. Davies’ best 
episode so far, but this is still only average television and not a 
patch on Horror of Fang Rock.
 Like a lot of new Who it looks impressive, with a werewolf that’s 
about as good as you’re likely to see on British television at 7pm 
on a Saturday, and a band of warrior monks, who look good in the 
trailer but also serve little or no actual purpose.
 The Doctor and Rose are somewhat less impressive. Their smug 
attitude makes them look like a pair of giggling schookids. Jumping 
around and chanting “werewolf!” after a man has just sacrificed 
himself so they can get away makes them look insensitive, while 
Rose’s repeated attempts to get Queen Victoria to say “we are not 
amused” make her look like a silly teenager. It’s also completely 
unfunny.
  This being an RTD script there’s also the obligatory piece of 
innuendo. On the right show, I have no problem with this sort of 
thing, but a show targeted firmly at kids isn’t the right show, and 
the Doctor isn’t the right character to start making quips about the 
wife being away for the weekend. Grow up, please, Russell.
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incarnation? As he creates it in this episode, does he 
alter his own personal history as a result? 5/5

NEIL LAMBESS

Honestly, is this the same writer who excreted New 
Earth? Davies has written an atmospheric tale of 
tension and dread, filled with memorable characters fed 
memorable lines. The needless and senseless diversion 
into frippery, as exemplified by Rose’s tiresome and 
eventually inappropriate obsession with Victoria’s most 
famous words, serve only to undercut the excellent 
work of both RTD and director Euros Lyn. Also, how 
is it good characterization for Rose to watch two men 
sacrifice themselves selflessly for the sake of honor and 
then basically giggle the episode away? And not only 
this episode, but the next few? That aside, the highlight 
is the dinner table conversation, where Pauline Collins 
allows Victoria’s regal hauteur to slip and reveal a 
glimpse of her grief, and her hope. A taut compelling 
story, with marvelous direction and special effects, 
Tooth and Claw is an early candidate for best story of 
the season. 5/5                            

ROB MAMMONE

Now this is what Doctor Who is about. A werewolf 
stalking a group of characters trapped in a remote 
house would not have looked at all out of place in Tom 
Baker’s era. Pauline Collins is perfectly cast as Queen 
Victoria and the rest of the guest cast also deliver great 
performances. The werewolf is an excellent piece of 
CGI and Eros Lyn’s direction is a joy to behold. The 
pre-credits sequence with the acrobatic monks is 
impressive but bears remarkably little relevance to the 
rest of the story. Having delivered the werewolf, the 
monks rapidly fade out of the plot and their leader 
is despatched off screen. Uncharacteristically, Rose 
seemed barely fazed by the carnage around her and 
appears delighted by the werewolf and obsessed with 
goading the Queen for the sake of a bet. The Doctor 
seems almost as glib, unconcerned at the possibly 
that the Queen may herself have been infected. This 
is a good story, but it’s rather let down by the odd 
behaviour of the Doctor and Rose. 3.5/5

PAUL SCOONES

This is more like it! The best one-off episode penned 
by Russell T. Davies since he got the series off to its 
brilliant start with Rose. While New Earth was fun, this 
is that and so much more. It’s astonishing that Doctor 
Who has taken this long to do a proper werewolf 

 Derek Riddell makes the most of his role as Sir 
Robert, but Pauline Collins seems miscast as Victoria. 
It doesn’t help that she’s lumbered with some poor 
dialogue, particularly the silly knighthood scene and 
heavy-handed “Torchwood” speech at the end, but for 
a high-profile guest appearance, she’s disappointing. 
3/5

CARL ELLIS 

Dark corridors, an isolated location, a monster – this 
should be perfect Doctor Who. The problem is, it’s 
perfect old Doctor Who, and as such, feels a little bit 
out of place here. Despite some really good direction 
(particularly with the opening fight sequence involving 
the monks), and some impressive special effects (they 
managed to achieve a better-looking werewolf than 
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, and on a 
fraction of the time and budget), the script’s a bit ho-
hum – there are too many things left unexplained, too 
many coincidences for it to work, and a lame gag about 
Princess Anne crowbarred in too. Speaking of Royals, 
Pauline Collins is a bit of a let down as Queen Victoria, 
coming across as annoying more than anything else. It 
looks fantastic, but for me, it’s lacking substance. 2/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

And onto an enjoyable romp with amazing CGI 
work, and not a lot else. One of the RTD era’s main 
weaknesses is its totally crap science. The Koh-i-noor 
diamond, a reverse telescope and moonlight as the 
dénouement is quite frankly insulting, and almost 
as bad as the spray-all instant cure for every illness 
used in the previous episode. It’s lazy writing, and 
unfortunately takes Doctor Who as a series into pure 
fantasy rather than science fiction. That may sound 
a little harsh, as it has always had a somewhat dodgy 
relationship with hard science in the first place, but 
what annoys me is that the Doctor has a tendency 
to just snap his fingers at the end, and the “fix” is 
shoehorned in without a great deal of rational thought. 
I also was hopeful that the series was about to get its 
first great villain in the human possessed by the wolf, 
but nope! Just as he was getting interesting, he turned 
into the (admittedly great) werewolf and just became a 
plot device. If one thing has been lost in the new 45-
minute format, it’s development of the villains (who 
are mostly interchangable and lacking in motivations). 
Even the Rutan has more character in Fang Rock, for 
God’s sake!
 Does Torchwood exist before the Doctor’s tenth 
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SCHOOL REUNION
The basic idea of ‘what if your teacher was an alien?’ is broadened 
here considerably by adding in a touch of nostalgia, a bunch of 
monsters, and of course K9. I do wonder if there is a little too 
much squeezed in, but the fact that Sarah Jane is getting her own 
series helps alleviate some of that pressure.
 Anthony Head is simply brilliant; the establishing shots of him 
give the impression that he is an arrogant overlord surveying his 
empire, which indeed is confirmed later in the episode.
 When the Doctor and Sarah meet for the first time, it sent 
a huge shiver down my spine. I was surprised that the Doctor 
manages to keep his mouth shut for once. When they meet again it 
still has a big impact, with the use of Joy Division’s Love Will Tear 
Us Apart making the moment perfect.
 There are many magic moments in School Reunion: Sarah’s loss 
is still being clearly felt even after 30 years; Rose’s realisation that 
hasn’t been the only companion; the face-off between Rose and 
Sarah injecting some necessary humour; and the temptation of the 
Doctor with the god programme posing an interesting dilemma. 
Mickey too is on fine form and we can see he’s come a long way 
since Rose.
 A couple of things let the episode down. The CGI of the 
Krillitanes isn’t really up to scratch, and while better then the 
Slitheen last series, there is still a way to go (or was I was expecting 
too much?). The climax is also a little disappointing as towards the 
end things seem to go rather flat. But the coda is lovely, and I was 
glad that Mickey asked to travel with the Doctor. He is ‘Mickey the 
idiot’ no longer. 4/5

STUART BROWN

Where the first two entries of the season lacked soul, School 
Reunion is positively overflowing with it. A welcome and delicately 
handled return for Sarah Jane and K9 offers the chance to examine 
the nature of the Doctor’s relationship with his companions. 
The Krillitane take a backseat to the conflict between Rose and 
Sarah Jane, thus relegating one of the most memorable baddies, 
in the shape of Mr Head, to the sidelines. Overall, though, a well-
structured and fun story with a genuine tear-jerker of an ending.
5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

series 2 review panel
story, but it was well worth the wait. Pauline Collins didn’t quite 
convince as Queen Victoria, possibly because I kept half-expecting 
Judi Dench to turn up. I did, however, like her changing attitudes 
to the Doctor and Rose though – a pleasant change from them 
being seen in black and white terms throughout by the guest cast. 
It’s also refreshing to see the Doctor and his companion enjoying 
their adventures – I found their camaraderie infectious rather than 
annoying. A little gem of an episode which would have made a far 
stronger season opener than New Earth. 5/5

BRETT SIMPSON
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With less than 45 minutes for the writers to play with, 
it’s good to see a story kicking off with the Doctor and 
Rose already in situ. Even so, there still isn’t time to 
really develop any sense of mystery as the story simply 
hurtles along from one revelation to the next. This 
also helpfully hides a few plot holes that become more 
obvious on subsequent viewing – why, for example, do 
the Krillitanes let the Doctor and Rose into the school 
in the first place?
 David Tennant continues to veer all over the place 
as the Doctor. There’s obvious delight in his scenes 
with Sarah Jane, but at other times (“physics, physics, 
physics”) he can be embarrassing.
 I was never a big Rose Tyler fan, but constantly 
throwing a fit every time another female speaks to the 
Doctor is making her increasingly irritating. Despite 
my reservations that the format can’t support three 
regulars, having Mickey join the TARDIS almost 
seems worth it if it annoys Rose as much as it appears 
it’s going to.
 Fortunately, Lis Sladen is on good form as Sarah 
Jane. I don’t really buy the new series’ take on her 
relationship with the Doctor or the fact that she’s 
spent the last thirty years waiting for him to show 
up again, but Sladen rises above Toby Whithouse’s 
obvious attempts to use Sarah as an object lesson for 
Rose. Admittedly, quite why she’s driving around with 
a broken K9 in her boot is a bit of a mystery, but if it 
means that she gets a new tin dog at the end, then even 
an old cynic like me can’t really complain too much. It’s 
one of the most emotional moments in the new series 
so far – miles better than the tacked on stuff we usually 
get.
 The Krillitanes aren’t particularly memorable, 
coming across as another CGI winged monster. 
Having them defeated by the fire alarm also means 
they’re hardly much of a threat either. Younger 
viewers probably enjoyed the “aliens as teachers” idea, 
but having everyone cheering when the school was 
destroyed was far too “kids’ show” for me.
 Overall, it’s worth it for Sarah Jane, K9… and for 
hearing Joy Division on Doctor Who. 3/5

CARL ELLIS

There was so much potential for this episode to 
go wrong, for it to be a sub-Demon Headmaster 
runaround laden down by a pointless resurrection of 
old characters. I shouldn’t have worried, because this is 
a gem. The main cast are excellent, the regulars on top 
form alongside Anthony Head in true boo-hiss villain 

mode, and Elisabeth Sladen giving probably her best 
performance in Doctor Who. There’s a logical reason for 
the Doctor to run into Sarah Jane again, and for once, 
she’s written properly – and actually has a part to play 
in the Doctor and Rose’s ongoing story, as opposed 
to being a token element ‘for the fans’. Even K9 is 
important, playing a decisive role in turning Mickey 
from zero to hero, and the idea of aliens taking over 
a school works. Fast-paced, funny and clever, this is 
definitely one of the highlights of the series. 5/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

Wow! I absolutely bawled my eyes out several times 
during this episode which, for me at least, hit so many 
emotional high points and beats that it is now one 
of my favourite episodes of Doctor Who ever, despite 
more dodgy science. The moment  the Doctor first 
sees Sarah Jane is heartbreaking, as is the moment 
when she first sees the TARDIS. And who among us 
who were fortunate enough to meet Jon Pertwee at 
WhoCon in 1990 didn’t feel a sad twinge when Sarah 
Jane talks about her old friend named John Smith 
(I swear she’s thinking her real-life relationship with 
the actor when she says those lines – how could she 
not be?) Magnificent and angsty, sad and funny, the 
reunion of the Doctor and Sarah Jane is pitch perfect 
and subtexturaly speaks to all of us who’ve ever had 
a emotional connection to the show and its lead 
character. School Reunion plays as a gift to us as fans. 
Even K9 is bearable! Of course with a primary focus on 
such an emotional relationship, something had to lose 
out and sadly it’s the villains. Anthony Head elevates 
his cypher role into something good, but let’s face it, 
the Krillitanes and chips could have been Daleks, or 
Yeti, or Nimon, and the story would be no different. 
If it had been a two-parter the Doctor, Sarah Jane and 
the rest could have faced off against a threat that was 
more worthy of their combined talents. But in the end 
it doesn’t matter. 5/5

NEIL LAMBESS

This episode’s premise rests on a deliberate misreading 
of the relationship between Sarah Jane Smith and 
the Fourth Doctor. And that springs from the wish 
fulfillment fantasies of aging fanboys rather than what 
was depicted back in the 1970s. There is no doubt 
Sarah Jane was fond of the Doctor, but in love? A more 
credible response would be the upset she would feel 
having had all those wonderful adventures taken from 
her, rather than lovelorn angst. The tone of this story 
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varies so wildly that it undercuts the drama – we swing from the 
childish (the Krillitane dinner lady exploding in a puff of smoke) 
to the sublime scene where Anthony Stewart Head and Tennant 
walk alongside the pool.
 Elsewhere, Head is criminally wasted in one of the slightest B-
plots ever seen in televised drama. The more I think on it, the more 
it should be Head at the controls of the TARDIS, and not this 
teenage Time Lord Tennant insists on playing. Oh, and Kenny is 
doing hard time for blowing that school up. 1/5 

ROB MAMMONE

School Reunion is a love letter to the original series, a bold statement 
to viewers for whom Christopher Eccleston was their first Doctor 
that yes, there was life before Rose. I can imagine these new 
generation fans sharing Rose’s indignation over the revelation that 
there have been other companions before her. Her acceptance of 
Sarah and the Doctor’s past works on another level as a message 
that the old series is deserving of love and attention. It’s not just 
Sarah and K9; the early scene in which the teacher – the Doctor 
– discovers he has a mysteriously well-informed student in his 
classroom echoes the very beginning of the series. The story should 
perhaps have occupied a two-part slot; there’s too much going 
on here for a single episode and the Krillitanes are relegated to a 
B-plot seemingly to provide room for lots of scenes where Sarah 
Jane gets to reminisce with the Doctor and argue with Rose. K9 is 
perhaps the greatest casualty in that he has astonishingly little to 
do. Anthony Head is deliciously evil as the Headmaster and his 
confrontation with the Doctor by the swimming pool is one of the 
best moments of the episode. 4/5

PAUL SCOONES

A very good, if overrated episode. It’s not the first story to cram too 
much into a single episode, but it is the first to really suffer from 
it, simply because the Krillitanes are – potentially, at least – one 
of the most interesting alien races to appear in the series, but are 
quickly relegated to subplot status. Indeed, Anthony Stewart Head 
as their leader barely has more screen time here than he does in 
your average episode of Little Britain, which seems something of 
a waste. Of course the focus is on the companions – past, present 
and future, and while it is, admittedly, great to see Elisabeth Sladen 
back in such fine form, the relationship between Sarah and Rose 
seems a little too forced. Similarly, the emotional impact of the 
episode strikes me as a little on the manipulative side, especially 
with the inane “What did I do wrong?” rubbish spouted by Sarah.
4/5                                                           BRETT SIMPSON

THE GIRL IN THE FIREPLACE
What a fast paced story The Girl in the Fireplace is. The events 
quickly flow from one to the next: a spaceship, a magic door, young 
Reinette, and then the ‘don’t look behind you’ scene. While this 
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episode may not stand up to close analysis, it’s still a 
great story and one that you can just sit back and enjoy. 
Adding to the experience are the sumptuous settings 
and costumes, alongside the impressive clockwork 
droids. There are also some well realised ship effects, 
with the heart and eye, and the unsettling atmosphere 
when it is revealed that the crew has been integrated 
into the ship.
 It’s good to see that Mickey is now a fully fledged 
adventurer and no longer as cowardly as he once was. 
I would never have thought while watching series one 
that I would want to see more of Mickey, but I do 
now!
  This episode is emotionally loaded, and I could feel 
the strong bond between Reinette and the Doctor. The 
bittersweet ending is just perfect, really hitting home 
how much of kindred spirits the Doctor and Reinette 
were, at the same time highlighting the Doctor’s 
loneliness.
 I want more Moffat! 4/5

STUART BROWN

Once again, Steven Moffat demonstrates his unique 
understanding of what makes Doctor Who tick (sorry). 
A truly disturbing premise, married to a beautiful 
romance and a unique insight into the Doctor’s 
character. It’s hard to find anything to criticise in what, 
for me, is the finest episode since Doctor Who returned 
to our screens. 5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

Despite the production team banging on about 
“emotion” all the time, I found this strangely 
uninvolving, possibly because of their tendency to 
slap it on to everything rather than allowing it to arise 
out of interesting characters and plots. Murray Gold 
slathering his (often inappropriate) music all over the 
place doesn’t help matters either.
 When Mickey joined the TARDIS team, I 
wondered how the 45-minute format would support 
three regulars. On the evidence so far, it can’t as Mickey 
and Rose are sidelined for much of the episode. It also 
appears that the costume designer picked up on this 
as and decided to dress them in whatever Piper and 
Clarke turned up to the shoot in.
 David Tennant already seems to have racked up 
more embarrassing moments as the Doctor than some 
of his predecessors did in their entire time on the show. 
This week’s lows include the pretend drunk scene 
(although the sub-Blackadder lines don’t help), “I’ve 
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just snogged Madame de Pompadour” and the cheesy 
wink after he jumps through the mirror on the horse 
(a scene which Moffat should have excised anyway as 
it’s clear the show’s budget can’t stretch to do the job 
properly).
 The episode certainly looks good, although I didn’t 
really buy the Reinette/Doctor relationship. There’s 
obviously a rapport between the two, but having her 
go for full-on snog a couple of minutes after meeting 
the Doctor again didn’t really convince. In fact, the 
opening and closing moments are probably the best, 
with Tennant also on better form (although not nearly 
enough to make up for his lapses in between). It’s just 
a shame that interesting ideas such as the clockwork 
androids aren’t really explored, only seeming to be there 
so the audience can think, “ooh, clockwork androids 
– how clever.” 2/5

CARL ELLIS

The Empty Child was my favourite story from the first 
series, and I still can’t quite believe that Steven Moffat 
has managed to make lightning strike twice – because 
this is just as good. Key to its success is the fact that 
the Doctor gets to take centre stage, and for once he’s 
written as a more three dimensional character – he 
can be sensitive, fall in love, feel the pain of losing a 
loved one. The chemistry between Sophia Myles and 
David Tennant helps, of course. This is only part of 
what makes the episode work so well, though. It’s 
absolutely loaded with memorable moments that 
stick in the mind long after you’ve finished watching 
– the first encounter with the Clockwork robot, the 
real, living heart pumping away inside the spaceship’s 
innards, the Doctor riding a horse through a mirror, 
the final revelation of Madame de Pompadour’s ‘final 
journey’… in short, wonderful. 5/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

When I saw the next episode trailer I was convinced 
that The Girl in the Fireplace would be Susan or Romana 
living in France. Nobody would expect two returning 
companions in two consecutive stories and imagine the 
fun they could have had when Rose realised the Doctor 
was a Grandfather! Oh well, nevermind, because what 
we got was a stunner! From the clockwork robots, and 
the panto fireplace, to the brilliant MacGuffin at the 
end, despite sounding like the title for a Cure song this 
story worked for me on every level. It’s great that the 
villains of the piece have a solid rational motivation (at 
last!) and ironic that they have no characterisation at 
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all yet are so memorable. They form an essential part 
of the plot and in fact are the central focus (deus ex 
machina indeed). It’s also notable that Steven Moffat’s 
nanoswarm served a similar storytelling purpose as 
the coathanger on which his respective stories hang, 
something you don’t find in a lot of the other stories 
of series one and two. If there is a fault it’s that a lot 
of similar dialogue is repeated from Moffat’s first story. 
But what the hell! Bananas to that! 5/5

NEIL LAMBESS

The credibility of this episode balances solely on the 
idea that the Doctor, a centuries old alien being, could 
possibly fall in love in the space of 30 seconds with 
a human woman barely three decades old. In other 
words, this story makes no sense as an episode of Doctor 
Who and is simply Coupling with added robots.  Euros 
Lyn does wonders with the camera, and the clockwork 
men, while completely anachronistic for their time 
period, are a lovely piece of design while Mickey and 
Rose valiantly attempt to maintain the Doctor Who 
aspect of the episode. Sophia Myles is luminous, but 
we are left to ponder the following question – is this 
really Doctor Who? 2/5

ROB MAMMONE

Once again Steven Moffat delivers the goods, fashioning 
a story that is as perfect as anything we’ve yet seen in 
the revived Doctor Who. The plot is absurd and a little 
surreal but it’s carried off with such engaging style and 
panache that it would seem churlish to complain. The 
sets, locations and costumes depicting 18th century 
France are gorgeous, contrasting magnificently with 
the 51st century spaceship on the other side of the 
mirrors and the fireplace. Sophia Myles is simply 
delightful as Reinette, and David Tennant tones down 
his usually hyperactive performance – his one over the 
top moment reserved for the pretence of being drunk. 
Previously the Doctor in love would have seemed 
antithetical but somehow in the context of this story 
it works. The final scenes are bittersweet, the Doctor 
reading Reinette’s letter after her death bringing to 
mind a similar heartbreaking moment in The English 
Patient. Simply exquisite. 5/5

PAUL SCOONES

As he did with series one, Steven Moffat creates a 
brilliant story that is a strong contender for best of the 
season. Is he, perhaps, the new Robert Holmes? The 
combination of mystery, spookiness and romance is 

handled stylishly by all concerned and David Tennant 
gives his best performance yet. Mickey and Rose have 
little to do here, which is perhaps just as well – while 
Noel Clarke is superb as usual, Billie Piper struggles 
with a script that seems to mistake Rose for Peri – for 
all his talent Moffat somehow never quite managed to 
get a firm grip on Rose’s character. However, this and 
the odd plot contrivance are not enough to diminish 
the episode’s power. As for the Doctor’s asexuality 
supposedly being called into question by his actions 
here, all I can say is he behaved exactly as I might in a 
similar situation. Take that as you will! 5/5

BRETT SIMPSON

RISE OF THE CYBERMEN
Rise of the Cybermen has a lot of significance, being a 
‘reboot’ genesis story with nods to The Invasion. But 
Lumic is a bit too much like Davros crossed with Tobias 
Vaughn for me. His campaign sparked my curiosity; 
does he really feel he is doing this for humanity or for 
himself?
  While the previous story was about the Doctor 
and Reinette, this is firmly about Rose. We see a lot 
through Rose’s eyes, giving us an indicating as to 
what she thinks she has been missing with her father 
tragically killed. 
 The small hints of what this world is like are 
tantalisingly brief: the curfew; the rich living in air ships; 
the pervading military presence; the dependence on ear 
pods. The themes of conformity and dehumanisation 
are firmly felt and are equally applicable to our own 
world. The use of The Lion Sleeps Tonight at the same 
time as the cyber conversion was perversely brilliant, 
the juxtaposition further emphasising the horror of the 
conversion process.
 The speed that the Cybermen can move is striking, 
and the scenes of them breaking into the Tyler mansion 
are very well done. The actual cliff-hanger is a little 
weak, although at least I felt the threat this time.
 However, while I had high hopes for the first 
new Cybermen story, unfortunately, despite being a 
relatively solid episode, it didn’t particularly blow me 
away. 3.5/5

STUART BROWN

After several “new” episodes we’re back in the land of 
the familiar. Graham Harper’s return to Doctor Who is 
a gritty, ominous tale of spare parts and parallel earths. 
Harper’s no-nonsense pacing works beautifully with 
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Tom McRae’s script, steadily etching up the tension 
until the Cybermen themselves appear in their latest 
breathtaking incarnation. “Classic” Doctor Who if ever 
I saw it. 5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

Russell T. Davies’ season template calls for the mid-
season reintroduction of an old enemy which returns 
in the season finale, so it’s no surprise to see the 
Cybermen in the new series. And with the TARDIS 
landing on a parallel Earth, there’s the opportunity for 
an alternative origins story and the return of the Tyler 
clan – two things I could easily have without.
 Naturally the episode throws away a good idea 
right from the off. A dead TARDIS is a potentially 
great season cliff-hanger, but instead we get it here and 
unsurprisingly the Doctor has a handy gizmo to solve 
the problem. Why even bother having it then?
 The Tyler-centric nature of the episode is soon 
apparent as just about the first thing Rose sees is her 
dad, Pete. Except that he’s not her dad. Does she take 
any notice of this? Of course she doesn’t. So we get 
to cover the same ground we covered in Father’s Day 
last year. Meanwhile, Mickey might as well not have 
bothered boarding the TARDIS as the Doctor isn’t 
remotely concerned about him as all the focus (both 
his and the show’s) continues to be on the increasingly 
tiresome Rose, whose constant jealous fits continue to 
annoy.
 The new Cybermen are okay, but their Cyberslippers 
and having them stomp around in sync are both daft 
and whoever thought up their silly catchphrase needs a 
damn good deleting as well.
 David Tennant is better than usual and Don 
Warrington is great in a pretty small role. However, the 
much-publicised Roger Lloyd-Pack is simply dreadful 
as John Lumic, who looks like he’s stepped straight out 
of Season 17.
 Graeme Harper is no longer way ahead of the pack 
as he was in the mid ’80s, and really fails to deliver 
on the cliff-hanger. Take time over the build up, but 
the actual cliff-hanger should be short and sharp for 
maximum impact, not dragged out for what seemed 
like ages. 2/5

CARL ELLIS

Big, sleek and impressive. That sentence could be 
applied equally to the new Cybermen, or to this, 
their big comeback episode. Rise of the Cybermen is a 
textbook example of the perfect first episode, setting 
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up all the story strands and key characters, before 
bringing them together in an explosive climax and a 
memorable cliffhanger. The Cybermen storming the 
Tyler household in particular has all the makings of 
one of those iconic Doctor Who moments that everyone 
remembers long after the event. Acting-wise, the 
regulars are all on fine form, and there’s a great guest 
cast, headed by Roger Lloyd-Pack giving a wonderfully 
OTT performance as the megalomaniacal John Lumic, 
and a nice cameo from Don Warrington, whose 
confrontation with a Cyberman is a definite highlight. 
An excellent episode, well made, which manages to live 
up to the considerable pre-transmission hype. 5/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

The run of great stories continues with the first part 
of the Cybermen’s return. And the only thing I will 
say to all the naysayers out there that claim John 
Lumic’s creations are not real Cyberman is this: didn’t 
you see all the International Electromatics trucks on 
the parallel earth? Lumic is clearly under the influence 
of a Cybercontroller and Rise of the Cybermen is the 
parallel universe version of The Invasion. There ya go. 
Easy, isn’t it?
 Unfortunately Lumic is no Tobias Vaughan and 
yet again the central villain seems to get short shrift. 
For my money, once you see him in a wheelchair his 
motivations for creating a new breed of Cybermen is 
both readily apparent and dead in the water in terms of 
drama (although to be fair, the actor had just been in a 
accident). I just wish we had seen more of a double act 
between him and his sidekick.
 Lots of fun with parallel earth Ricky, Pete and Jackie, 
and let’s not forget Mrs Moore and the biting satire on 
all those people who are so obsessed with cellphones 
that annoy the hell out of me at the cinemas and cafes 
every single day! 4/5

NEIL LAMBESS

By episode five a mixture of poor, average and one 
very good story has seen the series spluttering along, 
in danger of going completely off the rails. Rise of the 
Cybermen ably put things back on track. Solid without 
being spectacular, it reminds us all that one of the 
show’s strengths lies in simply being an adventure 
story for everyone to enjoy. The only letdowns come 
in the form of Roger Lloyd-Pack as Lumic, and the 
Cybermen. Too stilted and flat to be truly menacing, 
Pack’s performance is very much a missed opportunity. 
His motives are unclear and confused, which do little 
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to generate any sort of sympathy for his condition. And while the 
Cybermen have usually been associated with rubbish television, 
their background and history is evocative and compelling, so why 
abandon it in favour if this reboot? The story of a doomed race 
abandoning their humanity to survive is far more compelling than 
this bunch of stomping tin soldiers could ever be. 3/5

ROB MAMMONE

I don’t have a problem with this reworking of the Cyberman origin 
story; it is no more drastic than Genesis of the Daleks’ wholesale 
revamp and at least this new Cyberman mythos has the good grace 
to be relegated to a parallel universe, and presumably one where 
the inhabitants of Mondas and Telos don’t enter into the equation. 
Unlike Genesis, however, this new origin story just isn’t very good. 
At the heart of the problem is the dreadfully overacted performance 
from Roger Lloyd-Pack in the leading role of John Lumic, which 
tends to overshadow everything else. The story takes ages to get 
going, seemingly treading water until the Cybermen show up 
in the last ten minutes. The usually reliable Graeme Harper’s 
direction is also rather leaden. On the plus side, Mickey finally 
gets some decent character development, the airships over London 
are an impressive spectacle and the ever-reliable Don Warrington 
delivers a short-lived scene-stealing performance. 1.5/5

PAUL SCOONES

The Cybermen have always been my favourite Who monster, and 
aside from those awful shots of thumping marching boots, they do 
not disappoint here. The alternate universe set-up is reasonably well 
handled, with both Shaun Dingwall and Camille Coduri putting 
in fine performances. Roger Lloyd-Pack’s Lumic is also far from the 
disaster some have made him out to be. Top marks go once again 
to Noel Clarke, however, Mickey’s meeting with ‘his’ grandmother 
containing far more genuine emotion than the entirety of School 
Reunion. The scene where he is strapped down in next to nothing is 
also memorable (ahem), while the Doctor and Rose’s experiences at 
the Tylers are completely riveting. Then, having repeatedly warned 
his companions that this world and its inhabitants are not the ones 
they know, he makes exactly the same mistake: these Cybermen 
don’t behave as he expects, setting up one of the best cliff-hangers 
of all time. 4/5

BRETT SIMPSON

THE AGE OF STEEL
Mickey really seems to crave approval and in The Age of Steel we 
get to see what makes him tick. It must have been a trauma to 
witness Ricky’s death, although it did leave me wondering why the 
Cybermen stopped at that point and didn’t pursue Mickey.
 The tunnel scene with the Doctor and Mrs Moore is brilliant, 
and once the Cybermen awaken it’s the thing of nightmares. It 
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seemed silly when the Doctor and Mrs Moore open 
one of the Cybermen, but on reflection it highlights 
that these are normal people who have been converted. 
In the past, we generally have only seen Cybermen 
post-conversion, and therefore don’t often stop to 
consider their former humanity.
 The end was a let down. Mickey and Jake make 
it onto the airship far too easily, and the resolution 
is too fast and reliant on coincidence. A bit of an 
overemotional gush with Mickey leaving, but it felt 
real which is what counts. 3/5

STUART BROWN

The concluding part of McRae’s Cybermen reboot is 
like the release of the previous episode’s coiled spring. 
Forty-five minutes of frantic resistance fighting! While 
there’s little sense of danger or suspense, as an action 
story, this is stirring stuff. The heroism and bravado 
of the Doctor and his team is as rewarding as it is 
exhausting. 5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

The second half of the new series’ two-parters haven’t 
really delivered for me so far, and this is no exception.
 Unsurprisingly, the cliff-hanger is conveniently 
resolved as the Doctor had a magic wand or something 
hidden in his hand all along. When there are only three 
cliff-hangers per season, it would be nice if both the 
set-up and resolution were better than we’re getting.
 One of the new series’ traits is having the Doctor 
defeat enemies too easily. This week is no exception. 
Having thousands of Cybermen might make kids 
go “oooh”, but it almost inevitably means they have 
to get knocked out in one go. The result: death by 
superphone. Used occasionally this sort of thing might 
be fine, but week after week simply makes for poor 
drama.
 The Cybermen themselves seemed somewhat 
less impressive this week. There’s lots more cyber-
marching, which seems even more ridiculous, while 
their lumbering gait and inability to kill someone 
unless they’re within touching distance hardly makes 
them much of a threat.
 Jackie Tyler being upgraded was one of the episode’s 
few highlights, but it’s just a shame that it wasn’t the 
‘real one’. That really would have had me punching the 
air in delight.
 Spare Parts it ain’t. 2/5

CARL ELLIS

This second part can’t quite sustain the momentum 
of Rise of the Cybermen, as all the best stuff has 
already happened, but we still manage to get the 
Doctor infiltrating the Cybus factory with Mrs 
Moore, a disturbing scene with an ill-fated bride-to-
be transformed into a Cyberman, plus Mickey really 
finding his purpose in life, flying a Zeppelin and 
deciding it’s time to move on from life aboard the 
TARDIS. Unfortunately, the episode falls down on a 
rather weak cliffhanger resolution and the fact that the 
Cybermen are sent insane by a text message – it’s an 
imaginative move, but after building them up so well, 
having the metal giants defeated so easily feels like a 
real cop-out. That said, the whole story is very well 
directed by Graeme Harper, reassuring any doubters 
that he’s more than capable of handling modern Who 
and all its challenges. 3/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

And on to part two. Great redesign on the Cybermen 
costumes, love the percussive soundtrack of their 
marching, very creepy and highly reminiscent of a 
protest march by the Destiny Church that I witnessed 
a couple of years ago. Concepts such as omnipresent 
blind obedience always chills me to the bone and 
it’s a  nice subtextural satire on the writer’s part to 
make the Cybermen representative of that. Speaking 
of representation I found it odd that by deleting the 
scene where Jake says that Rickey was his boyfriend, 
the Rickey/Jake/Mickey relationship actually becomes 
more of a source of inspiration for slash fiction writers 
than if it had been left in! I have to admit I did like 
it when Mickey ditched Rose and ran off with Jake 
at the end. It was played brilliantly by the two actors 
and easily believable on a first viewing. It also added a 
bit more omph to the story’s subtext that the passions 
and diversity of the regular characters (Pete and Jackie 
fighting, Rose’s deliberation, Jake and Mikey’s love-
hate relationship, Mrs Moore’s self-sacrifice) are the 
key components of what makes us human. It was all 
nicely underplayed and all the better for it
 I was however waiting for a cybermat to scuttle up 
to CyberJackie and be revealed as the upgraded version 
of the parallel universe Rose! 5/5

NEIL LAMBESS

Doctor Who does big budget action extravaganza and 
amazingly pulls it off! The Doctor is shunted from 
centre stage, as the story splits the protagonists. You 
hardly notice though, given the breathless pace of the 
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episode. Harper excels, shooting the Cybermen from either high 
or low, accentuating their size. The night time setting helps in this 
regard, with the stark contrast between light and darkness used to 
great effect.
 The only problem with the episode lies in the numerous flaws 
littered throughout. Some are minor (why institute a state of 
martial law when a curfew already exists?), to puzzling ones (why 
does Mr. Crane turn against Lumic), to downright stupid (how 
does the Doctor know Mickey is watching on the CCTV?) If you 
can overcome this, and some painful dialogue (Mickey’s words at 
the end about the Doctor and Rose in the TARDIS still hurt) then 
you are in for a treat. 5/5

ROB MAMMONE

Although things get off to a bad start with an astonishingly poor 
resolution to the cliffhanger, thankfully the rest of this episode is 
an improvement on its predecessor. The highlight is a wonderfully 
creepy sequence in which the Doctor and Mrs Moore make their 
way through a tunnel full of deactivated Cybermen, followed by 
another memorable scene in which they discover the tragic origins 
of a dying Cyberman. For the most part though, this is a run-
around action thriller dulled by numerous tedious sequences of 
stomping Cybermen. The deaths of Mickey and Jackie’s parallel 
world counterparts ought to have been tragic but are instead oddly 
unaffecting. The resolution is a very unsatisfying set of ludicrous 
coincidences, in which the Doctor manages through blind luck to 
get a message to Mickey, and Rose’s phone just happens to interface 
with Cybus technology. The climax on the rope ladder should have 
been a thrilling set piece but even as a Cyberman Lumic lacks 
menace and consequently there’s little sense of danger. 2/5

PAUL SCOONES

From one of the best cliff-hangers ever to unquestionably the 
weakest resolution in the history of the programme, the early 
stages of The Age of Steel suggest it will not live up to the promise 
of the previous instalment. Thankfully, despite this inexcusable 
lapse in the scripting, things quickly improve and the end result 
is an all-out action adventure, with just enough comic relief and 
characterisation to lift it above an average rating. In particular 
the scene where the Doctor and Mrs Moore come across the 
malfunctioning Cyberwoman brings home the idea that being 
upgraded truly is a fate worse than death. It certainly makes it all 
the more harrowing when the Doctor is forced to use this against 
the Cyber-army to ensure a ‘happy’ ending. Finally, the first proper 
companion departure of the new series is well handled by all 
concerned; I for one miss Mickey instantly. 4/5

BRETT SIMPSON
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I love Mark Gatiss’ work and thought The Unquiet 
Dead was one of the better episodes from series one; 
unfortunately, I was disappointed with The Idiot’s 
Lantern. Rose and the Doctor seem to have recovered 
from their loss of Mickey far too quickly. Perhaps they 
have had many off-screen adventures since The Age of 
Steel?
 As usual, the attention to historical detail is high 
and Mr Magpie comes across as a sad figure rather than 
an evil one. Eddie Connolly is a nasty little man, and 
we know he will get his comeuppance!
 Once again, I didn’t feel like there was much of a 
threat. When Rose gets ‘eaten’ by the Wire, I knew 
it was only a matter of time until the Doctor would 
resolve things. In fact, Rose losing her face only gave 
the game away and I knew immediately that all the 
victims would be saved. Despite this, the visual effect 
of the faceless people was eerie and effective.
 The coronation day is well portrayed, and is exactly 
what I imagine it would have been like. Of special note 
is the way it shows everyday life back then, with friends 
and family crowded around the television celebrating 
the start of a new era.
 There were a few Logopolis memories with the 
Doctor climbing the transmission tower, but I didn’t 
feel there was any chance of the Doctor failing in his 
mission. While this story has some great moments, the 
lack of a fear factor seriously diminishes the drama.
2.5/5                                    STUART BROWN

What should have been a spooky, low key drama 
somehow manages to fall flat. The premise is perfectly 
sound and the story itself is fascinating, but there’s 
something missing in the execution. Of all the series 
two episodes I was looking forward most to The Idiot’s 
Lantern and its promise of Sapphire & Steel, but while 
it’s nice to look at, it is strangely devoid of anything 
resembling atmosphere. Maureen Lipman’s baddie 
rapidly becomes annoying rather than scary, which 
doesn’t help. 2/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

Disappointing. Not because I had high hopes after 
recent episodes, but because Mark Gatiss managed to 
produce a good episode last year. Sadly he doesn’t pull 
it off.
 Part of the problem is that it’s new Doctor Who, so 
the subplot involving the bullying father gets at least 

as much focus as the Doctor/Wire plot. No doubt 
I’m supposed to be feeling the emotion here, but 
guess what, Russell? I don’t know these characters, 
won’t ever see them again and consequently don’t care 
about them. It doesn’t help that the dad’s played by 
the appalling Jamie Foreman, or that the son’s “fascist” 
speech makes the “CND” one in Battlefield look subtle 
in comparison.
 After cheering when Jackie was upgraded in The 
Age of Steel, this week I found myself cheering when 
the Doctor got punched out by the policeman, which 
indicates just how annoying he is these days. It doesn’t 
help that he simply goofs about, only seeming to be 
concerned when Rose’s face has been sucked off. Then 
it’s personal and, armed with sonic screwdriver and 
psychic paper, he’s on the case.
 Rose striking out on her own means she’s actually 
better here than in recent episodes. However, as soon as 
her face is absorbed, any dramatic tension is sucked out 
of the episode: we know that the Doctor will somehow 
manage to reverse this process to return everyone back 
to normal.
 Ron Cook puts in a good performance as Magpie, 
but Maureen Lipmann as the Wire didn’t really work 
for me. Being stuck inside a television set means she’s 
got nothing to act of, and the Wire comes across as a 
bit of a poor man’s Great Intelligence, while the faceless 
thing was done much better in Sapphire & Steel. 2/5

CARL ELLIS

There’s a lot to like about this – the atmospheric setting 
of Coronation-era London, people having their faces 
stolen, the fear and mistrust going on behind the 
doors of ‘respectable’ homes, a fight atop the Ally Pally 
transmitter, and the Doctor and Rose riding through 
it all on a moped dressed like extras from Grease. But 
all that aside, there’s something that doesn’t quite work 
about this episode. The Wire isn’t a bad idea for a villain 
(especially when you’ve got Maureen Lipman giving her 
all), but it’s all a bit vague. Why do the people lose their 
faces when attacked by the Wire? How does it help her? 
Why doesn’t Jamie Foreman rein in his performance 
a little, instead of shouting all his lines? It could have 
been so good, but The Idiot’s Lantern sadly falls short of 
its considerable promise. 1/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

Some amazing visual images, some great performances, 
but perhaps the best example of the RTD era’s 
tendency to downplay the threats. For a Time Lord 
who doesn’t do domestic, I would argue that he is 

THE IDIOT’S LANTERN
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veering dangerously close to doing nothing else. Case in point 
being the abusive family. Yawn! I’m just not sure whether or not 
it’s a bad thing. The story is great fun to watch, but there’s this 
lingering aftertaste that makes you realise that the whole thing 
falls apart afterwards. How do the faceless ones breathe? How do 
the disembodied heads in the TV sets make any sense? What is 
the Wire’s motivation apart from being “evil 50s TV presenter” 
why does the admittedly great performance that Maureen Lipman 
gives as the presenter fall apart into sub-Audrey II cries of “feed 
me” when she runs out of character? A videotape makes a copy of 
the original transmission and doesn’t suck up the entire source. So 
heaps of great visual ideas and nil substance. But still a strangely 
fun watch! 3.5/5

                                     NEIL LAMBESS

We all look back occasionally with nostalgia to a past where life 
seemed less complicated, and thus better. That’s nostalgia for you, 
where the brutal reality is that things don’t change that much. 
Sometimes behind pleasant brick facades all in a row lie terribly 
sad people who take the shine off the luster of our memories. 
Gatiss brings a melancholy feel to this story, set on the cusp of 
a new, modest age for Britain. It’s all about appearances – Britain 
using the Coronation to retain something of its Imperial past, 
Eddie Connolly looking to keep up appearances in his street, the 
Wire seeking to become more than just an image. Conversely, the 
Doctor is about the future, about overturning old truths. You can 
see this in the Connolly house, where the effect he has on Mrs 
Connolly and her son is palpable when he stands up to Eddie’s 
bombast. Happily, we also see the return of a more palatable 
relationship between the Doctor and Rose than that served up 
previously. Friends, not pseudo lovers, investigators, not show-offs. 
It’s hard to say how long this will last, but for the moment, it’s 
welcomed. 4/5

ROB MAMMONE

This story is a triumph of style over substance. There’s a superb 
level of details in the 1950s period trappings on show in both 
the excellent sets and on location. The Doctor’s struggle with Mr 
Magpie on the transmitter tower is a lovely set piece, giving the 
Doctor a rare chance to get physical and single-handedly defeat the 
villain in action. Ron Cook as Mr Magpie and Rory Jennings as 
Tommy are both excellent. The scene in the cage with the Doctor 
and the faceless people milling around him is genuinely creepy 
and would have scared me senseless as a young viewer. The central 
concept however feels too simplistic and implausible, even for 
Doctor Who. The series is usually rooted in science, but transferring 
peoples’ faces and personalities into television sets but leaving their 
faceless bodies alive and moving around accords the story with the 
logic of magical realism. The Doctor styling his hair to suit the time 
period feels out of character – part of the appeal of the Doctor is 
that he doesn’t adjust his appearance to fit in with his surroundings. 
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The Doctor’s sudden anger when confronted with the 
faceless Rose is stunning to behold. While we’re thrilled 
to see the Doctor galvanised into action, it’s a little 
disheartening that he doesn’t display the same care for 
the fate of the other faceless individuals. 3.5/5

PAUL SCOONES

The Unquiet Dead was my least favourite episode of 
the first series, so my expectations weren’t high for 
Mark Gatiss’ second attempt. While it bears many 
similarities to his earlier episode, it is much more 
enjoyable. The most annoying resemblance between 
this and his previous effort is the necessity to bring 
the TARDIS off course for no good reason (and, once 
again the Doctor fails to notice). The story itself is 
pretty solid, however, and the Doctor and Rose make 
an excellent investigative team, at least until Rose is 
sidelined (is it just me, or is she turning into Nyssa this 
season?). The supporting cast is also good, although 
Jamie Foreman veers close to self-parody at times. Nice 
to see the audience being educated about Union Flags 
too, even if Rose must have acquired this information 
fairly recently herself (although I guess you could say 
she was ‘at sea’ in The Empty Child). 4/5

BRETT SIMPSON

THE IMPOSSIBLE PLANET
Yes! We’re not on Earth and for once the music suits the 
mood perfectly – in other episodes the music usually 
overwhelms the story, but by using some subtlety this 
time, the music is far more effective and complements 
the action.
 I had tingles run down my spine when the 
Doctor realises he cannot read the alien writing, and 
it’s great when it dawns on him that he may be out 
of his depth. The Tenth Doctor is one of his most 
confident incarnations,  and when he’s not in control 
it contributes to the feeling of unease. The way Toby’s 
possession was handled was inspired, with the creepy 
voice, Toby’s fear, the alien lettering on his face and 
then later the superb moment when he is standing 
on the surface of the airless planet, grinning like a 
madman.
 The base setting brought The Robots of Death to 
mind, and the Ood were similar to the robots of that 
Tom Baker story. The ethical dilemma with regard to 
using slave races was a masterstroke, especially as the 
Ood themselves say they live only to serve. When all of 
the Ood simultaneously stand up, it’s disturbing, and 

made even more so by the fact that they then simply 
wait. We know full well that something nasty is just 
around the corner and all the ingredients come together 
to create something quite special. The Impossible Planet 
really reminded me why I’m a Who fan.
 I also loved how the Doctor’s “Human’s are great” 
discourse was interrupted by his realisation that he has 
lost the TARDIS. By removing the last possible lifeline, 
we really feel that he’s on his own. Maybe it was because 
it was the last story filmed by David Tennant and Billie 
Piper, but their acting and rapport is perfect and by 
separating them the discomfort is raised. More stories 
like this please! 4.5/5

STUART BROWN

Pre-publicity claimed this story to be gruelling and 
doom-laden. It was. From the outset, The Impossible 
Planet created a feeling that something was very wrong 
with the world. As a psychological thriller, this was 
an amazing achievement. The tension is set from the 
start and only gets tighter as the story progresses. An 
absolute masterpiece. 5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

It takes a while to get going, but when it does this is a 
definite improvement over recent episodes.
 There’s a more serious tone than usual, and the 
guest cast play it straight for a change. Admittedly they 
don’t really convince with the sort of jargon-driven 
dialogue you get in these circumstances, but they’re 
still better than Tennant and Piper, who are rapidly 
becoming the worst Doctor/companion team ever. 
Their larking about as they emerged from the TARDIS 
got the episode off to a bad start, and as a double act 
they’re just plain annoying.
 The episode isn’t perfect by a long way. RTD’s 
dislike of handheld cameras means that the shots inside 
the base tend to be simple pans rather than anything 
more dramatic, Murray Gold’s music is really starting 
to grate and, once again, the cliff-hanger is much too 
drawn out.
 Shame they killed Scooti. I much rather have seen 
her replace Rose as the companion. In fact, one of the 
Ood would probably be preferable to Rose these days. 
3/5

CARL ELLIS

I wasn’t all that enthused about the idea of going off to 
an alien planet, as for me, Doctor Who always tends to 
be better off on Earth. But The Impossible Planet blew 
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that clean out of the water. The Ood are a great monster, looking 
sinister when they’re not at all (for most of the time), and the 
scenes with the Beast taking over Toby the archaeologist are rather 
creepy, all the more so for Gabriel Woolf ’s sinister voicing of the 
part. It all builds to a massive climax, and a fantastic cliffhanger. 
David Tennant and Billie Piper really make the scenes where the 
Doctor and Rose realise they might never leave work, and the guest 
cast help to keep the standard up, particularly Shaun Parkes as a 
leader completely out of his depth. One of the very best episodes 
the new series has had to offer.5/5                                

ANDREW FOXLEY

Yay! A post-modern take on the classic Troughton base-under-seige 
story. This dark,  moody, atmospheric (or lack of it in terms of 
the environment) episode owes a lot to that other classic Doctor 
Who story Event Horizon. Superb acting, great design, and brilliant 
subtext (and for once it is the subtext and not the foretext) about 
the Doctor’s faith or need to believe in science over superstition 
(or eventually, when faced with the impossible, his faith in his 
friends). With a classic build up to the cliffhanger (much missed 
in new Who!), it’s every thing 21st century Doctor Who could be. A 
fanboy’s wish come true and I loved it to bits. 5/5

NEIL LAMBESS

Watching the current series sometimes feels like you’re looking for 
gold in a sewer. Chunks of ordure float by as you reluctantly fish 
about looking for that glint of yellow. Watching The Impossible 
Planet is like finding that glint. This is a superb episode, marred 
by a couple of minor flaws, but more on those later. This episode, 
like The Empty Child, builds a world that feels real and immediate. 
The threat emerges slowly but surely, as detail is piled on detail 
until the full menace emerges. There is less of that glibness from 
Tennant which so often grates, and a more contemplative, reflective 
performance of which there should be more. Rose comes to the 
fore here, after a mid-season slump. The only flaws I could see were 
the utterly superfluous pre-credits sequence, the overly lit sets and 
the inane, ‘we could get a house and settle down’ malarkey. Other 
than that, this is an episode that builds beautifully to a climax that 
whets the appetite for more. 5/5

ROB MAMMONE

After numerous Earth and faux-Earth settings, space stations and 
spaceships, we finally get a story set in a truly alien environment, 
and it was well worth the wait. The much-derided quarry location 
has never looked so good on Doctor Who. A small crew of humans 
and aliens confined to a small grotty base on an apparently otherwise 
lifeless, airless rock in orbit around a black hole – this is the sort 
of mind-boggling scale and setting that brings to mind some of 
the New Adventures novels, and its therefore perhaps no surprise 
that this comes from the pen of one such author, Matt Jones. The 
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For once, we can see the Doctor is truly scared by 
what could be in the pit, and this adds much to the 
gravitas of the situation. The sequence with the Doctor 
being lowered into the pit followed by him unclipping 
himself while discussing beliefs is one that will stick in 
my mind for a long time.
 This could be Rose’s finest hour. Her ability to whip 
the team into action is just like the Doctor’s, and the 
chase through the ventilation shaft is perfect. When 
Toby turns towards the camera, eyes glowing and lifts a 
finger to his lips, I had a huge grin on my face. When 
they make it to the rocket, the final image of Toby 
screaming as he plummets into the black hole is simply 
breathtaking.
 When we finally get to see the Beast, I was blown 
away by the CGI. One thing that marred this slightly 
was the rapid video cuts of the Doctor while he talked 
to the Beast. Finding the TARDIS just tops everything 
off and we know it’s all going to be okay. It has my vote 

Sanctuary base set is a design triumph, looking like a 
very real industrial environment. The guest cast rose 
to the occasion, with some spot-on performances. I 
especially liked the self-doubting leader Zach and the 
rather creepy Toby. I wasn’t so impressed though with 
the regulars; the Doctor and Rose emerge from the 
TARDIS laughing themselves silly seemed out of place 
and overplayed. 4.5/5

PAUL SCOONES

Probably the most visually exciting episode yet, which 
unfortunately only serves to highlight its deficiencies of 
plot, characterisation and acting. Only Danny Webb 
and Ronny Jhutti make any impression amongst the 
guest cast, and they don’t have a lot to work with. 
Shaun Parkes, so good with Tennant in Casanova, 
gives the most wooden performance of the season here 
and the Ood cease to be effective creations when you 
realise they remind you of the Sensorites (seriously!). 
The mysteriousness of the situation, which sounded 
so fascinating on paper, simply seems contrived and 
unoriginal on screen. On the whole the episode is really 
only saved by the magnificently creepy voice of Gabriel 
Woolf and one of Billie Piper’s best performances in 
a long time – which, sadly, doesn’t compensate for 
Tennant being back to average. Ultimately a very 
watchable episode, but far from a great one. 3/5

BRETT SIMPSON

THE SATAN PIT

along with the previous episode as best of series two.
4.5/5                                    STUART BROWN

All the signs pointed to a baddie of enormous scale 
and against expectations, the show delivered like never 
before. Satan was staggeringly realised – a truly terrifying 
monster but one which worked on a psychological level 
just as well as the physical. This episode had it all; a 
world-class monologue from Tennant as he descends 
the pit, a classic chase through the ventilation shafts 
and a climax that kept the viewer guessing to the very 
end. Amazing. 5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

Yet again, a two-part story fails to deliver, with too 
much of the episode padded out with obvious filler 
material.
 Once the plot kicks in again, it’s another episode 
where thinking about the plot is probably a bad idea. 
If the black hole would destroy the Beast, then why 
imprison it in the first place? Eternal torment might 
be one thing, but why not kill it when you’ve got the 
chance?
 The Beast itself is certainly impressive for television, 
although some of the shots of it with the Doctor aren’t 
quite as good. However, what really lets this scene 
down is David Tennant, who hasn’t got the gravitas to 
pull off this sort of confrontation. That the whole thing 
comes down to “I believe in Rose”, smashing a couple 
of vases and then conveniently finding the TARDIS in 
order to escape is also pretty poor, especially since we’ve 
had around 80 minutes of build up.
 Oh, and it’s a real shame the rocket had a shield. I 
almost thought Rose was going to cark it for a moment. 
1/5

CARL ELLIS

The biggest problem with a great first half is, you’ve 
really got to deliver with the second, and I’m not 
sure The Satan Pit quite manages it. As with The 
Impossible Planet, there are some wonderful scenes 
there – particularly the humans being chased by the 
Ood through (at last!) a ventilation shaft, Jefferson’s 
death, and the scenes with the Doctor and Ida at the 
planet’s core, including their musings on faith and 
belief. But although the Beast’s physical form is very 
impressively handled, the latter stages of the episode 
feel a bit muddled, and the final confrontation isn’t all 
it could have been. Still, it’s very enjoyable, and nice to 
see the Doctor and Rose coming up against a proper 
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omnipotent villain for a change, something the new series has 
lacked until now. 3/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

And the second part keeps the pace up! The Ood are wonderful 
and must be one of the most disgusting aliens ever designed (I 
don’t know why but they just make me feel queasy). Toby acts 
brilliantly as a plot device, with some nice misdirection and 
charming creepiness. The tension mounts and at last we may 
finally have a well-motivated creature at the bottom of the pit… 
at last a villain to match the wits of the Tenth Doctor… erm, no 
its just a big tacky CGI devil who moans a lot. Damn! Of course 
the Doctor realises he’s been MacGuffined at the same time we do 
and the real villain is on the spaceship with Rose. But is he though? 
Toby still seems to be acting as a servant under the influence of 
something else. Still at least we going to get some motivation for 
who this demon is and why he’s down, plus a battle of wits with 
Rose. Um, no, he gets blown out a window into space. Oh well, 
nice try, and at least I was cheered up by the shots of the TARDIS 
towing Thunderbird 3 away from the black hole.
 Still good at least for the examination of the Doctor’s beliefs 
(which is all the devil in the pit was there for anyway). 4/5

NEIL LAMBESS

Appetite whetted, The Satan Pit disappoints. The cliffhanger 
resolution is a dud, people stand (hang, also) around and chat a 
lot, and the appearance of the Beast, while brilliantly realized, is 
an anti-climax when you discover that the intellect behind it has 
slipped into the mind of a underfed virgin wearing latex gloves. 
While it is interesting to hear the Doctor stumped about the nature 
of the Beast, the endless talking about it means the story grinds to 
a halt. We then see some of the worst clichés in the series to date, 
namely the sub-Aliens crawling about in ventilation shafts. Then, 
we are treated to the bizarre sight of the acting Captain awarding 
honours to Jefferson after he has died, while the remainder of his 
crew dutifully takes a break while this happens. Laughable. And 
the resolution seems rushed. 1/5                                           

ROB MAMMONE

The Doctor seems particularly out of character throughout this 
entire story: bizarrely hugging Zach, rather hastily getting over the 
loss of his TARDIS, displaying knowledge of UK television soaps 
and apparently willing to sacrifice himself falling into a seemingly 
bottomless pit on little more than a whim. Rose however redeems 
herself, displaying a return to the form seen at the end of series 
one with her determination in the face of a seemingly hopeless 
crisis, and ultimately destroys the beast. It’s great to see the return 
of that old cliché, the escape through the ventilation ducts, but 
with the possessed Ood in pursuit and the air running out, this is 
a gripping sequence. Mr Jefferson’s heroic sacrifice is an affecting 
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moment. The beast itself doesn’t disappoint either; a 
stunningly well-realised piece of CGI that hardly bears 
comparison with Doctor Who’s previous creature from 
the pit! 4.5/5
PAUL SCOONES

Some superficially exciting moments aside this is pretty 
tedious stuff. Doctor Who can get away with just about 
anything when it doesn’t take itself too seriously – as 
much of the rest of series two demonstrates – but this 
episode is infused with a dour seriousness that seems 
out of place with the overall style and tone of the series. 
Couple that with some faintly ridiculous CGI of an 
angry, but mute, demon and a cringe-inducing ending, 
in which the Doctor conveniently stumbles upon the 
lost TARDIS at the last possible second and promptly 
uses it to tow everybody else to safety and you have 
one of the strangest examples of Doctor Who ever made. 
I’m not against absurdity, but in this instance it feels 
like yet another example of lazy writing. Overall, an 
astonishingly overrated two-parter that easily gets my 
nod for weakest story of the season. 2/5

BRETT SIMPSON

LOVE & MONSTERS
People say they either love or hate this episode, but to 
me it came somewhere in between. The start made me 
think, “God, it’s a Scooby Doo chase scene, they’ve really 
lost it” but we eventually get to see the bigger picture. 
At times, Love & Monsters feels like a clip show – and I 
loathe clip shows as they’re just a cheap way of padding 
out a series.
 Initially Victor Kennedy is intriguing and Peter 
Kay was the perfect choice to play him. Once Victor 
becomes the Abzorbaloff the intrigue is lost, although 
he did make me laugh. In turn, this undermined a 
lot of what the episode was trying to build, although 
his absorption of Ursula goes some way to undo the 
damage caused, its deflated again with the “tastes like 
chicken” line. It almost feels like a fan fiction story at 
times.
 I like how Elton’s past is gradually peeled back piece 
by piece. Elton himself appealed to me, the right mix 
of geek and someone who knows the impact of the 
Doctor on your life. It was also great to see that the 
world doesn’t just revolve around the Doctor and Rose. 
All of these things give the story an emotional basis and 
are quite touching.
 For me, Love & Monsters is similar to The Romans: it’s 

a bit of an experiment which I admire, but on the other 
hand the comedy undermines some of the more serious 
moments. But it does serve to show the strength and 
versatility of the Doctor Who format, which potentially 
allows any kind of storytelling at all. 2/5

STUART BROWN

A bold move, but one which makes perfect sense. Like 
Rose, viewers have become blase about the Doctor’s 
involvement. Love & Monsters turned the character of 
The Doctor on its head. A uniformly excellent ensemble 
cast make this a witty and warm diversion from the all-
out action of previous episodes and a welcome breather 
before what’s to come. 4/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

Not only the worst Doctor Who episode of the year, 
but the worst episode of any drama I watched during 
2006.
 With most other Doctors, the opening scene 
would clearly establish Elton as a unreliable narrator. 
Unfortunately, acting like a couple of rejects from 
Mystery Inc. with a “comedy” bucket routine, is just 
what I’d expect from the Doctor and Rose these days, 
especially in an RTD episode.
 Once this silliness is out of the way, the episode 
settles down a bit and is reasonably enjoyable until 
Peter Kay turns up, first as a fourth rate magician 
then as a cross between Fat Bastard and a green sumo 
wrestler with a Mohican.
 Having a kid design a monster for a Blue Peter 
competition is a great idea – for a Blue Peter competition, 
but using the monster on the actual show is simply 
embarrassing. It’s not the kid’s fault; it’s the production 
team’s, for coming up with the idea in the first place. 
What next – a competition to write an episode? Still, 
it might be an improvement on the standard of recent 
episodes…
 The Elton/Ursula relationship is reasonably 
touching, but the LINDA gang are just too stupid 
to generate much sympathy. It doesn’t take a genius 
to realise their members start dropping like flies once 
Victor turns up, yet they’re unable to work it out.
 Resurrecting Ursula as a paving slab seems to defy 
all logic, but I doubt that RTD was too bothered about 
that (or, that it seems to make the Doctor seem cruel 
for doing it) as he was probably too busy congratulating 
himself on getting a blowjob gag onto BBC One at 
7.45pm. And no, Russell, using “Mrs. Slocombe’s 
pussy” defence won’t convince me that wasn’t your 
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intention. 1/5
CARL ELLIS

Here it is – well and truly the Marmite of Doctor Who, an episode 
you’ll either love or you’ll hate. I find it difficult to see how 
someone could hate it, as the basic idea is an excellent basis for a 
story, and Marc Warren, Camille Coduri et al fill in admirably in 
the absence of the show’s regular stars for most of the action. But, 
as in the story, it all goes a bit pear-shaped when the Abzorbaloff 
turns up. Russell T. Davies has done a great job of weaving the Blue 
Peter Design-a-Monster competition winner into his very funny 
and touching script, and Peter Kay very nearly steals the show, but 
it still doesn’t quite work, feeling a bit too silly even for Doctor 
Who. By and large, it works as an experiment, but only just, and 
probably only just the once. 3/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

Can I love and hate Love & Monsters at the same time? The bit 
I loved was the nice take on the whole of Doctor Who fandom. 
The telling of the story from Elton’s viewpoint was like a manifest 
version of The Life and Times of Jackie Jenkins,  or dare I say it a very 
similar sounding column that used to run in this very magazine? 
(I’m still not sure that I haven’t written something very similar to 
Elton’s last words in TSV).
 This story is all about that crazy lovable obsession we all have 
with a certain Time Lord, and Love & Monsters is all the better for 
it. But then there’s the Absorbaloff… oh well, despite being based 
on a cool idea by a Blue Peter winner, and despite been played 
far too OTT by Peter Kay, and despite thinking its a rather nasty 
dig at one Doctor Who fan in England in particular, and despite 
my inherent hatred of it, I have to admit it has motivation and is 
central to the story (it’s the first time the monster is crucial and 
specific to the story). 3.5/5

NEIL LAMBESS

The best thing you can say about this tawdry exercise in penny 
pinching is that it is a seductive trap. Cast a likeable leading man, 
surround him with a similar bunch of misfits, allow the audience a 
small measure of compassion and empathy for them and their lives, 
then dispatch them in the cruelest manner possible, all for the sake 
of entertaining the chip-eating masses the production team love 
and loathe in equal measure. From the outset, this isn’t anything 
like Doctor Who, but warmed-over ideas that RTD inspected, and 
then rejected, from his other dramas. I think I’ve worked out why 
the soap opera subplot to so many episodes jars – it just doesn’t 
fit with what the programme is, namely a science fiction fantasy 
played against a huge canvas. The little lives of normal people just 
don’t fit in, which is why it all feels so awkward and a little squalid. 
Whether you regard Elton as a reliable narrator is moot – that final 
scene where Ursula is revealed to be a head encased in a concrete 
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slab either shows the Doctor to be a sadist, or Elton is 
a truly disturbed sexual deviant. 1/5

ROB MAMMONE

This story is regarded by some as a litmus test of 
fandom: the idea is that if you’re not laughing along 
with Love & Monsters it’s laughing at you. I usually 
enjoy episodes of TV series that step outside the usual 
format and try something a bit different, but I didn’t 
particularly enjoy this one. There are some lovely 
moments, such as Elton describing the sound of the 
TARDIS, and his outsider’s perspective on familiar 
events in the Doctor’s life. It’s a shame that this episode 
didn’t focus on this aspect more, as the LINDA subplot 
just wasn’t nearly as interesting. Other than Elton the 
characters are fairly dull. Once the irrepressible Peter 
Kay appears on the scene he steals the show as Victor. 
The Absorbaloff however is simply ridiculous, and 
sits rather awkwardly and unsuccessfully alongside 
the rather deeper and more serious revelation about 
Elton’s tragic past. I didn’t miss the Doctor and Rose’s 
protracted absence, but what I did miss was a decent, 
entertaining story. 2/5

PAUL SCOONES

And now for something completely different… 
and thank goodness for that! This episode is one big 
breath of fresh air, particularly after the sober tedium 
of the previous adventure. With the Doctor and Rose 
reduced to guest stars in their own show it is essential 
for the replacement lead to be brilliant, and Marc 
Warren is completely up to the task. The second half of 
the episode suffers slightly from following the first, but 
the whole thing hangs together remarkably well. The 
true revelation this time out though is Camille Coduri, 
who finally gets a chance to play a proper character 
– and excels at it. It goes without saying that this 
could only work as a one-off, which makes it all the 
more surprising that so many people have now said it 
(including myself it would seem). If only LINDA had 
been into Toto instead of ELO… but you can’t have 
everything, I suppose. 5/5

BRETT SIMPSON

FEAR HER
I’m a big fan of Matthew Graham’s Life on Mars, so 
had high hopes for this episode. Initially it’s a great 
set up – the deserted street is frightening and seems 
unnatural, and by building the plot around fear we get 

a large degree of mystery. However, when all is said 
and done, it just didn’t hit me and I was left feeling 
dissatisfied. Fear Her also clearly shows that the series 
budget is nearly exhausted.
 Despite this, the Doctor manages to shine, with his 
tingling hand, constant rambling, flippancy and eating 
jam with his fingers juxtaposed with his suddenly 
switches to serious mode. But it did seem that Rose 
found the spaceship in the road a little too easily.
 Throughout series two runs a theme of loneliness, 
and I’m sure there are some young viewers who identify 
with Chloe. The Doctor with the Olympic torch 
sequence was tedious and when the children were 
returned it failed to tug at my heartstrings. It reminds 
me a little of Father’s Day, which didn’t emotionally 
connect with me on the first viewing either. 
 Luckily, the Doctor’s final words “A storm’s 
approaching” were fantastic, and whet the appetite for 
the final two episodes. 2.5/5
                                               STUART BROWN

While I’m sure this looked wonderful on paper, Fear 
Her lacked the tension it needed to elevate this above 
being just an okay episode. The cast were generally fine 
and the concept of a wandering alien child latching 
onto a kindred spirit was inspired, but the surprising 
lack of tension and real threat do the story no favours. 
A wonderful performance from Tennant just about 
saves the day but overall this is the weakest story of 
the season. 2/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

Despite the obvious aura of ‘filler’ about it, Fear Her 
still had some potential – missing kids, possessed 
young girl – to produce a pretty scary episode.
 So where did it go wrong? Its lack of originality 
might be a factor, but hardly a major one as Doctor 
Who has always borrowed ideas from elsewhere. No, 
I’m blaming Russell T. Davies as it’s his vision of Doctor 
Who that turns episodes into 45 minutes of wishy-
washy television.
 The missing kids angle seems down played. It might 
be due to budgetary limitations or time constraints, but 
where are the hordes of police and press you’d expect in 
these circumstances? Admittedly it appears that there 
was a heavy police presence, but would it disappear 
so quickly? Seems pretty unlikely. So much for RTD’s 
grounding the series in reality, then.
 Of course, this could be because the production 
team didn’t want to it to be too frightening for younger 
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viewers (in which case, why not leave it to Torchwood?) as they 
seem to shy away for making it scary for anyone over the age of 
about five. A prime example of this is the possessed Chloe, who 
seems more like a 10-year-old in need of a couple of teaspoons of 
Benylin than the stuff of nightmares.
 The episode also contains some of the most risible scenes 
ever seen on Doctor Who – the crowd at the opening ceremony 
disappearing, Huw Edwards’ commentary and the Doctor carrying 
the Olympic Torch.
 Struggling to find anything positive to say, the Doctor’s 
comment about being a father once is underplayed, rather than 
the “Look kids! This is important!”-style I’d have feared would be 
used had I known about it in advance. Nina Sosanya also puts in a 
decent performance, and also manages to convey the unusual cold 
that the Doctor notices. Or perhaps it was just filmed in winter 
and she really was cold…
 Rubbish, but it’s still marginally better than last week. 2/5

CARL ELLIS

Matthew Graham’s tale of a little girl with a big imagination 
(helped, of course, by her alien friend) is hindered by several 
things – high expectations after the writer’s excellent Life on Mars, 
budgetary restraints, the anticipation building for the series finale 
amongst others. In fact, there’s a decent little story here, a very 
personal story which doesn’t sit too well with the rest of the series. 
The slow pace in comparison to other episodes makes it feel a little 
dull, the setting is unglamorous, and the supporting characters feel 
either underwritten or unconvincing. But Abisola Agbaje shines as 
Chloe Webber, and there are some interesting ideas – the scribble 
monster, the animated drawings, and best of all, the Doctor lighting 
the Olympic flame (an audacious, slightly daft but fun moment). 
It’s not quite enough to rescue it, though, and the end result feels 
hard to care about for a story that should exude warmth. 2/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

Matthew Graham clearly hates the Rolf Harris Show as much as I 
did when I was a little boy in the ’70s. For those of you who don’t 
remember it, Rolf ’s UK variety show used to end with him taking 
a paintbrush and with big bold black streaks paint a scary portrait 
on a studio wall. Not that they were intentionally scary, mind you. 
In fact he is a very good artist, it’s just that they always creeped 
me out. Check out what’s in Chloe’s bedroom closet and you will 
see what I mean. Again the alien (lost and alone, not a villain) is 
used as a plot device to manifest another domestic setting Having 
said that, it’s an okay story which has deeper meaning, but I wasn’t 
overly impressed. 3.5/5

NEIL LAMBESS

What a pleasant surprise this slice of suburbia-under-siege is. Fear 
Her is a well told, straightforward story, with a small cast that come 
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together and turn what could have been a dire example 
of children’s television into something approaching the 
fabled, but not often seen, ‘viewing for all the family.’ 
Tennant and Piper gel really well here, with Piper 
shining once Tennant is dispatched to scribble land. 
Matthew Graham sensitively manages the difficult 
task of showing the consequences of child abuse, while 
not diminishing the effects when the fantasy element 
appears. Aside from the embarrassing jump for joy 
Tennant gives when lighting the Olympic Flame, he 
gives a strong performance that indicates that maybe, 
just maybe, he has settled into the role. Special praise 
should go to Abisola Agbaje, who gives a mostly 
believable performance as the damaged child, Chloe. 
Ultimately, Fear Her treads water while the buildup to 
the final two episodes begins. 3/5

ROB MAMMONE

Fear Her suffers unduly from being the most 
unremarkable story in a series of spectacle and epic 
adventure. It’s a small, domestic tale that brings to 
mind the first episode of Survival with people suddenly 
and mysteriously going missing from a suburban 
London street. There’s even a cat for good measure 
although this time the feline’s not to blame. The 
story has some nice moments; the TARDIS landing 
in a tight spot is a wonderful sight gag and David 
Tennant seems more comfortable in the role than he 
has done throughout most of the series. The scene in 
the kitchen with the marmalade is particularly Doctor-
ish! It’s great to see Rose resourcefully taking the lead 
role, giving Billie a chance to shine on the eve of her 
departure. The plot seems rather simplistic and slow 
moving in the company of other faster-paced and more 
complex episodes. The idea most likely seemed fine on 
paper, but having seen what writer Matthew Graham’s 
capable of from his terrific Life on Mars series, I’m left 
feeling that Fear Her could – and should – have been 
so much better. 1/5

                                    PAUL SCOONES

Fear Her is an unpopular episode, and I’m really not 
sure why, as it has a lot going for it, not least of which 
is another of David Tennant’s best performances 
(although he was even better in Love & Monsters). 
Full of memorable little touches – the Doctor’s bad 
parking on arrival, the council worker, the Doctor’s 
apology for his unnecessary facetiousness and, yes, the 
lighting of the Olympic flame – the only thing that 
really works against the story is how similar it is to an 

episode screened only a few weeks earlier, namely The 
Idiot’s Lantern. The absence of a malevolent protagonist 
might disappoint some, but I found it refreshing and 
the largely unseen threat of Chloe’s father is far scarier 
than the depiction of the Devil in The Satan Pit. The 
‘approaching storm’ coda spoils the end slightly, as it 
feels hammered into the script for no good reason, but 
that is a minor quibble. 4/5

BRETT SIMPSON

ARMY OF GHOSTS
The Torchwood arc now kicks into overdrive, and at 
last see that they mean business! Yvonne’s attitude 
really conveys the fact that she is Torchwood, and they 
represent everything the newly emergent, self-sufficient 
Britain. I’m sure this theme will be developed further 
in series three.
 The huge journey that Rose over series one and two 
has made shows how much she loves her new life. It’s 
telling that we see her experiences with the Doctor as 
character-building, whereas Jackie sees it as changing 
her identity – Rose Tyler is no longer the daughter she 
knows.
 The Doctor’s fear of the voidship parallels his fear 
of going down the pit in The Impossible Planet, and 
his demonstration as to what the phase shift will do to 
the world is well depicted, clearly showing the stakes 
involved. Similarly, when Yvonne pulls out the ear piece 
from Adeola, the seriousness of the situations really hits 
home. I had thought that the Cybermen would convert 
more Torchwood staff, but obviously that wasn’t 
necessary when you have an army of five million poised 
to enter this universe. The Cybermen coming through 
from the parallel Earth is overwhelming, topped only 
by the magnificent emergence of the Daleks from the 
sphere. 4/5

STUART BROWN

The BBC went to great pains to keep this episode a 
secret, which made for a very rewarding experience. 
The multiple threats, both alien and human were 
handled beautifully and the final reveal of both 
Cybermen and Daleks was genuinely shocking, both 
in scale and audacity. Once again, Harper manages to 
create a sense of impending doom, rounded off by a 
classic cliffhanger. Superb stuff! 5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

After bunging a reference to Torchwood into virtually 
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every episode since Tooth and Claw, Russell T. Davies finally 
gives us a look at the place, and it looks like an kitset furniture 
warehouse. The organisation itself is no better, coming across as a 
poor version of The Initiative from Buffy the Vampire Slayer.
 Of course, seeing inside Torchwood means we’re back on Earth. 
And Earth these days invariably means the Powell Estate, which 
means a return for Jackie Tyler. Yawn. We also get a first look at 
new companion Freema Agyeman. She might be playing a different 
character, but on this evidence, I’m not expecting too much from 
her.
 Mercifully, The Sun newspaper’s “Doctor Who vs. Peggy 
Mitchell” story proves wide of the mark, but there are still the 
usual Heat reader pleasing TV clips that we’ve come to expect from 
RTD. Can’t the show aim higher for once? Having the Doctor sing 
a line from Ghostbusters would be bad enough, but coupled with 
David Tennant’s acting it’s simply embarrassing.
 With the Daleks introduced mid-season last year, apparently 
killed off, only to return in their thousands for the season finale, 
it’s no surprise that the “ghosts” turn out to be the Cybermen. In 
fact, it seemed so obvious that I was waiting for the twist, but that 
would have been expecting too way too much it seems.
 I wasn’t even surprised by the Daleks turning up at the end 
of the episode. It’s entirely in keeping with the production team’s 
belief that the bigger the spectacle, the better the episode. I haven’t 
agreed with this so far, and it’s unlikely Doomsday will change my 
mind. 2/5

CARL ELLIS

It’s one thing to promise the moon on a stick, it’s quite another to 
deliver it. And by and large, Army of Ghosts does so, ramping up 
the excitement with every scene. There’s a sense that anything can 
and will happen, and that big things are just around the corner. 
It’s no secret that the Cybermen are back, but there’s the whole 
mystery with the ghosts (not to mention a few amusing cameo 
spots by familiar faces), Jackie being her usual self, and the shadowy 
Torchwood up to no good (led by Tracy-Ann Oberman, who steals 
the episode outright as Yvonne Hartman, in one of my favourite 
performances of the series). That would be enough on its own. But 
add Mickey making an unexpected comeback, and the inhabitants 
of the sphere making themselves known, and this is Doctor Who at 
its best, really. 5/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

A nice start with some slightly over the top social satire about the 
world going on as normal with ghosts integrated into every day life 
(In-spectre Morse, anyone?). More domestics with Rose and her 
Mum (not that it’s a bad thing mind you), and mysterious goings-
on at Torchwood (finally! – at last we don’t have to suffer the 
obligatory reference to Torchwood that’s called attention to itself 
all season and was just a little too panto for my liking. Tracy-Ann 
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Oberman is brilliant and its such a shame she wasn’t 
Ianto’s girlfriend in Torchwood itself, as she would 
have been a great addition to that series. And we have 
a mysterious black sphere that looks like a Sontaran 
battlecruiser… hmm. Then the slightly obvious reveal 
of the Cyberman, relegated to “insert monster of the 
week here” status far too quickly after their debut.
Then just when it can’t get any more like a set up for a 
good cliffhanger, the sphere opens and “insert random 
monster two” arrives! Oh no! Double jeopardy for the 
Doctor and Rose as they face the deadly Gelth and 
Slitheen! Oh, sorry, I mean the Daleks and Cybermen! 
And now every fanboy begins salivating for the long-
awaited fight between two of the Doctor’s deadliest 
foes… 3.5/5

NEIL LAMBESS

There are so many holes in this story, large and small, 
that it very quickly begins to resemble a block of Swiss 
cheese. Despite this, Army of Ghosts rises above these 
flaws to lay the foundations for the season finale. While 
not reaching the heights of Tooth and Claw, Davies 
builds to an exhilarating climax that would have 
delighted most at home. Once inside the Torchwood 
Institute, Tennant gives yet another effective 
performance, the lighter touch mostly cast aside for the 
sake of urgency at the grave mistake he sees Torchwood 
making. Tracy-Ann Oberman is slightly less effective as 
the model manager – a woman in her position should 
be in charge, but instead we get everybody’s best friend. 
Oh, and is it just me, or from behind, does Jackie walk 
exactly like Adric? A good episode without being great. 
3/5                                          ROB MAMMONE

After a couple of weak episodes this was a welcome 
return to form; the first of a two-part series finale that 
sets up the mother of all cliffhangers. The intriguing 
ghost subplot (which had the potential to be a story all 
of its own), is dispensed with surprisingly quickly; but 
instead the ghosts rather improbably turns out to have 
been the Cybermen all along – which rather makes a 
nonsense of some of the things they were getting up to 
(such as getting elected as MPs and guest-starring on 
soaps!). After a number of unsubtle name-checks over 
the course of the series we finally get to see Torchwood 
with its rather irritating leader Yvonne Hartman, Jackie 
gets an amusing turn as the Doctor’s companion and 
Mickey makes a welcome return. All this though is 
just build up to the episode’s climax – as for the first 
time ever the Daleks arrive to face off against the 

Cybermen… 4/5
PAUL SCOONES

The trouble with this episode is that it’s almost impossible 
not to anticipate each of its surprises; thankfully they 
are so well-handled that their effectiveness is only 
diminished very slightly, particularly with the sudden 
reappearance of Mickey and, of course, the big reveal 
when the ‘non-existent’ spaceship’s occupants emerge. 
Torchwood is not particularly impressive, yet still 
serves its function adequately. It’s also a relief to 
realise it won’t be namedropped anymore – the Bad 
Wolf references of series one worked because it was 
a mystery, but we’ve known since at least Tooth and 
Claw exactly what Torchwood is, so the continued 
references to it have been nothing short of annoying. 
Tracy-Ann Oberman, though, is effective as its head 
and the relationship between her and the Doctor is 
nicely played. The climax is superb, and will surely be 
remembered by the show’s new hordes of young fans 
for years after the current run ends. 4/5

BRETT SIMPSON

DOOMSDAY
The Daleks add so much more to this already busy 
story, but it doesn’t feel crowded with both them and 
the Cybermen involved. It was interesting that the 
Daleks see Cybermen as crude and the Cybermen see 
the Daleks as inelegant although I cringed at the poor 
‘pest control’ and ‘better at dying’ dialogue. However 
the battle between the two sides is well done when it 
could have been a flop.
 The moment when the Doctor and Pete talk about 
what has been happening doesn’t feel too forced or too 
much like an info dump as it could have done. One 
thing which let me down was the phase shift levers 
themselves, and for so much of the plot to depend on 
something so clunky. The first time I watched this I 
really thought Rose was going to be sucked into the 
void.
 The ending is a pure emotional high which really 
does justice to Russell T. Davies’ vision of Doctor Who. 
The Rose arc has come to an end and while sad that 
it’s all over, I look forward to the new dynamic next 
season. The final scene with the Doctor and Rose on 
the beach made me wonder if the Doctor had learnt 
something from Sarah Jane about saying goodbye 
properly. Ending on the bride didn’t undermine the 
emotion. Instead it set up the classic ‘what’s going to 
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happen next?’ cliffhanger. 4.5/5
STUART BROWN

As a season finale, Doomsday has it all – epic battles, grand gestures, 
sacrifice and genuine emotion. The battle between Daleks and 
Cybermen takes a backseat to the parting of the Doctor and Rose 
in what must be the most heartbreaking departure from the series 
to date. Nevertheless, Rose’s journey feels complete by the end of 
the episode and there are a few doors left open for the baddies 
to return. As for the cliffhanger – a genuine surprise and one 
which makes me look forward to Christmas even more! Without 
doubt, the highlight of the season and a fitting end for a wonderful 
companion. 5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

With thousands of Cybermen and thousands of Daleks, it’s 
unsurprising that Doomsday is little more than a runaround with 
a “kill one kill all” solution. To be fair, the method of sending the 
Daleks and Cybermen back where they came from is at least built 
into the plot rather than simply thrown together in the last five 
minutes. Well done, Russell, perhaps you’re learning at last.
 Perhaps not, as he’s still obsessed with emotion, even to the 
extent that it’s bunged in regardless of the circumstances. Jackie 
and alt.Pete meet in the middle of a chase, but that’s forgotten 
about as we “feel the emotion.” Not for the first time, it’s apparent 
that RTD really needs a good script editor (and one that he can’t 
simply pull rank on) to eliminate this sort of thing.
 Rose not dying was hardly a shock, but at least she’s gone as 
I’ve become increasingly sick of her throughout the season to the 
extent that she’s my least favourite companion who’s spent any 
sort of time aboard the time – below even Ace and Adric. Murray 
Gold using all his “go on, cry, this is a sad bit” chords has become 
repetitive and consequently has little or no effect by now. Is a 
change of composer too much to ask for?
 Worse than last week, but not the absolute pits. 2/5

CARL ELLIS

Like a child high on too many smarties, it’s easy to go over the 
top, and Doomsday tips slightly over that edge. The Daleks and 
Cybermen trading insults is a joy to behold, but it all gets a bit too 
fast and furious, to the point where I’m not actually convinced it all 
makes complete sense. Also, the revelation of what the Genesis Ark 
actually is comes as a bit of a letdown. Still, David Tennant and 
Billie Piper make their final appearance together something very 
special, giving their all, and the closure of Rose’s story is about as 
good as you could hope for – being both a fitting end for someone 
who would never voluntarily leave the Doctor, but also a happy 
one, as the Tyler family unit finally comes together. Indeed, there’s 
so much else going on that it’s hard to see that ending coming.
4/5                                                        ANDREW FOXLEY
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Rose you fool! Don’t you realise that Mickey and Jake 
are an item now? Oh wait, perhaps that’s what she 
meant by the “this is how I died” bit at the beginning.
 Here we have a stack of things going on 
– double- and triple-crosses, Mickey and Pete, two 
universes colliding, and an all-out Dalek-Cyberman. 
Unfortunately, we only get glimpses of the latter as it is 
used mainly as a device for a scene change… oh dear, 
oh dear oh dear. When we do finally get Cyberman in 
the same room as the Daleks, why does it come across 
as a somewhat camp bitchy catfight between two old 
queens? (as an old queen myself I’m allowed to get 
away with that!). It wasn’t exactly edge-of-the-seat stuff 
now, was it? And who okayed that naff CGI shot of the 
Daleks swarming like bees? They are Daleks, for God’s 
sake, not some cheesy comedy effect to be done for a 
cheap laugh as they get sucked back into the vacuum 
cleaner. And seriously, for all we get about the reasons 
why they are both invading at the same time it could 
have been the Nimon and Rutans and it wouldn’t have 
changed the story one little bit. If you’re going to use 
two iconic monsters can they at least be used as the 
A-story rather than as the B. But, having said that, the 
A-story is terrific and Rose and the Doctor get a tear-
stained farewell that is truly moving and emotional.
 Don’t get me wrong, I’ve loved every episode of 
the RTD era so far on an initial viewing, and they are 
never short of entertaining and moving and are all very, 
very watchable. It’s just that the moment you start to 
think about them in any detail, they quickly start to fall 
apart at the seams, whereas with old Doctor Who it was 
always the other way around. There are so many great 
visual moments here, but when examined they are 
there clearly just to be a great visual moment (of which 
The Idiot’s Lantern is the most guilty – although of 
course that could all have been a sly dig by Mark Gatiss 
at the random logic of visuals in television anyway). 
So many plots twists are there just as plot twists, and 
the monsters are always secondary to the domestics of 
the plot. The old series used to examine the morals of 
villainy, the ethics of new technology, and the nature 
of oppressors. Plots were always driven by a threat. In 
the new series the Doctor and Rose are like flotsam 
and jetsam, bouncing along on the superficial surface 
level of the far deeper darkness around them. It’s great 
to have had such great characterisations, but surely in 
series three there’s room for the bad guys to be a little 
less generic and breathe a little more? 3.5/5

NEIL LAMBESS

If the previous episode resembled a block of 
Switzerland’s finest, this episode looks like a bowl of 
noodles – a complete mess, with no shape or form. 
Russell T. Davies loves a great set piece – millions of 
Daleks facing off against the millions of Cybermen, 
parallel universes colliding, and the Doctor destroying 
a star to see Rose one last time. It’s the bits in between 
that are such an abject failure. We get endless minutes 
of tedious Dalek and Cybermen ‘banter’. RTD allows 
the story to collapse while Jackie and Pete, who have 
never met before (due to the small matter of coming 
from completely different universes) fall in love at 
first sight. The ridiculous logic flaws of Army of Ghosts 
loom even larger here, too many to mention, but easily 
discernible on first viewing. And then, the greatest 
abomination of all, the scene on the beach. Doctor Who 
is not a soap opera, it is not the story of two star-crossed 
lovers, and it bloody well isn’t a weepy drama designed 
to leave the audience a sobbing mess on the carpet. 
Thank goodness for Catherine Tate and the promise of 
something bitter at Christmas to leaven the saccharine 
taste of this drivel. 1/5

ROB MAMMONE

And here it is at last; the show-down between the 
two biggest monsters. It’s only fitting that the Daleks 
should have the upper hand (sucker?) in the battle, 
but we see very little of the fighting. Doomsday is a 
tense and extraordinarily harrowing episode which 
largely relegates the Cyberman vs. Dalek battle to the 
background as the main characters are manoeuvred 
into position for the series conclusion. The closing of 
the rift doesn’t make a great deal of sense (why don’t we 
see any Cybermen sucked in? Why wasn’t the TARDIS 
affected?), but the drama of Rose’s agonising separation 
from the Doctor almost made up for this. From the 
moment the rift closes to the end of the episode is a 
powerfully emotional sequence which is both uplifting 
and also very sad as the Doctor and Rose say their final 
goodbyes. David Tennant and Billie Piper both deliver 
exemplary performances in this episode and although 
Rose’s character has been annoying and inconsistent in 
certain episodes this series, it’s still very sad to see her 
go. 4/5

PAUL SCOONES

The Cyberman fan in me hates this episode, simply 
because the Daleks completely wipe the floor with 
them, but as the conclusion to the Rose Tyler era of 
Doctor Who it achieves everything needed to both give 
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Appendix A: THE RUNAWAY BRIDE

Billie Piper the send-off she deserves and to solidify the importance 
of the extended Tyler clan in the success of the new series. The 
battle scenes with ‘Exterminate’ and ‘Delete’ repeated ad infinitum 
over the carnage are stupid, but mercifully brief, and are pretty 
much the only thing wrong with the entire episode, which is epic 
in every way. The Doctor’s howl as Rose is sucked into the void is 
gut wrenching, and their farewell scene, while hardly underplayed, 
is still undeniably effective. All in all, a fine end to a season that, 
despite its flaws and surprising inconsistency from its new lead, 
rarely fell short of the high standards set the previous year. 5/5

BRETT SIMPSON

While better than The Christmas Invasion, with a new companion 
dynamic and more screen time for the Doctor, The Runaway Bride 
is very pantomime in places, particularly the Empress of Racnoss. 
However, I didn’t mind this too much – it is better to enjoy this 
for what it is, rather than expect too much, and the lighter tone 
compared to the last few episodes of series two made a change. The 
Doctor seemed a bit calmer, even though his emotional state isn’t 
the best after the loss of Rose.
 The car chase and TARDIS-wrangling scenes were awesome, 
and along with the music the whole thing had a ‘feature film’ feel 
to it. The storyline itself is great, although the execution falls a bit 
flat (and haven’t we had enough of Torchwood?). There are also 
plot holes so huge you could fly a TARDIS through them, which 
unfortunately makes it one of the weaker episodes. Next time it 
would be great to have a Christmas special which doesn’t have 
Christmas rammed down your throat so much.3/5

STUART BROWN

It’s odd that in just two short years, a dose of Doctor Who on BBC 
One’s Christmas Day schedule seems as much a festive tradition as 
groaning waistbands and full-on war with close family members. 
This year’s Christmas special, The Runaway Bride, was in many 
ways similar to last year in that it had to be full of seasonal cheer 
while at the same time dealing with both the departure of a much-
loved traveller. To make things more complicated, we also had the 
arrival of one who seemed somewhat less than lovable.
 While the Christmas trappings of The Runaway Bride felt even 
more bolted on than last year, the story itself was as light, fun 
and undemanding as I’d hoped for. After consuming mountains 
of food and drink, I was good for nothing more than an hour of 
shallow but lighthearted fun with the Doctor. Thankfully, that’s 
exactly what we got. The plot was largely incidental - all the viewer 
needed to know was: 1) stroppy new companion; 2) nasty spider 
thing coming to earth; 3) big gaping hole full of more nasty spider 
things. The rest was just festive trimming; and gloriously over the 
top trimming, to boot. The car chase was breathtaking, as were all 
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the other key effects, and the script was full of the joi 
de vivre we’ve come to expect from new Who. Perhaps 
most notable of all, though, was the performance by 
David Tennant, which showed a definite progression 
from his character in series two. The departure of Rose 
has definitely left its mark on the Doctor.
 The Runaway Bride was the kind of diversion we’ve 
come to expect from Doctor Who; stylistically it’s a 
break from the regular series – the baddies are archer, 
the peril less real, but that perhaps is the essence of the 
Doctor Who Christmas specials. Overall, it succeeded in 
giving us a mixture of comedy, farce, just a little bit of 
danger and a scary Christmas monster with a hell of a 
sense of humour. And no, not once did Catherine Tate 
say “Bovvered”.
 Perfect Christmas fun. 5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

 Oh look – a shot of the Earth from space. And this 
being new Who, I know what’s coming up. Yes, it’s 
that Match of the Day-style zoom down to a church in 
Cardiff. Whoops, I mean London.
 This staple out of the way we then get another, 
with a tedious TARDIS scene involving the Doctor 
smacking the console with a mallet. Is this a new 
episode or a collection of clips from previous ones?
 Oh, it must be new, as instead of the annoying 
Rose, we’ve got the annoying Donna instead. David 
Tennant and Catherine Tate are awful in this scene, 
but fortunately get better as the episode progresses and 
Tennant puts in one of his better performances as the 
Doctor. Perhaps there’s still time for him to get into the 
top nine on my Top TV Doctors list.
 Donna was pretty annoying, and it was definitely 
a relief that she didn’t board the TARDIS at the end. 
Having her know nothing about the Sycorax invasion 
or the events of Doomsday might have been a humorous 
dig at those who read Heat and nothing else, but the 
joke fell flat as she came across as one-dimensional. 
Turning the joke on the Doctor and having him believe 
he’s in 2007 when it turns out it’s 2006 again and those 
events haven’t happened yet would have been better, as 
well as providing a decent reason for the return of the 
Robot Santas and silly killer Christmas Trees.
 Plot-wise it felt pretty lightweight, and little 
more than an excuse for one set piece after the next. 
Too many things also happened simply to make kids 
go “ooh” – the TARDIS taking off like a rocket and 
chasing the taxi down the motorway. If the TARDIS 
can tow a spaceship in The Satan Pit, surely the Doctor 

could use some sort of tractor beam so that Donna 
only had to climb into the TARDIS? Unless his Joss 
Whedon obsession means that he’s now ripping off 
Speed as well.
 If there’s a 2007 Christmas special, RTD should do 
the decent thing and let someone else have a crack at it. 
2/5

CARL ELLIS

Catherine Tate. The TARDIS flying down the 
motorway after a black cab. Robot santas (again). The 
Doctor, Donna and Lance zooming along on Segways. 
The humour in the script. Sarah Parish as a giant red 
spider. Neil Hannon singing ‘Love Don’t Roam’. David 
Tennant, better than ever. I love all these things about 
The Runaway Bride. But unfortunately, only these. As a 
piece of Christmas Day entertainment, the episode just 
about wings it on charm, audacity and some brilliant 
visuals. But it’s the ‘just about’ that’s the problem – 
it’s acceptable whilst seldom outstanding, and there’s 
so much to race through that some great stuff gets 
lost along the way – the Empress of the Racnoss is a 
wonderful idea for a villain, but she scarcely appears 
until her final confrontation with the Doctor. Like a 
Christmas Pudding, the episode is a little too rich at 
times, and that’s not necessarily a good thing. 3/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

And then it all goes belly up for me. Yes, I know it’s 
Christmas and I know I said that the Robot Santas 
made no sense last year, but they still make no bloody 
sense at all this year either! Maybe I was just in a bad 
mood, and I freely admit I’ve never liked Christmas 
anyway, but this has to be one of the worst episodes of 
Doctor Who ever. How does that old saying go? ‘Camp 
as Christmas’?
 What is with that bloody awful star spaceship? Why 
spend so much money on such a brilliant design as the 
Racnoss and have it played as an old panto dame? 
Thank  God dear old Quentin Crisp is dead or they 
would have gotten him to play her.
 What happened to the word ‘science’ in ‘science 
fiction’? Drilling a hole to the centre of the Earth is 
semi-plausible, flooding it with the  Thames is not (not 
enough water, and the heat would evaporate it). And 
besides, we all know how hard it is to really drown a 
spider…
 Who is Catherine Tate, and why is she so shouty? 
All she does is shout and scream and whine and moan 
in a decidedly unfunny way. I get the feeling that she 
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is stunt casting and that the nature of her stunt casting relates to 
characters she portrays in The Catherine Tate Show, which has no 
meaning to viewers outside of the UK. Sorry guys, but that sort of 
thing in a show like Doctor Who is incestuous and vain, and I just 
don’t get the joke
 Dimensions in Time was a far far better story than this huge 
disappointment. 0/5

NEIL LAMBESS

The Christmas special seems to operate according to a different 
set of rules; things are bigger, bolder and louder and there’s less 
depth, less complexity and more humour than the usual episodes 
deliver. Which is all well and good for a post-Christmas dinner 
stupor but it doesn’t necessarily hold up to repeat viewings once 
that festive hangover has receded – or indeed broadcasts at any 
other time of the year. If I had to sum up The Runaway Bride in 
one word it would be ‘noisy’. The music and the explosions (of 
which there were plenty) all seemed ramped up and Catherine 
Tate’s loud, abrasive Donna fitted in perfectly. The motorway chase 
was a brilliant action set piece, but the rest of the episode failed to 
capture the same thrill. Sarah Parish seemed rather underused in 
the limited role of the Racnoss and the resolution seemed rather 
too hasty. I hope this isn’t an indication of what to expect from the 
2007 series. 2/5

PAUL SCOONES

Appendix B: THE SARAH JANE

The evolution of 21st Century Doctor Who is astonishing – from 
a revived joke to nation’s favourite in year one to all-consuming 
franchise in year two, it’s a journey no less fantastic than being 
aboard the TARDIS itself. There are currently six (SIX!) ongoing 
Doctor Who series on British TV and the latest, The Sarah Jane 
Adventures, has all the promise of being up there with the flagship 
show in terms of good honest fun.
 Sarah Jane Smith has returned from her adventure with the 
Tenth Doctor, renewed and determined to carry on her adventures 
here on Earth. Still working as an investigative journalist, she has 
added alien hunter to her CV and now spends her time tracking 
down and aiding good aliens and, on the evidence of Invasion 
of the Bane, making short work of the bad ones. However, this 
is very definitely a children’s show and to drive the point home, 
she is accompanied by a gaggle of youngsters, a nifty and cutely 
named computer (but not the one you’re thinking of ) and a 
host of gadgetry that manages to raise a smile instead of seeming 
hopelessly out of place.
 The Sarah Jane Adventures is, frankly, bonkers. It’s also about 
the best thing on TV over the 2006 Christmas holiday – the 

ADVENTURES: INVASION OF THE BANE
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baddies are camper than Butlins, the goodies have 
so much get up and go in them that just watching 
them is exhausting and you can’t help but love the 
enthusiasm that oozes out of every moment. If the 
production team can keep up the pace and continue 
making stories as good as this, 2006 will be a vintage 
year for Doctor Who fans. 5/5

ANDY DAVIDSON

I expected the worst. After all, its new Who, only even 
more child-oriented and it’s co-written by Russell T. 
Davies. But sometimes if you expect the worst, you 
might be pleasantly surprised.
 The fact that the basic story owes more than a 
little to Quatermass II certainly helps, but the acting, 
dialogue and plotting were generally better than 
I’d expected. Well, except for Kelsey, who I found 
annoying and poorly acted. It’s nice to see the “bad 
dad” scenario not used for a change as well.
 As with School Reunion, I don’t really buy the 
new series’ take on Sarah Jane and turning her into 
a one-woman Torchwood is a bit ridiculous, as is the 
fact that she seems to have TIM from The Tomorrow 
People hidden inside her attic. I know he’s there to 
replace K9, but he’s still rubbish.
 I’m not the target audience, but it was reasonably 
entertaining. However, I can’t help thinking that not 
having K9 in the series will ultimately disappoint an 
awful lot of kids. Sarah Jane is someone they’ve seen 
in one episode of Doctor Who, whereas K9 is a robot 
dog with a laser in his nose. If you’re eight, which 
would you prefer?
 She should have called her computer “Harry” 
though. 3/5

CARL ELLIS

How do you judge this show? Next to Doctor Who? 
As a piece of television in its own right? If so, as a 
piece of children’s television? Regardless, the outcome 
probably wouldn’t be much different, as this is a 
textbook example of how to write a good, solid piece 
of television to appeal to the whole family. The script 
is full of the wit and adventure you’d expect from the 
likes of Russell T. Davies and Gareth Roberts, and 
there’s the definite impression that they were having 
the time of their lives writing this – its sense of fun 
is infectious. As a pilot, it serves its purpose well, 
establishing Sarah Jane’s new life as a freelance expert 
on aliens, and introducing the new characters – Maria, 

Kelsey and Luke. The newcomers are interesting 
enough to sustain the show on its own, so K9’s cameo 
appearance seems a little superfluous, but it’s nice to 
see him crop up again all the same. Whilst The Sarah 
Jane Adventures is clearly aimed at audiences a little 
younger than those of its parent show, a lot of Doctor 
Who’s magic has rubbed off on it, and that can only 
be a good thing. For a programme that could all too 
easily have been a spin-off too far, this is terrific stuff. 
5/5

ANDREW FOXLEY

Okay, after the disaster that was The Runaway Bride 
I was positively dreading the first instalment of The 
Sarah Jane Adventures, and I have to say that my fears 
were… completely unjustified!
 Invasion of the Bane is Great! I’m not sure why 
really. Maybe it’s the nicely paced and plotted script 
co-written by Gareth Roberts? (even if it owes a  
hell of a lot to a certain episode of Futurama). Or 
is it the tight and superb direction? (something that 
wasn’t evident in The Runaway Bride). The Sarah Jane 
Adventures has a lot that could have gone wrong. 
Firstly the kids, who for the most part act exceedingly 
well and pull off their roles of with deceptive ease. 
Secondly, the rewriting of Sarah Jane’s backstory, 
which works well in my opinion (she must have good 
connections with UNIT and probably Torchwood 
too – oh please, can we have an episode with Nick 
Courtney in it?). There’s a really nice (deliberate?) 
Avengers in-joke when Sarah says “Mr Smith, I need 
you!”, and her actually having a supercomputer is 
acceptable. What is naff is the cheap way they deal 
with the K9 rights problem by having him rotate 
around a black hole, and Murray Gold’s  faux-Harry 
Potter music. The villains are great, and the subtext 
(again something missing entirely from The Runaway 
Bride) about the power of commercial subversion 
on teenagers is great and timely. And of course, best 
of all, it’s all about Sarah Jane Smith! She’s the Who 
equivalent of Emma Peel, the bestest galpal a Time 
Lord could ever have. JNT was right all those years 
ago when he decided she should have a spin off series 
of her own. She’s always brave and always thinking on 
her feet. And always putting her foot down when she 
knows something’s wrong…
 Welcome back Sarah Jane Smith! I’ve missed you!
5/5                                    NEIL LAMBESS
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The Complete Second Series 
box set was released shortly 
before Christmas, and for 
those who hadn’t been buying 
the ‘vanilla’ releases one by one, 
this was a much anticipated 
goodie. Very little information 
about this box set had been 
released in advance and 
hopes were high that many of 
the UK’s Doctor Who-related 
programmes and snippets may 
be included on the set as well 
as the episode themselves. But 
this was not to be! The overall 
package of extras on this set is 
small – there are the thirteen 
cut-down episodes of Doctor 
Who Confidential (copyright-
protected and classic series 
clips are all cut from the 
shorter versions) which range 
from 9 to 13 minutes in length 
each. In addition to this is the 
Children in Need segment, 
a selection of outtakes and 
video diaries from Billie Piper 
and David Tennant.  

Outtakes (8’19”)
Predominantly people tripping 
up and spoiling shots, the out 
takes have nothing of great 
interest but it’s always amusing 
to see your favourite actors 
proving that they’re human 
too. Added into this mix are 
some skits of Cybermen in a 
park, playing football, on the 
swings and chasing a real dog 
with their robotic pal K9. There 
are also a few bloopers from 
the Werewolf and a Krillitane. 
A bit juvenile but if no-one else 

is looking, a guilty pleasure.

Deleted Scenes 
(16’07”)
Scenes which were filmed 
and dropped from the final 
episode –usually for very good 
reason. They are presented 
with snippet of the show they 
would have been in for context 
and although edited, they 
generally lack sound and visual 
effects. Interesting to see these 
but generally have been cut 
for obvious reasons. Included 
is an alternative take from The 
Impossible Planet where they 
were getting snowed on and 
needed an explanation.

Billie’s Video Diaries 
(4’20”)
As with the 2005 set, Billie 
was given a handy-cam for 
the length of shooting but 
has only managed to record 
a few minutes of footage, 
more than half of which is her 
in the makeup trailer. A great 
waste of potential and quite 
disappointing, but then again 
she already has a day job so 
we can’t be too harsh.

Children In Need Special 
(8’04”)
Screened only in the UK, this 
eight-minute mini-episode 
was created entirely for 
free by the cast and crew in 
order to promote the UK 
charity Children in Need. Set 
immediately after the Doctor’s 
regeneration, this fills in a 

crucial moment between the 
Doctor and Rose and leads 
seamlessly into The Christmas 
Invasion. This scene was never 
intended to be created, 
and indeed was conceived 
only after the request for a 
contribution was received. 
Unfortunately the Region 
2 and 4 DVD sets have the 
wrong soundtrack for this clip, 
and instead have a temporary 
soundtrack used before the 
real score and effects are put 
on. So on the DVD we have 
a soundtrack previously used 
elsewhere and the sound 
effects are almost entirely 
absent,  so you can hear what 
the TARDIS set actually sounds 
like during filming.

Doctor Who 
Confidential Cutdown x 
13 (2’28”31’”)
Originally full-length shows 
in their own right, these have 
been edited down to around 
9–13 minutes per episode. 
The series follows Doctor 
Who as it is being made and 
contain interviews with the 
producers and behind the 
scenes footage. An interesting 
and wide-ranging series in its 
own right, it’s only a shame 
that the full versions have not 
been captured for posterity.

David’s Video Diaries 
(1’25”31”’)
Possibly the most surprising 
find on this DVD set, David 
Tennant was given a handycam 
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at the start of the series and he 
actually used it as a diary. We 
travel with David from his first 
day of readthroughs, where he 
is full of anxiety and nerves, and 
watch as he grows into his role 
(while getting more and more 
tired) during the nine months 
of shooting. It is a personal, 
insightful and touching video, 
the only problems being that it 
is broken up at random points 
by a graphic fly-in which reads 
DAVID’S VIDEO DIARIES 
(which is totally unnecessary), 
and the second half of the clips 
are out of order – we reach 
the end of the filming with 
him then the videos continue 
for another twenty minutes or 
so covering earlier events. This 
may be because the episodes 
were recorded out of order 
and the DVD editor decided 
to make the diaries match the 
order of broadcast instead, but 
for obvious reasons this makes 
little sense when you’re trying 
to watch events chronologically 
It will be extremely interesting 
see whether the series three 
diaries which the BBC have 
already previewed on YouTube 
are so in depth. Somehow 
I doubt it because we may 
never have such personal 
access to David Tennant again 
now he has settled in and is 
“the Doctor!”

Commentaries:
The Christmas Invasion 
(in-vision commentary with 
Russell T. Davies, Julie Gardner 

and Phil Collinson); New 
Earth (audio commentary 
with James Hawes, Julie 
Gardner and Will Cohen); 
Tooth and Claw (audio 
commentary with Russell T. 
Davies, Dave Houghton and 
Edward Thomas); School 
Reunion (audio commentary 
with David Tennant, Toby 
Whithouse and Julie Gardner); 
The Girl in the Fireplace 
(in-vision commentary with 
David Tennant, Sophia Myles 
and Phil Collinson); Rise 
of the Cybermen (audio 
commentary with Noel 
Clarke, Camille Coduri and 
Andrew Hayden-Smith); The 
Age of Steel (in-vision 
commentary with Graeme 
Harper, Nick Briggs, and 
Paul Kasey); The Idiot’s 
Lantern (audio commentary 
with David Tennant, Edward 
Thomas and Charlie Bluett); 
The Impossible Planet 
(in-vision commentary with 
David Tennant, Will Cohen and 
Shaun Parkes);  The Satan 
Pit (audio commentary with 
James Strong, Mike Jones and 
Ron Jhutti); Love & Monsters 
(audio commentary with Dan 
Zeff, Camille Coduri and Julie 
Gardner); Fear Her (audio 
commentary with Julie Gardner, 
Nina Sosanya and Matthew 
Graham); Army of Ghosts 
(audio commentary with Noel 
Clarke, Tracy-Ann Oberman 
and Raji James); Doomsday 
(in-vision Commentary with 
David Tennant and Billie 

Piper).

The key point to note about 
commentaries on this box set 
is that each commentary with 
the exception of The Christmas 
Invasion was recorded just 
for the DVDs. They are 
different altogether, with 
different participants, from the 
downloadable commentaries 
which went up on the BBC 
website after each episode 
aired in the UK. As with the 
previous series box set, the 
commentaries are required 
listening at least once but 
only those which feature the 
producers or major stars are 
really enjoyable – quite a few 
rely on visual effects staff or 
minor character actors who 
really have little to contribute 
to your understanding 
of the series as a whole.  
The undeniable stars of 
commentaries are Russell T. 
Davies and David Tennant – 
when these men feature in any 
mix they lift the commentary 
greatly. Special mention has to 
go to the final commentary 
with David Tennant and Billie 
Piper on Doomsday, which 
is genuinely touching as the 
two stars share Doctor Who 
together for the last time. 
Five commentaries (including 
Doomsday) are presented as 
‘in-vision’, which shows the 
commentary team in a small 
box set in a corner of the 
screen. It is an interesting 
experience to see them 
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together, but after only a few 
minutes you realise that nothing 
much is going to happen other 
than watching them watching 
a TV screen. David Tennant 
tends to drink soft drinks 
during his commentaries 
and the producers actually 
were wearing party hats 
while watching The Christmas 
Invasion, but that is the sum 
total of what I got out of it. 
The actual downside of these 
in-vision commentaries is that 
each takes up the space of an 
entire episode on the DVD, 
and without them they may 
have been able to squeeze 
some interesting extra features 
on instead. You also cannot 
watch episodes with in-vision 
and subtitles on at the same 
time. A worthy experiment 
and of a token interest value 
but given the choice I would 
far rather have had different 
features included on the box 
set instead. Which brings me 
to…

WHAT’S MISSING?
According to the DVD 
producers, this is not meant 
to be the definitive DVD set 
(there is a hint that in future 
years it may be re-released in a 
new way), but there are quite 
a few obvious extras which 
fans will be disappointed are 
not included in this set. The 
most obvious of these are 
the TARDISodes, which were 
short teasers for each episode 
specially produced for the BBC 

website and mobile phone 
download. These are not 
included despite being clearly 
part of each story, though there 
may have been rights issues 
as the clips were written and 
produced by people outside 
of the usual production team. 
The interactive game Attack of 
the Graske, made for the BBC’s 
red button digital TV feature at 
Christmas 2005, is also absent. 
Another major omission is 
the special 35mm series two 
trailer, which featured Tennant 
saying “Think you’ve seen it 
all?” (analogous to Eccleston’s 
“Wanna come with me?” 
trailer). There are absolutely 
no Easter eggs in this set, 
but given the lack of major 
features, missing this small 
detail is not surprising. Some 
people have commented that 
they would like other related 
shows like Totally Doctor Who 
and the Doctor Who episode 
of Mastermind to have been 
included,  but these are 
unlikely to be released. The 
care given to producing the set 
is obvious in the quality of the 
packaging and booklet (which 
are gorgeous), but the content 
has been pretty much slapped 
together in the most obvious 
of ways and it would not be 
difficult for a future ‘special 
edition’ to be a truly special 
release.

PACKAGING
The design and packaging of 
this box set deserves a mention 

as well. Unlike the 2005 set 
which was in the shape of 
a TARDIS and was widely 
criticised for its impracticality 
and quick deterioration, this 
set is presented in a handsome 
thin box with a lenticular cover 
(slightly holographic) which 
features Doctor and Rose 
against the vortex on one side 
and a Dalek and Cyberman on 
the reverse.  The 6 disks are 
split between two cardboard 
digi-packs, each with attractive 
background art of relevant 
scenes and characters. The 
disc menus are identical to 
the 2005 set, which is faintly 
disappointing, though at least 
it is familiar and navigation is 
not at all difficult. Opinions 
are typically split about the 
merits of having a few second 
of animation between menus 
– for some it is in keeping with 
the theme, for others it is an 
annoying waste of their viewing 
time. There is a small booklet 
accompanying the set which 
summarises the episodes and 
has an introduction from 
executive producer Julie 
Gardner. There are two lovely 
pieces of Target novelisation-
style artwork in the booklet, 
one by Alistair Pearson and 
the other by Anthony Dry . 
While the set will hold very 
few surprises for serious fans, 
it is an undoubted must-have, 
despite the relatively small set 
of extras. 4/5

GLEN WALKER
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JAMAS ENRIGHTʼS
Déry Mark I Random Title Generator
Drabble Who Challenge

The Sun Meddler
“Doctor, I don’t think I can hold it any longer,” Steven 
shouted, struggling to keep the space craft stable.
 “Just a little longer,” replied the Doctor, looking 
away from the sun, despite the filter. “We’ve almost 
drained its power.”
 “It was a good idea for them to use the sun’s energy 
though.”
 “But not if tapping into that source would destroy 
the sun! Fortunately it’s solar powered, and with us in 
the way...”
 The generator’s shield failed, exposing it to the sun’s 
gravity and heat.
 “That’s it. We can go now. Pass the ice cubes, will 
you?”

The Web Robber
“I don’t think you should touch that.”
 The boy turned to see a shortish man beside him 
with a bowl-cut hairstyle. “I can if I want to.” He 
turned back to the spider web before him, and raised 
his stick again.
 “I doubt the spider would like that much.”
 “That’s what I want to find out.”
 “An inquiring mind is all very well and good, but 
you should respect other life forms.”
 “Shan’t.”
 The man paused, then said, “I’ll tell your mother.”
 The boy glared. “Meanie,” he replied, but threw the 
stick aside and gloomily walked away.

DragonField
“Doctor, come down from there at once,” the Brigadier 

ordered.
 “Really, Brigadier, you should give this a go. It 
is most exhilarating,” the Doctor replied from his 
position, floating near the ceiling.
 “It’s hardly an appropriate way for UNIT personnel 
to behave… what is it, anyway?” he finally asked.
 “An anti-gravity field, from the TARDIS. Just 
giving it a test after I fixed it.” The Doctor gave himself 
a push. “It’s like flying like a dragon.”
 The Brigadier glared at the Doctor, who was acting 
more like a loon than a dragon.
 “All right then. Give us a go.”

The Claws of Decay
“And so entropy once again consumes all in its endless 
quest for the final destruction of everything, until 
there is only a haze present throughout the universe 
before that too is extinguished in its grip of unrelenting 
hunger,” the Doctor intoned morosely, staring ahead 
into the depths of time, seeing the intricate flow and 
ebb of creation never again being recorded in the ledger 
before him. “Never more a tick, never more a tock, 
until the universe itself runs down.”
 “Oh, come on, Doctor,” Romana said, rolling her 
eyes. “Your watch only needs a new battery.”

Claws of the Daleks
“The TARDIS is shaking itself apart!” Nyssa yelled, 
holding tightly onto the console as the vibrations grew 
worse.
 “It’s a simple temporal trap,” the Doctor called back 
from the other side of the console. “The Daleks have 
several scattered around the universe just waiting for 

Drabbles are short fiction pieces of exactly 100 words, including the title (which itself can be up to 
15 words long). Drabbles are usually written following a theme – inspired by Zoltan Déry’s random 
title generator from TSV 73, I present here one drabble per Doctor (with a couple of bonuses). , 
where the content is derived entirely from the random title generated. If you think the titles aren’t 
random enough, blame the random number function on my calculator!
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now.”
 “Woah!” the Doctor cried out as Ramsey suddenly 
dived towards the ground. “Hold tight, Charley, this is 
it!”
 Charley’s laughter rang out through the air as she 
rode with her man and their dragon.

Galaxy of Marinus
“I thought Marinus was just a planet,” Jack said.
 “There’s a planet Marinus as well?” Rose asked.
 “Oh yeah. Interesting inhabitants. Really big on 
fetish rubber-wear,” Jack grinned.
 “Down boy,” said the Doctor. “I meant we should 
see the galaxy viewed from Marinus. The view is 
fantastic.”
 “Ever seen the sights from Ploko Volk? Now there’s 
a planet worth visiting,” Jack said.
 “Let me guess: friendly natives and things to steal?”
 “Well, I didn’t spend all night watching the stars.”
 “You’re incorrigible,” Rose said, shaking her head.
 “Careful, or I’ll put you on a leash.”
 “Promises, promises.”

The Brain of Decay
“That is a very big brain,” Rose said, staring at the 
TARDIS scanner screen.
 “They do say size isn’t everything,” replied the 
Doctor, slipping on his glasses to examine one of the 
TARDIS readouts.
 “But… how can it exist?”
 “It’s basically an organic computer, force grown in 
space to the size of a planet. See them all the time, 
really,” the Doctor said breezily. “But it’s old. It’s 
dying.”
 “Aw, that’s a shame. Is there anything we can do?”
 “Everything comes to an end,” the Doctor 
whispered, looking at Rose from the corner of his eye.

Using the Zoltan Déry Random Title Generator 
Mark 1 from TSV 73, your task is compose a drabble 
based on the random title created. Drabbles must 
be 100 words exactly, including the title. The 
stories do not have to include the Doctor himself 
or companions, but must be recognisably set in 
the Doctor Who universe – but please, nothing too 
obscure!. Write as few or as many as you like, send 
them to adam@zetaminor.com, and the 
best will be printed in TSV 75, 

one time travelling race or another fall into it.”
 “Now that we have, is there any way of getting out 
of it?”
 “Oh, I’m sure the TARDIS will be able to break 
free in time,” the Doctor assured her, flicking more 
switches.
 “Before or after we’ve been shaken to bits?”
 “Well...”

The Androids of the Autons
“Aren’t these things supposed to be plastic?” Peri 
complained as the Auton armies bore down on them.
 The Doctor changed the settings on the broadcaster 
and tried again, with a continual lack of luck. “They’ve 
obviously learnt that mechanical bodies provide a 
measure of protection against my attacks,” he snapped 
back.
 “I thought you said you could stop the signal!”
 “It’s a little more complicated… ah!” The Doctor 
disappeared for a moment, then the oncoming Autons 
suddenly collapsed.
 “What happened? Did you find the right 
frequency?”
 “Er, not quite. I forgot to plug it in.”

The Sea Robber
Once upon a time there was a boy, who carried one cup 
of sea water from the beach to his house every day.
 One day, a man with a question mark handled 
umbrella met him on the beach and asked: “Why do 
you do this?”
 “I want the sea for my very own,” the boy replied.
 “There is more than enough sea for everyone. Can’t 
you share it?”
 “No,” said the boy defiantly.
 “I shall tell your mother.”
 “Meanie.” The boy stuck his tongue out at the 
man.
 But he didn’t try to steal the sea again.

DragonFlight
“Doctor, this is amazing!”
 “Riding a vortisaur, Charley, there’s nothing like 
it!” the Doctor whooped as he and Charley swooped 
through the skies on the back of Ramsey. “Feel the 
wind rushing past, feel the power of the beast beneath 
you. There’s no other feeling like it!”
 “You’re like a giddy schoolboy,” Charley shouted. 
“Although I have to say I’m rather giddy myself right 

The Drabble Who Challenge!
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The story so far: once upon a time David finally 
stopped trying to deny he was a fanboy when three 

things happened. First, he was reintroduced to some of 
his favourite childhood television shows on DVD. Then 
one of his all-time favourite childhood television shows 
was rejuvenated in proper 21st century style with one 
of his all-time favourite actors in the leading role; the 
news that there would be a Ninth Doctor made him 
realise that perhaps it was time he got to grips with the 
Eighth Doctor. And just when he was having all those 
thoughts, book importers proved that no matter how 
many times you put ‘best-selling’ or ‘record-breaking’ 
somewhere in the propaganda, the reality is that all 
over the world warehouses are full of crappy Doctor 
Who novels that no one buys, so Whitcoulls are able to 
put them in the chuck-out bins at $5 a piece. 
 This is an ever-surprising process for me. It seemed 
relatively straightforward when I began it mid-2004: 
I would read every one of the BBC Eighth Doctor 
Adventures (the ‘EDA’s) in chronological order, 
making notes as I went and sculpting those notes into 
some sort of article on the series as a whole. I would 
respond to each book paying no heed to reviews, 
publication circumstances, historical context or fan 
response. However, you can’t fight against the universe 
nor predict what it might throw at you. For example: 
when I began composing the earliest draft of these 
articles, the series was still in publication (Sometime 
Never had just been released, leaving another half a 
dozen books and eighteen months before The Gallifrey 
Chronicles, the last EDA), whereas now I sit at the 
computer knowing that by the time you read this two 
years will have passed since the end of the range. Far 
more importantly, the advent of Series One and Series 
Two (and by the time this article sees publication 
there’ll be The Runaway Bride and Series Three to 
consider) impacts hugely on the way one views Doctor 
Who now. 
 How do you structure something when you don’t 
know what’s happening next? Too often I’ve had to 

return to novels to see if a second reading makes things 
clearer, thereby breaking my rule that one read would 
be it. Structuring Part One, I decided Sam’s departure 
in Interference was a convenient stopping-point; 
whereas this time it’s Mad Dogs and Englishmen merely 
because as the ‘100th BBC Doctor Who Novel!’ (as the 
gold embossing on the pink cover loudly cries) and it 
seemed a good point – and meant that if Part One was 
book-ended by Samantha Jones, then Part Two gets 
book-ended by Paul Magrs. Of far greater difficulty 
is that, approaching each book cold and writing the 
articles without having read all the books yet, it’s far 
harder to come to any satisfying conclusion about the 
series as a whole. It’s like writing an essay on a book 
you’ve only read two thirds of (in fact, that’s exactly 
what it is!).
 Should I address one of the more erroneous elements 
of Part One now? The Michael Collier part? Oh, for 
the days when Doctor Who novels had a little blurb 
about the author on the back (it’s not until Coldheart 
that the EDAs provide such a service, usually within 
the last few pages of the book – but the practise is 
inconsistent). Since the last instalment was published, 
a few people have pointed out that I’ve overlooked 
that Michael Collier, author of Longest Day and The 
Taint, was in fact a pseudonym for Stephen Cole, the 
original editor of the range. Initially I was mortified 
at making such a blunder but upon quick reflection 
I thought, “No, it’s good that I had no idea!” since 
part of the purpose of this exercise was to approach 
the books with no foreknowledge or pre-conception. 
Retrospectively it made sense that they’d be the work 
of the editor – Longest Day has to set up a premise 
whereby Samantha and the Doctor can be parted for 
several novels, and The Taint has the unenviable task 
of introducing a new companion in Fitz Kreiner (just 
as Steven Moffat has said what people overlook about 
Russell T. Davies’ brilliance is that he gives himself 
all the trickiest episodes of the New Series to write). 
And actually the knowledge makes no difference to my 

Fitz’s Conquests
THE BBC EIGHTH DOCTOR ADVENTURES PART TWO

In which DAVID LAWRENCE reads, for the first time (with a few exceptions), as many novels 
as he can between The Blue Angel and Mad Dogs and Englishmen…
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opinion – the leap in quality from the dreadful Longest 
Day (I still haven’t read a worse one) to the impressive 
The Taint is still astonishing, whether your name is 
Michael, Stephen or Ezekiel. 

that he sees in Doctor Who a far greater significance 
and importance than being just a TV show, and that 
he likes to read deeper meaning into whatever it is 
that the show conveys to an audience. This is what 
I loved about Series One: that it fully embraced the 
original show’s potential for myth and legend, with 
the Doctor as an archetype rather than just some silly 
eccentric. Many of us attempt to mythologise our 
own everyday lives, to see a greater purpose to what 
we’re doing beyond eating, sleeping and dying – but 
by the same token I love the attempts at rationalising 
heroic, mythical acts. Thomas Heywood, the Jerry 
Bruckheimer of Renaissance playwrights, re-tells all 
the Greek creation myths with a decidedly humanist 
bent – that gods weren’t originally gods but normal 
human beings who became gods through their earthly 
deeds; in much the same way that religious ‘novels’ of 
the last decade have attempted to rationalise Biblical 
events, trying to prove how the simplest thing can be 
re-interpreted as a miraculous event. 
 This rationalisation is what makes parts of THE 
BLUE ANGEL, Paul Magrs’ second Doctor Who novel 
– co-authored with Jeremy Hoad – very interesting 
indeed. And despite the joint author-credit, it isn’t 
hard to spot Magrs’ bits, especially as (and he even 
acknowledges this when the ‘real world’ Doctor tells 
Sally about the plot of the science fiction novel he’s 
composing) much of the novel’s philosophy is an 
expansion of ideas mooted in The Scarlet Empress. 
Indeed King Dedalus is little more than a male version 
of the Empress, and the novel’s backdrop consists of 
the most exotic, fantastical landscapes imaginable 
– populated again with an array of bizarre and unusual 
races. And like The Scarlet Empress, the book doesn’t 
really go anywhere if you assess it purely in terms of 
plot/action. In a break from the norm of the EDAs 
thus far, stylistic changes abound – there is continual 

THE BLUE ANGEL
Paul Magrs & Jeremy Hoad
September 1999

THE TAKING OF 
PLANET 5
Simon Bucher-Jones &
Mark Clapham
October 1999

One of the oddities in the EDAs’ hit and miss run 
of companions was Compassion, introduced 

by Lawrence Miles in Interference, and a regular 
character until the conclusion of The Ancestor Cell. 
Now while I would normally say spoiler-warnings 
about books published years ago is a wee bit on the 
silly side, Compassion’s purpose in the EDAs is a rather 
complex one and first time readers might prefer not 
to know before they get to its revelation – I’d have 
certainly been annoyed to know beforehand (that said, 
a gigantic heading entitled “A spoiler-warning about 
Compassion” perhaps gives away that there is more 
to her than meets the eye!). However, it’s impossible 
to talk about the events of the novels in between The 
Blue Angel and The Ancestor Cell without mention 
of Compassion’s purpose. So, if you do want to read 
this article but don’t want to have anything about 
Compassion spoilt before you get to it, I’d suggest you 
skip the first couple of sections and just start with The 
Burning – and I’ll do my best to confine any discussion 
of Compassion to the books she’s in.

A SPOILER WARNING ABOUT COMPASSION!

Alright, so tell me the deal with Compassion

“What did she call that Jack Russell again? Something 
ridiculous. He should remember. He’d bought it for her 
when it was a puppy, quite some years ago. He never 
thought she would get so attached to the irritable, 
straggly-looking thing.”

Something tells me Paul Magrs and I would get on 
very well indeed. It takes little effort to work out 
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switching between first and third person narrative, past 
and present tense, and sometimes speech is denoted by 
hyphen rather than quotation mark. 
 Several different storylines compete for attention. 
In one, a group of elderly women adventure to a mall 
to do their Christmas shopping and end up being 
terrorised by giant owls in pursuit of Ian, one of the 
women’s adopted son. In another plotline, the TARDIS 
lands on the starship Nepotist, whose crew (helmed by 
Captain Blandish) are a clear parody of both the ’60s 
and ’90s casts of Star Trek. While the bulk of The Blue 
Angel’s rationalisation of Doctor Who occurs in the 
modern day storyline, there are some genuinely funny 
attempts to make sense of the logic of shows like Star 
Trek – they have to draw up costings before deciding 
how many phaser blasts they can afford to fire. 
 The last plotline is perhaps the most interesting, 
even though it has the least to do with the rest of the 
novel. Evocative of both Paul Cornell’s Human Nature 
and the recent School Reunion in the ideas it explores, 
these segments of The Blue Angel have the Doctor as 
an unemployed, middle-aged man living in a suburban 
house, dependant on the NHS and his house-mates 
Fitz and Compassion to stay sane and together. It’s 
as though ‘adventures’ are metaphorical for deeper, 
emotional stuff going on in the Doctor’s life. Some 
of his ‘real life’ parallels make sense (such as his old, 
abandoned friend Sally, who has a dog named Canine; 
and his friend Iris, who has a giant red bus in her 
garden) but others (such as visits to his elderly mother) 
don’t, and I feel a little frustrated when I don’t get the 
joke.
 Opinions on Paul Magrs’ books seem to be divided, 
dependant on whether one likes Iris Wildthyme, his 
female equivalent of the Doctor, or whether one hates 
her. I cannot understand the latter opinion myself 
– for me Iris enlivens every moment she’s in. She’s 

regenerated and, rather than the crazy cat-woman 
from The Simpsons-version of The Scarlet Empress, is 
now the glamorous Barbarella-model, which doesn’t 
bode well for Fitz upon first meeting her. Womanising 
aside, Fitz makes little sense in The Blue Angel after the 
events of Interference (in fact he makes no reference to 
the events of the previous book); nor do we have any 
handle on who Compassion is or why she ended up in 
the TARDIS. I guess the monthly publication schedule 
made continuity between novels tough to manage 
– although a few hints are dropped with Compassion 
when she works out swiftly how to pilot the TARDIS, 
and the Doctor ends the novel rightly suspicious of his 
new companion.
 The Blue Angel has the same beautiful balance of 
fairy tale and philosophy as The Scarlet Empress, but 
much less focus and precision. The book ends with a 
section entitled ‘Twenty Questions’ – presumably a 
result of the authors being self-aware of the potentially 
confusing elements of their novel? Lawrence Miles 
might benefit from the same self-awareness.

 “Ah,” said Fitz. 
 “No,” said the Doctor. “Not ‘Ah’. ‘Aaaaaargh’ would 
be a more slightly more appropriate response.”

Don’t let the above delightful witticism deceive 
you – while it might seem that THE TAKING 

OF PLANET 5 is important in the grand scheme of 
things, it’s actually very boring and descends into a 
whole lot of needless running around. It scores highly 
in the Incomprehensible and Unmemorable Endings 
category (for those counting, we’re up to 15 out of 27 
books) but also clocks up a penalty in the Unnecessary 
Sequels to TV Stories That Didn’t Need A Sequel 
category – in this case it’s a follow-on to the mightily 
over-rated Image of the Fendahl (just you wait until the 
DVD is released – I’ll be proved right!), which perhaps 

FRONTIER WORLDS
Peter Anghelides
November 1999

PARALLEL 59
Natalie Dallaire &
Stephen Cole
January 2000
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explains why the Doctor seems enormously jovial and 
Tom Bakeresque throughout. 
 The co-authors (the idea of joint-authored books 
seems to be a standard editorial policy at this stage in 
the EDAs, with several being the work of more than 
one writer – was this an attempt to boost the novels’ 
quality?) are new to the range. Mark Clapham had 
previously contributed to the Doctor-less end of the 
Virgin New Adventures (the ‘NA’s), while Simon 
Bucher-Jones wrote the abysmal The Death of Art, one 
of the worst NAs. In a standard Doctor Who cliché, 
an archaeological team in Antarctica find a strange 
alien artefact in the snow. When the Doctor and co 
get involved the artefact turns out to be a remnant 
from a war millions of years in the past, so they head 
back in time to try and work out what the fuss was 
all about. The Taking of Planet 5 steeps itself in EDA 
continuity in the hope of appearing more interesting 
– Faction Paradox, the Celestis, multiple Gallifreys and 
talk of the Future War between the Time Lords and 
the Enemy abounds (not to mention an appearance 
by Homunculette from Alien Bodies and a reminder 
of that novel’s introduction of the concept of human-
TARDISes), but really this is the least-interesting EDA 
since Longest Day. Yes, the last few moments of the 
book drop some hints as to where things are going with 
Compassion, but to date I’ve only read two books in 
the range that are even more boring than this one.
 How bizarre to think we can leap from one of the 
very worst to one of the very best in the space of one 
novel. Kursaal was hardly a ground-breaking debut, 
so it is impressive that with FRONTIER WORLDS 
Peter Anghelides delivers such a frankly stunning read. 
And Frontier Worlds is also one of the crucial books to 
consider when trying to define just who and what the 
Eighth Doctor is about. The opening of the novel reads 
like the prologue to a James Bond film: we plunge into 

the story mid-action, with the Doctor leaping off a cliff 
and dislocating his shoulder. The standard EDA Set on 
a new colony concept is in application here and, while 
it sometimes makes for weak, uniformly bland novels 
(as it did in Anghelides’ previous book), here it works 
excellently. 
 Set on Drebnar, the plot of Frontier Worlds involves 
a stranded monster whose DNA is used by the founders 
of the Frontier Worlds Corporation to let them to 
live forever – allowing for a gruesome scene in which 
Fitz witnesses Chairman Sempiter ‘regenerating’. The 
TARDIS crew are already well in place when the 
novel starts and Anghelides makes great use of them 
– Fitz and Compassion (under the aliases of Frank 
and Nancy Sinatra – and all the chapter titles are 
culled from Sinatra numbers) are working for Frontier 
Worlds, while the Doctor (posing as James Bowman, 
which sounds more like a pseudonym from one of the 
John Gardner James Bond novels of the 1980s than it 
does an aptly Doctor Who moniker) has a job with the 
rival corporation. Now this is how the TARDIS crew 
should be operating – as an efficient team who know 
their individual strengths. As with Revolution Man, one 
is happily reminded of the best days of the NAs, when 
the Seventh Doctor, Ace and Bernice made up such a 
team.
 We learn as Frontier Worlds progresses that the 
Doctor is apparently conducting a social experiment 
in the hope that Fitz and Compassion will learn from 
one another and come to understand each other 
better. In an echo of the end of The Taking of Planet 
5, Compassion dreams continually of the space/time 
vortex as the editors try to set up the disclosure of 
her ultimate purpose. Fitz and Compassion’s cover as 
brother and sister is threatened somewhat by Alura, 
Fitz’s love interest for this book, who wants him to 
settle down on Drebnar with her. Inevitably their cover 

THE SHADOWS OF 
AVALON
Paul Cornell
February 2000

THE FALL OF 
YQUATINE
Nick Walters
March 2000
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is blown and Alura comes to a nasty end involving a 
pair of scissors. Fitz and Compassion’s escape from their 
employers is relentless and exciting – no more so than 
when Compassion puts an axe through Ellis’ head. “If 
ever anyone had the wrong name, it’s Compassion,” 
comments Fitz of her indifference to the carnage 
they’ve witnessed by the book’s conclusion. When you 
also take into account the Doctor’s escape from being 
tortured by Sempiter, you realise that Frontier Worlds is 
often a violent, gruesome novel.
 I have a couple of complaints: the numerous 
twentieth century pop culture references are tedious 
and more than a little conflicting – if Sempiter is able 
to quote from Apocalypse Now, then why does no one 
get all of Fitz’s Sinatra and Brando jokes? And some of 
the Doctor’s language seems out of character – but, as 
I’m trying to subtly hint in the preceding paragraphs, 
this is as much a Bond novel as it is a Doctor Who 
one (especially the climax involving the Doctor, Fitz, 
Compassion, Sempiter and the robot out on the ice). 

And this is where we have to start addressing just who 
and what the Eighth Doctor as a character is (see Who 
is the Eighth Doctor? below).
 Compassion’s lack of compassion continues 
through the next book, as do hints that her true nature 
will soon be revealed. PARALLEL 59 doesn’t drop the 
ball after the excellent standard attained by Frontier 
Worlds – I’d rate these two books amongst the very best 
of the range. This is presumably a case of two authors 
improving the books’ quality rather than dulling it; 
given that Stephen Cole’s output is often average. Who 
was/is Natalie Dallaire, his collaborator? Cole was also 
the range’s editor when he wrote Parallel 59 (it was 
around the novel’s publication that he handed over the 
reigns to Justin Richards), but Dallaire is a mystery. 
 Like the previous book, Parallel 59 throws us into 
the thick of it. Rather than waste time with the Doctor 
and co. arriving on the Bastion, we get straight into the 
exciting part, which is when they have to take separate 
escape pods and thus different paths through the story. 

COLDHEART
Trevor Baxendale
April 2000

THE SPACE AGE
Steve Lyons
May 2000

A FEW ISSUES have been 
pressing heavily on my mind since 
I began this exercise – and at 
the same time as I was trying to 
put my thoughts in order on the 
subject, there were responses on 
the TSV message board from those 
who disagreed with my dismissal of 
Alien Bodies last issue and my claims 
that Lawrence Miles isn’t as great 
as people think he is. Once upon a 
time these crazy sorts of ‘character’ 
theories might have been out of 
place – reading far too much into 

things – but I think the New Series 
has prepared us for being able to 
swallow this line of thinking now, 
and I’m essentially measuring the 
quality of each EDA against what 
I think typifies – or should typify 
– a Doctor Who story featuring the 
Eighth Doctor. 
 Some Doctors are more 
definable than others and different 
eras have placed different demands 
on what the Doctor’s ‘role’ is. For 
example, while the show is called 
Doctor Who, when you look at 
the earliest episodes you can see 
just how much it retained Sydney 

Newman’s original idea of a group 
of time-travelling ‘troubleshooters’: 
it’s an ensemble show in which 
the Doctor, Susan, Ian and Barbara 
make up a team – each with their 
own responsibilities and functions 
within that team. Ian is the heroic 
‘leader’, Barbara is the voice of 
reason and the moral conscience, 
Susan is the identification point 
for younger audience members 
and the First Doctor is the brilliant 
but irritable (and sometimes 
malicious) scientist whose vehicle 
is the catalyst for their adventures 
together. By the time we get to  the   

Who is the Eighth Doctor?

}
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In another welcome “Set on a new colony” premise 
(well, more or less), the Doctor and Compassion spend 
the novel on the planet Skale, in a paranoid bloc called 
Parallel 59, while Fitz recuperates in the tranquillity of 
Mechta. As with several previous EDAs – most notably 
Frontier Worlds (yes, okay, I’ll stop talking about that 
one shortly!) – many of the Fitz sections are written 
in first person. His story in this novel is evocative of 
Sam’s half of Seeing I: we spend a long time seeing him 
attempt to live a normal life in a new society, despite 
having deep questions about the society he’s living in 
where, once suitably convalesced, the patients/inmates 
get whisked off in mysterious taxis to who knows 
where. The revelation is, of course, that they’re actually 
in a Matrix-style world, and the same moral dilemmas 
ensue: is it better for Fitz and his friends to stay happy 
but unaware that their comfortable lives are an illusion, 
or to bring them back into the real world?
 The portions of the novel set on Skale are reminiscent 
of the excellent Star Trek: The Next Generation episode 

‘First Contact’ in that they are almost exclusively 
seen from the perspective of the society the Doctor 
is intruding upon rather than from the point of view 
of the regulars. Parallel 59 does not have a terribly 
resolved or well tied-up ending – there is a lot of chaos 
and uncertainty, and as the novel reaches a climax it 
becomes difficult to discern who is on which side: it 
seems every second character is an undercover agent for 
another bloc. And while Compassion’s behaviour makes 
much more sense in retrospect, it’s pretty bewildering 
unless you glance through it again with full knowledge 
of The Shadows of Avalon. Nevertheless, Parallel 59 is 
a gripping read from the outset. And it actually has a 
picture of the Eighth Doctor on the cover, and there aren’t 
many EDAs that can say that (maybe ten books in the 
whole range, if blurry silhouettes count!).

“So you dare to do this in the Land of Dreams?” the 
Doctor whispered. “Such arrogance. Such interference. 
There’s bound to be war here now. You know that, don’t 

THE BANQUO 
LEGACY
Andy Lane & Justin Richards
June 2000

THE ANCESTOR CELL
Peter Anghelides &
Stephen Cole
July 2000

already part of his plan – he’s 
playing chess with the universe and 
taking advantage of (or abusing, 
depending on your perspective) 
his role as a time traveller to stage 
manage his adventures in advance 
or in retrospect (that Cornellian 
adage of the Seventh Doctor, 
at the story’s end, going back in 
time and making sure he’s placed 
mattresses under all the windows 
he jumped out of during the story, 
best summarises this approach). In 
another example, the Ninth Doctor 
(besides having a leather jacket, a 
shaved head and a Salford accent) 

Second Doctor, the dynamic has 
changed considerably and is more 
or less what it remained for the run 
of the original series: the Doctor 
leads the way and the companions 
accompany him (whereas Ian, 
Barbara and Susan are not the First 
Doctor’s companions – the four of 
them are a group forced together 
by circumstance). On that level 
there isn’t an enormous amount to 
distinguish the Second Doctor from 
the Third Doctor from the Fourth 
and so on… but by the time we 
get to the end of the 1980s, things 
start altering somewhat.

 Costumes, accents and little 
eccentricities are only one part of 
what typifies each Doctor. There 
are several other elements, and 
adherence to (or deviation from) 
these is what, to my mind, best 
shows how well a Doctor Who 
story – in any medium – deals with 
its particular incarnation of the 
Doctor. For example the Seventh 
Doctor (besides having a panama 
hat, an umbrella and a Scots burr) 
is an anti-hero cosmic manipulator. 
He always knows what is going 
on from the outset and nothing 
happens to him that was not 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 50
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you?”

The Doctor and Brigadier Alistair Gordon 
Lethbridge-Stewart have barely been reunited in 

Paul Cornell’s THE SHADOWS OF AVALON before 
they fall out bitterly when the Brigadier seizes an other-
dimensional realm as a strategic advantage for Britain 
against the rest of the world. Given that the Doctor has 
had to stand by in the past while the Brigadier commits 
genocide (such as blowing up the Earth Reptiles) and 
all other manner of atrocities in the name of the UN, 
it’s odd he would be so bitterly unforgiving as to fight 
on the opposite side in The Shadows of Avalon. And a 
shame, too, because once the Doctor and the Brigadier 
part ways, The Shadows of Avalon becomes a much 
more meandering, unclear novel – probably Cornell’s 
least satisfying contribution to Doctor Who (but still 
head and shoulders above almost everything else). 
 Unlike the previous two novels’ beginning mid-
action, The Shadows of Avalon takes a little more time 
to set itself up. The Doctor and Fitz both have quite 

late entrances by the standards of Frontier Worlds and 
Parallel 59, but for once this isn’t a problem, because 
the Brigadier is very well-written and so, for the first 
time ever, is Compassion. Compassion is living on 
Earth, amongst humans, with a list of tasks from the 
Doctor (including Eat chips, Kiss someone (properly) and 
Get a cat) that remind one of the Seventh Doctor’s list 
to Bernice when he becomes human in Human Nature. 
There’s no denying the continuity of the NAs in this 
book – in fact Cornell draws his continuity from all 
over the place: the Brigadier is in mourning for his 
dead wife Doris (Battlefield), still trying to deal with 
his rejuvenated body (Happy Endings, I think) and 
even mentions his ex-wife Fiona who, to the best of 
my knowledge, was never more than an unrealised 
idea of Terrance Dicks and Barry Letts’ (having been 
mentioned in Gary Russell’s MA The Scales of Injustice) 
Either way, the Brigadier’s journey in The Shadows of 
Avalon is very interesting to consider post-Father’s Day: 
he wants the Doctor to take him back in time so that 

THE BURNING
Justin Richards
August 2000

CASUALTIES OF WAR
Steve Emmerson
September 2000

is a passive bystander. He never 
interferes in the course of events 
and is paralysed in situations that 
require action – his skill is in forcing 
those around him to overcome 
their own ordinariness to save 
the day. He can be the hero when 
he needs to be (as in The End of 
the World) but prefers to force 
ordinary people to make heroes 
of themselves (Charles Dickens, 
Mickey Smith, Cathica, Pete Tyler, 
Captain Jack and, of course, Rose). 
In fact, the Ninth Doctor is by far 
the easiest to get right or wrong 
because everything about his 

tenure was so economic, even 
down to language patterns and 
catch-phrases – and his attitudes 
to life, the universe and everything 
are so simply and clearly defined.
 So, if we take the 1996 TV 
Movie as our basis (and there’s 
nothing else we can use, which 
should make it even simpler than 
defining the Ninth Doctor), we 
get a very clear picture of who 
the Eighth Doctor is and what he 
is about: the Eighth Doctor is not 
about complexity and darkness 
and Faction Paradox and Time’s 
Champion and all that crap. The 

Eighth Doctor is about pace, action 
and simplicity. The Eighth Doctor 
has moments of wondrous child-
like joy at how amazing the universe 
is. The Eighth Doctor is sometimes 
a little manic (because his clothes, 
his hair and his height mean 
people don’t take him seriously) 
but ultimately he is the absolute 
antithesis of the Seventh Doctor 
– he is bold, dashing, passionate 
and heroic. Yes, he drinks tea and 
listens to opera (therefore giving 
him intellect and refinement) but 
he can at the same time out-run 
his adversary in the vehicle of his 
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he can prevent Doris’ death. I think Paul Cornell sees 
the Brigadier as a far deeper, more complex, heroic, 
noble (and interesting!) character than he actually is 
– but as a character-driven novel, perhaps this is the 
point?
 Fitz, on the other hand, has almost no role in The 
Shadows of Avalon; although we do learn that in tidying 
up the aftermath of Parallel 59 he had a love affair with 
the real Fillipa, who had been one of his numerous 
girlfriend in that novel’s hallucinatory world, and even 
contemplated staying with her forever. In fact, upon 
parting he promises he’ll return to her, but I bet you 
it never happens! (at the time of writing I have 18 
EDAs still to read and to date he’s never so much as 
mentioned her again.)
 Faction Paradox and Gallifrey feature heavily 
in the midst of this tale of inter-dimensional travel 
between Earth and the realm of dreams, and there are 
a thousand different things going on in the finale when 
Romana turns up. I must admit to being confused as to 

who is actually Gallifrey’s president, because this is one 
area where the various novel ranges are at odds. Some 
consistency of editorial policy on the matter might 
have been nice but the joy of Faction Paradox and the 
Future War, as I said at the end of the last instalment, 
is that they absolve (or absorb!) all of these problems 
because, as we are shown in novels like Alien Bodies and 
Unnatural History, Time Lord history – and biodata 
– is being continually rewritten and reshaped as the 
war nears. 
 What makes The Shadows of Avalon an indispensable 
novel is its status in bringing all the present EDA plot 
threads to some sort of head. Faction Paradox and the 
Future War pervade, and in the novel’s most unusual 
moment we finally uncover Compassion’s real identity 
and purpose in these books. At the start of the novel it 
is extremely disappointing to see Paul Cornell resort to 
that tiresome “the TARDIS is destroyed forever” plot 
contrivance (although in light of the New Series, one 
might further point out that he sells it a little more 

THE TURING TEST
Paul Leonard
October 2000

ENDGAME
Terrance Dicks
November 2000

choosing, talk his way in or out of 
any situation, sky-dive off a building 
tied to a fire hose, and if his enemy 
cannot be reasoned with he’s 
perfectly capable of holding his 
own in an out and out brawl. And 
while he doesn’t ever act upon it, 
he’ll indulge anyone with a crush 
on him. The Eighth Doctor is an 
asexual James Bond minus the 
capacity to kill in cold blood – he’s 
“the guy with two hearts”.
 Simple enough? And yes, you 
could say “But the Paul McGann TV 
Movie was just 90 minutes – surely 
you can’t claim those 90 minutes 

as the basis for over 70 novels?!” 
Oh yes I can. Consider The Dying 
Days, the final Virgin NA: Lance 
Parkin takes just the TV Movie 
as his basis for the first literary 
adventure of the Eighth Doctor 
and gets not just every mannerism 
but every element right (the 
Doctor virtually sky-dives from off 
of a Martian spaceship; there are 
vehicle chases aplenty and he lets 
Bernice snog him at the end). This 
is why Lance Parkin’s books are 
great, and why they exemplify the 
very best portrayals of the Eighth 
Doctor (along with Kate Orman 

and Jonathan Blum, and Paul Magrs, 
and books like Frontier Worlds and 
Coldheart) – and why Lawrence 
Miles’ stuff is crap. Alien Bodies and 
Interference might be good – even 
great – fiction, but they are NOT 
good in terms of authentic Eighth 
Doctor-style Doctor Who. By the 
same token, for all its simplicity 
and narrow-mindedness, Terrance 
Dicks’s Endgame is a much more 
authentic Eighth Doctor story than 
anything by Lawrence Miles. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 52
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convincingly than Rise of the Cybermen does!) but 
we quickly realise this is part of the overall story arc 
rather than his own intent: in carrying on with the 
cycle of events begun in Alien Bodies and Interference 
and the idea that, as a means of defence against Faction 
Paradox, Gallifreyans can not just regenerate but evolve, 
it transpires that Compassion’s destiny is to replace the 
Doctor’s lost Type-40. “You wanted me to become 
more human,” comments Compassion of the Doctor’s 
social experiments in Frontier Worlds and at the start 
of The Shadows of Avalon, “but I’ve become something 
a long way from human.” In retrospect, Alien Bodies 
tried to prepare us for this so many books ago, but 
the revelation that Compassion is a human TARDIS 
is still mind-blowing. When the Doctor and Fitz take 
refuge inside their new time-ship, it’s reminiscent of 
the landscape inside the Doctor’s mind in Timewyrm: 
Revelation – every subliminal and subconscious thought 
is fully expressed and manifested in physical form. 

when you try and deconstruct it in isolation it’s less 
than the sum of its parts. Certainly it is much more 
engaging and better composed than Nick Walters’ first 
EDA, Dominion (which too benefited from being a 
weak novel in the midst of a juggernauting story arc). 
Because of the haphazard manner in which I acquired 
the books, I re-read the novels from Interference through 
to The Ancestor Cell so that I was seeing everything in 
its correct order, and when I got to The Fall of Yquatine 
I was surprised by how convoluted and boring it was 
upon a second reading; whereas initially reading it, and 
straight after the events of The Shadows of Avalon, it 
seemed much more exciting than it turns out to be. 
 Perhaps it is the references to “taxation of trade 
routes”, which post-1999 conjure up those tired The 
Phantom Menace yawns. Is Walters acknowledging or 
parodying the Star Wars prequels? Who really cares? 
And in further ‘ram pop culture references down 
our throats’ tedium, it’s fine for Kent Brockman to 
be hosting the local TV news, but would Fitz really 
say “Woo-hoo!”? Yes, numerous other novels point 
out that the Doctor has a huge collection of almost 
every convenient book ever needed to be referenced, 
and a huge collection of popular music (like Bond, 
the Doctor is an expert in whatever any individual 
story requires him to be an expert in), and that it’s 
therefore conceivable that he might have episodes of 
The Simpsons on video, but answer me this: if you had 
a time machine, and could go anywhere in time and 
space, why would you waste your time sitting inside it 
watching old television programmes? Even a dilettante 
like Fitz would, I think, have better things to do with 
his time.
 And he does in this novel – while the Doctor and 
Compassion stay in the here and now when the planet 
Yquatine gets destroyed (come on, the title gives it 
away!), Fitz jumps back in time a month. And this is 

FATHER TIME
Lance Parkin
January 2001

ESCAPE VELOCITY
Colin Brake
February 2001

Fantastic – now show me the Time War. 
Yes, here it comes…!

While there might have been a lull between 
Autumn Mist and The Taking of Planet 5, the 

sense one gets of the EDAs by this stage is that they 
mean business – whatever the weaknesses of individual 
novels might be, the series clearly intends to rocket 
along and sweep us up, with the delivery of shock 
revelations all over the place, and The Shadows of Avalon 
sets up a tremendous momentum that isn’t meant to let 
up until all the plot threads get resolved in The Ancestor 
Cell. Finally, we’re going to see the war between the 
Time Lords and their terrifying Enemy.
 It’s probably this sense of momentum that makes 
THE FALL OF YQUATINE bearable, because 
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where the novel starts losing its way, about 100 pages 
in, because we know he won’t end up changing the 
course of history. Even in these days of the Faction 
Paradox trying to make us believe that the future 
and the past are all inconstant, unfixed and alterable 
in a moment, we know it would be a betrayal of the 
principles instilled in him by the Doctor to interfere 
with events already set in stone. However we do know 
he’ll probably try and shag President Stefan Vargeld’s 
girlfriend Arielle, who he teams up with. Fitz’s 
associations with mysterious women are more than a 
little tiresome by this stage of the EDAs and there’s not 
a great deal to distinguish Arielle from Alura, Anya, 
Fillipa or any of his other romantic entanglements in 
the series thus far. That said, the separate time plots 
work quite well to build a good character out of Stefan 
Vargeld and ensure we see all facets of him.
 The notion of Compassion as a human TARDIS 
is highly interesting and, while not explored as 
thoroughly in this novel – or indeed any of them – as 
one might like, it quickly reaches a disturbing impasse 
when the Doctor, intent on avoiding the Time Lords 
that are undoubtedly in pursuit so they can reclaim 
their abducted Type-102, tries to install a randomiser 
into his new time-craft. Whatever the Doctor’s 
intentions, and however deep his awareness of his 
previous TARDIS as a partly sentient being might have 
been, even he is unprepared for Compassion’s reaction 
to what is essentially an act of violation.
 Alas, with The Fall of Yquatine our 
‘Incomprehensible and Unmemorable Endings’ 
tally reaches 16 (both Parallel 59 and The Shadows of 
Avalon get a pass, but only just!).
 Trevor Baxendale also shows improvement with his 
second EDA, and upholds the current EDA trend of 
‘forget the boring set-up and start with the exciting bits’. 
And one advantage of the bizarreness of Compassion’s 

new status is that it makes all those lengthy tedious 
domestic scenes within the TARDIS interior much less 
feasible or possible (wasn’t “Neighbours with roundels” 
the accusation once made of ’80s Doctor Who?). One of 
the best things about COLDHEART is its conciseness 
– Baxendale doesn’t clutter the book with too many 
supporting characters or frustrating, complex subplots 
to try and get your head around: Coldheart just has one 
nice straightforward uncomplicated linear plot. 
 Set on the planet Eskon, Coldheart shows us a 
more alien landscape than all the recent “Set on a new 
colony” books – in this case, the planet is a bizarre 
ecological contradiction whereby the surface is an arid, 
burning desert and underground are frozen lakes. The 
majority of the population live in Baktan, a city carved 
into a rock-face, while a smaller and more aggressive 
faction have been banished to townships on the city’s 
outskirts so as to stop the spread of the mutation 
that afflicts them. The Doctor, Fitz and Compassion 
initially materialise in the underground ice caverns and 
are brought to the city when they are rescued from 
being attacked by creatures that dwell in the caves. 
The Doctor forces himself upon the city authorities 
when it becomes clear that their solution to dealing 
with the rapidly increasing mutation rate is not a 
compassionate one. “What you describe is tantamount 
to ethnic cleansing,” he accuses – and it’s not hard to 
imagine Baktan and its surrounding shantytown as 
somewhere like Cape Town in apartheid-era South 
Africa. The Doctor and Fitz’s clowning around in the 
early chapters of Coldheart is nice but seems a little out 
of character and – when one considers the enormity of 
the universal issues the novel is commenting on – not 
at all appropriate to the situation.
 The plot is your standard mutants-versus-the-
handsome-folk story, found in every third Star Trek 
episode (and isn’t it pretty much the premise of 

EARTHWORLD
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Baxendale’s earlier EDA The Janus Conjunction?). It 
almost never gets boring – the handsome people, 
for all their physical perfection, are at heart rotten 
whilst within every rotting oppressed poor savage 
beats a heart of gold. And in Tor Grymna you have 
the exemplification of a character for whom power has 
utterly corrupted – a moral puritan who loathes the 
mutants with a vengeance while hiding the terrible 
secret that his own son Ckeho is a victim of mutation. 
Rather than banish him with the other Slimers, 
Grymna seeks to rehabilitate his son, but Ckeho ends 
up going mad with frustration, resentment and hatred, 
and teams up with Revan, the self-appointed mutant 
leader, in order to seize control of the underwater ice 
lakes that provide the Eskoni with their only source 
of water. Of course, the Doctor’s suspicions turn out 
to be accurate, and the mutation is nothing to do 
with plague or ancestry – it’s to do with the gigantic 
dying space slug thingee buried underground leaking 
poison into the planet’s water supply. The action-based 
finale in the water plant, as the Doctor races to stop 
the Slimers’ bombs going off, is akin to Frontier Worlds 
and further advances my theories as to what/who the 
Eighth Doctor should be – this incarnation is a man 
of action, not someone devious who talks his enemies 
into submission. Perhaps this is what Baxendale is 
thinking of with the Doctor’s large number of ironic 
gags in Coldheart (“Dalek parties are always rubbish,” 
he quips when Fitz comments on the Daleks’ supposed 
inability to blow up balloons) – that the Eighth Doctor 
is essentially an asexual James Bond? 
 One complaint: surely Baxendale could have come 
up with a better name than ‘Slimers’ for the monsters? 
Every time I hear the name, images of Homer Simpson’s 
love of Ghostbusters come to mind. And by this stage of 
the EDAs, the notion of Fitz with a girl in every port is 
somewhat predictable and uninteresting (his romance 

in this book is with a nameless mute slave girl whom 
he nicknames Florence. In a ridiculously Planet of the 
Apes-influenced moment, the only time she speaks 
is to cry out his name in warning before her demise. 
Who seriously thought that would be anything other 
than stupid?). And it is evident that Compassion as a 
TARDIS has as many limitations as it does possibilities 
– for instance, she can never be in any actual peril from 
now on, because we know she’s indestructible. The 
Doctor and Compassion’s paranoia that they are being 
pursued by both Gallifreyan and Faction Paradox 
agents takes a back seat in Coldheart but we’re still 
aware that the tension and threat exist, even if for this 
book the momentum begun in The Shadows of Avalon 
slows for a while.
 The momentum picks up in THE SPACE AGE; at 
least in terms of Compassion, for whom the strain of 
being a TARDIS has suddenly taken its toll. She spends 
the entire novel having virtually frozen up – unable 
to speak or move, and the Doctor and Fitz are left to 
occupy themselves while waiting for her to reboot. The 
small page count of The Space Age is indicative of the 
thin plot – after a compelling prologue, the novel turns 
into a kind of Paradise Towers meets Blakes 7 thing in 
which teenagers conduct gang warfare in a mysterious 
futuristic city. Mods versus rockers? Come on! As with 
Steve Lyons’ contribution to the NAs (Conundrum 
and Head Games), The Space Age is a 130-page book 
trapped inside a 230-page book. Normally there’d be 
nothing wrong with this – but the annoying thing is, 
as with Conundrum, The Space Age occurs at exactly the 
point in a story arc that you’re desperate for things to 
get to the point, so a self-indulgent side-step cannot 
rise above being tedious.
 THE BANQUO LEGACY was initially off-
putting. When your regular characters are still as 
elusive and uncompelling – in most books – as Anakin, 
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AS I SAID last issue in Why Sam is a Crap 
Companion box-out, at the end of the day Doctor 
Who can never escape having been a TV series 
and this is ultimately what cripples any attempts to 
take it in a new direction (and why, of course, it 
has regained glory in its original form while EDAs 
are remaindered all over the world and Big Finish 
audios never reach beyond that small bunch of fans 
who buy anything with a Doctor Who logo on it). 
But what also hinders the BBC Books is our less-
than-occasional inability to identify with the regular 
characters. I started thinking about this when I saw 
Star Wars: Episode II – Attack of the Clones for the 
first time: when Anakin, Obi-Wan and Padmé are 
trapped in the arena on Geonosis, facing three 
monsters only die-hard fans know the names of, I 
wondered why I didn’t give a shit what happened 
to them. I realised the equivalent moment in the 
original Star Wars trilogy is probably the sequence 
in the first half hour of Return of the Jedi on Jabba 
the Hutt’s sail-barge. When Luke and company win 
against the odds, we’re completely on their side, and 
every time I see that film, I’m beaming when they’re 
all finally assembled on the skiff. When Luke says, 
“Let’s go – and don’t forget the ’droids!” and Lando 
responds, “We’re on our way!” any audience are 
normally cheering their hearts out. So why, when 
Anakin, Obi-Wan and Padmé are finally safe and 
about to escape, is my response in Attack of the 
Clones one of complete indifference? Because the 
characters are not compelling, the performances 
are not convincing and the scripting is terrible. 
That moment of joy, of identification, has not been 
earned and as a result, an audience feel nothing. Part 
of it is the make-up of the group – Luke, Han and 
Leia are normal human beings in a bizarre situation. 
Okay, Leia’s a princess, but still essentially a rebellious 

teenager, whereas Padmé is anything but teenagerly 
–a stuck up, humourless politician is far less a point 
of audience identification. And Obi-Wan and Anakin 
are monks dedicated to a strange cult – again, points 
of identification are minimalised. Yes, alright, you’re 
thinking, but what has this to do with the EDAs?
 My point, and I do have one, is this: any 
manifestation of Doctor Who, whether it be a TV 
series, novels or audio adventures, needs an audience 
representative in it – a character whose eyes we 
view the events in that world through. The original 
TARDIS crew were the perfect manifestation of 
this – between Ian, Barbara and Susan the original 
production team found a way of reaching both 
genders and a significant age-range. Myth has it, on 
the other hand, that the production team quickly 
realised that Katarina wasn’t going to work once she’d 
made the transition from The Myth Makers to The 
Daleks’ Master Plan – and why? Because as a pre-AD 
Trojan handmaiden, the audiences’ ability to identify 
with her would be virtually non-existent. The same 
applies, for me, to Leela – yes, I’m well-read enough 
that the various gothic homage at work through 
those seasons means I can still follow the action, and 
I understand the Eliza Doolittle references, but when 
your central characters are two aliens – one of über-
intelligence and the other of über-savageness, you’re 
severely limiting the levels on which your show 
can work. So consider this period of the EDAs: the 
Doctor, as a 900-year old two-hearted alien, can 
never be our guide; Compassion, aside from being 
of enormous intellect and lacking in any actual 
compassion, is a human TARDIS and therefore a bit 
out of our collective range of experiences. And Fitz? 
A snivelling geek from the 1960s who manages to 
bed a woman on every planet… I think he’s less of 
an identification point than the editors might think.

Why Fitz and Compassion are Crap Companions

Obi-Wan and Padmé (see Why Fitz and Compassion 
are crap companions on the next page), it’s a big ask 
to have an audience buy a novel narrated entirely in 
the first person by two outside commentators, John 
Hopkinson and Inspector Ian Stratford. Add to this 
that neither Andy Lane nor Justin Richards are the 
kinds of writers that make one cry “I cannot wait for 
that book to be published!” upon knowing they’ll make 
another contribution to the series (and sorry, but as 
with the NAs Andy Lane’s segments stick out a mile 
– all those tedious continuity references …). And, bar 

a brief appearance amidst the unnecessarily numerous 
prologues, the Doctor, Fitz and Compassion don’t 
show up for nigh on 70 pages.
 In fact, the Doctor is barely in The Banquo Legacy at 
all, and his contributions to the plot aren’t enormous. 
For instance, when the survivors of Banquo House are 
being pursued by a murderous corpse and his insane 
twin sister, the Doctor elects to run off to the village 
for help and leave Inspector Ian Stratford, one of the 
narrators, to deal with Richard and Catherine Harries. 
With its claustrophobic, creepy 18th-century-house 
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setting, The Banquo Legacy is a sampling of all those 
Doctor Who would-be horrors – Ghost Light, Falls the 
Shadow, Strange England (and I guess retrospectively we 
can include The Unquiet Dead and Tooth and Claw in 
this list) – with similar settings. And more immediately 
it borrows from the EDAs Option Lock (also penned 
by Richards) and The Taint (see the bit on Michael 
Collier in the introduction above!). History tells us 
that The Banquo Legacy was a last-minute replacement 
for another book by Rebecca Levene, provisionally 
entitled Freaks. What this novel might have contained is 
anyone’s guess – but like The Banquo Legacy, one would 
presume that a major part of its job would be to ensure 
that the current plot threads reached an impasse: what’s 
more important than the clichéd Victorian setting is 
that the pursuit of the Doctor, Fitz and Compassion 
by the Time Lords, intent on regaining possession of 
Compassion as a vital asset in the war against Faction 
Paradox, has stepped up and it is only a matter of time 
before they cannot escape.
 Perhaps, then, it is in order to keep a low profile that 
Fitz survives his second book in a row without having 
sex with a local. Compassion, meanwhile, has hidden 
inside (or taken over) one of the residents of Banquo 
Manor in order to hide from the Time Lord agent – 
who you can spot from the outset, alas. Her possession 
of Susan Seymour takes a deliberately human-TARDIS 
twist on the idea of the chameleon circuit. The back-
cover blurb tells us that the Doctor is “aware that he 
has his own ability to regenerate” but, oddly, this isn’t 
an event I recall clearly from two readings of the book. 
Perhaps this is the fault of having first-person narrators 
who aren’t members of the TARDIS crew? (the same 
thing happens in the NAs – Chris Cwej in The Room 
With No Doors suffers enormous angst over an event 
in Eternity Weeps that is very easy to miss, because the 
first-person narrator device means we only get one 

character’s biased view of events instead of being able 
to see the wider picture.)
 This aside, The Banquo Legacy rockets along once 
it gets going – and even in its earliest stages manages 
to be engaging and interesting. It’s worth pointing out 
that a second reading makes clear that hardly anything 
actually happens in The Banquo Legacy – it’s a very 
swiftly put together, could-be-done-on-the-cheap story 
with minimal characters, locations and special effects. 
It ends up being all style and little substance – but it’s 
stylish enough that this isn’t too much of a problem. 
I was surprised by getting to the end and then re-
reading the prologues to realise the significance of the 
narrators, since the book fails to make their importance 
other than as observers clear enough – and this set 
me thinking about one of my big bugbears in Doctor 
Who novels (cue the “Annoying trends in the NAs” 
theme music). It’s somewhat akin to the “render large 
sections of meaninglessness in italics” device: why do 
writers bother with these cryptic, obscure, supposedly-
atmosphere-creating prologues/opening chapters that 
make no sense until the end of the book? It’s not like a 
film where we know whose flashback we’re witnessing. 
And I don’t think enough – if anything – was made 
of Susan being Stratford’s long-lost love – if the point 
of such things, like Stratford and Hutchinson, is that 
everything is secretly interlinked, then the point needs 
to be emphasised, not hidden.

“Been there, done that, got the T-shirt,” the Doctor 
laughed. “I was President of Gallifrey myself, you know. 
On several occasions.”

If the EDAs were the New Series, then THE 
ANCESTOR CELL would be the two-part season 

finale, a la Bad Wolf/The Parting of the Ways or Army 
of Ghosts/Doomsday, in which everything finally 
culminates and explodes. In the opening chapters the 
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Doctor appears to be unconscious on Earth in a train 
carriage, a reference to the next EDA – hence the entire 
of The Ancestor Cell is essentially a flashback. This is a 
nice link between The Ancestor Cell and The Burning 
but surely it robs the book of any potential fatality 
for the Doctor if we know that he’ll survive beyond 
it? The novel’s co-authors are Stephen Cole (who, 
despite having ended his run as editor a while ago 
presumably intended to wrap up all the plot threads he 
had instigated in the first place) and Peter Anghelides 
(making his last contribution to the range).
 A giant mysterious artefact (the flower on the cover) 
appears in the skies above Gallifrey at just around the 
same time as President Romana’s War-TARDISes are 
finally cornering the Doctor, Fitz and Compassion. 
For some peculiar reason, the artefact is only accessible 
via the Doctor’s genetic imprimature. “You are the 
key to this, Doctor – literally,” Vice-President Timon 
tells him; but the Doctor’s biodata has been so vastly 
altered by Faction Paradox that he no longer even casts 
a shadow. At the same time, Faction Paradox intend 
to invade Gallifrey by summoning up the long-dead 
Greyjan, Gallifrey’s greatest (and most insane) ex-
president – and the only president to have a shorter 
reign than the Doctor himself. And as a result of the 
Future War, Fitz is the only person who can see that 
Gallifrey’s history is being continually re-written even 
as the story unfolds – the number of Gallifreys (if you 
can recall that bizarre Interference-born concept that 
the Time Lords would create a whole array of decoy 
Gallifreys to protect the real one) reduces from nine to 
eight to seven to six to five; the number of Time Lord 
chapters and corners in the Panopticon keeps altering 
and diminishing as Gallifrey’s future becomes less and 
less likely.
 It sounds much more exciting than it actually is. 
After building to such a potentially exciting climax, The 

Ancestor Cell’s 286 pages of tiny print don’t amount to 
much – but then was the Future War/Faction Paradox 
story arc ever that clear in the first place? When even the 
Doctor never knows how much of a Faction agent he 
actually is, it’s hard for us to have any comprehension 
of it. One gigantic un-surprise is that, shock of shocks, 
the Doctor’s TARDIS was not completely destroyed 
forever in The Shadows of Avalon but has inverted itself 
(in a loose echo of Marc Platt’s NA Cat’s Cradle: Time’s 
Crucible) and is in fact the artefact hovering above the 
Doctor’s home planet. It turns out that all of the erratic 
post-Interference behaviour was the TARDIS trying to 
prevent the Doctor being completely absorbed into the 
Faction.
 Can I just say again: the virtue of Faction Paradox 
is that they mean the EDAs are easily reconciled with 
the New Series, should you wish such a thing to be 
possible. The nature of a Time War – or time warfare 
– is that when both sides have temporal physics as a 
weapon and are continually re-writing each others’ 
histories you never know what the actual truth is. Just 
as the number of Gallifreys or sides of the Panopticon 
can alter, so too can the history behind the Time War – 
what’s to say that in one re-writing of the war, Faction 
Paradox changed the universe so that it was the Time 
Lords versus the Daleks, instead of the Time Lords 
versus Faction Paradox? Of course, The Ancestor Cell 
was written well before the New Series was a reality, 
and who knows how many of its plot-threads will 
be exhumed in The Gallifrey Chronicles? So perhaps I 
shouldn’t be so hasty in attempting to tie everything 
together. On the other hand, is it just coincidental 
that the New Series should have as its backstory – and 
as presumably one of the reasons behind the Eighth 
Doctor’s regeneration into the Ninth – a war that wipes 
out the Time Lords forever?
 The Ancestor Cell is Compassion’s final adventure, 
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and one might think that the tradition of giving the 
outgoing companion the lion’s share of the narrative 
would be upheld – but like Sam, rather than get to 
go out in a blaze of glory, her departure serves no 
emotional or plot purpose. She started out as an 
unlikeable, emotionless cynic; then she turned out to 
be a TARDIS; then her emotions became heightened 
at the fear of what awaited if the Time Lords captured 
her – President Romana’s plan is that Compassion will 
be force-bred with other TARDISes to create more 
hybrid half-TARDIS, half-humans, which is pretty 
disturbing (I’m reminded of Christopher Eccleston’s 
military character in the post-apocalyptic 28 Days Later 
with his plan to use any women his troops capture to 
forcibly re-populate the world). But alas, Compassion’s 
final departure is as uninteresting as her whole tenure 
as a companion. 
 Some Fitz plot-threads begun in Interference turn out 
to have some significance in The Ancestor Cell too. You 
may recall (or more likely not, given how convoluted 
and unclear it is!) that Fitz appears in Interference in 
the guise of someone else; the result (once again) of 
Faction meddling. I’m honestly not sure if we were 
told in Interference or if it only gets spelt out properly 
in The Ancestor Cell that the Fitz reunited with the 
Doctor at the end of Interference is not actually Fitz 
but a reconstruction of Fitz via the TARDIS’ telepathic 
circuits. The real Fitz has spend thousands of years 
growing into Faction elder Father Kreiner, twisted and 
vengeful after being, as he sees it, abandoned by the 
Doctor. And Fitz isn’t the only person there are two of 
– the revelation of Grandfather Paradox should be the 
most shocking moment in the book (if not the most 
shocking moment in the EDAs full stop) but, sadly it 
isn’t. [Note for those who read my articles on the NAs 
in TSVs 62–64 or David Ronayne’s interview with 
me in RTP #23: this event was also the finale in my 

rejected/aborted NA from 1993.] I won’t give away 
any more surprises, mainly because after two readings 
I still can’t recall many of them (that’s number 18 in 
the ‘Incomprehensible and Unmemorable Endings’ 
tally), but it’s probably no secret that at the end of The 
Ancestor Cell the entire Doctor Who universe is given a 
wipe-and-reset: the Doctor has to destroy Gallifrey and 
Faction Paradox and loses his memory in the process. 
Again, what should be one of the most shocking events 
in the history of Doctor Who is, amazingly, a blink-
and-you’ll-miss-it moment. Still, as season finales go, it 
could be worse – the artefact could have turned out to 
contain an army of Daleks…
IF YOU SKIPPED THE FIRST COUPLE OF 
SECTIONS BECAUSE YOU DIDN’T WANT TO 
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT COMPASSION, 
IT’S SAFE TO START READING AGAIN!

The ‘the Doctor has no memory’ story arc 
<yawn…>
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“Maybe you left me in Geneva, Doctor,” says Fitz 
at the end of The Ancestor Cell, “maybe I left 

you with the Faction. But maybe now we can both leave 
all this shit behind.” With every single story thread and 
loose end of the EDAs thus far finally tied up, ending 
an arc that began some 30 books ago in Alien Bodies, 
Fitz concludes the whole convoluted Faction Paradox/
Future War/multiple Gallifreys business by leaving the 
Doctor, unconscious and amnesiac, on Earth in the 
19th century, on the somewhat strange premise that, 
after the traumas of recent books, both the Doctor and 
the TARDIS need 100 years of solitude. With no idea 
of who he is and just a note telling him to meet Fitz at a 
café in the 21st century, this is presumably the editors’ 
attempt at re-injecting some mystery back into the 
series and starting afresh. 
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 Of course, this only serves to highlight inconsistencies 
in the series as it progresses: the Doctor regains some of 
his memory in Escape Velocity (but not enough to recall 
destroying Gallifrey) but this varies – in some novels 
he recalls the bare minimum but really cannot recall 
anything beyond waking up on nineteenth century 
Earth. Fitz spends some novels overcome with identity 
trauma as a result of being the TARDIS-generated copy 
of Fitz rather than the real one, who we now know 
spent centuries rotting as a Faction Paradox member, 
but in other novels doesn’t give it a second thought. 
Consistent editorial policy might help, as would clarity 
on what’s actually happened – has the Doctor’s past 
been erased from history, as some books claim, or has 
he merely had a post-traumatic blackout, as other 
books maintain?
 The most immediate storyline, that of the Doctor 
stranded on Earth with no memory and no TARDIS, 
lasts us five books, and five unusual books they are at 
that. Justin Richards kicks us off with THE BURNING, 
and perhaps the most exciting thing initially about 
this book is that, pure and unadulterated, it is the 
first novel to feature the Eighth Doctor on the cover. 
On the cover of Demontage his face has been slashed; 
Parallel 59 is deliberately blurry; Interference he’s barely 
a shadow; but here, at last, the 37th book in the range 
gives us a plain view of the Doctor. How ironic, as all 
my complaints above (see the section on The Banquo 
Legacy) are reinforced – the ‘new’ Doctor, with no 
TARDIS nor memory of who he is, is problematic and 
unengaging. It’s impossible, minus regular companions, 
for us to gauge who he really is or is at least perceived 
to be, and therefore we can’t really work out what he’s 
doing there.
 In the poor mining community of Middletown, 
the mysterious Roger Nepath and his mysterious 
sister Patience have turned up with their mysterious 
collection of Eastern artefacts. The mysterious Lord 
Urton is reopening the mine, which seems to be 
connected with mysterious outbursts of hell-fire all 
over the place. Mysterious members of the Society for 
Psychical Research have turned up to investigate these 
fissure bursts, and eventually, fifty pages in, one of the 
multiple mysterious people the novel is awash with 
turns out to be the Doctor. The Burning plays many a 
trick at the outset by trying to convince you that every 
stranger or new character to arrive is the Doctor, only 
to reveal that they’re someone else. 
 Perhaps the fact that The Banquo Legacy was only 
two books ago diminishes the impressiveness of the 
standard Justin Richards attempts to be suspenseful and 
scary. A 19th ‘Incomprehensible and Unmemorable 

Endings’ award? I tell you, within a day of finishing it, 
I couldn’t recall a single thing about the last 70 pages.
 And if you think that’s poor, CASUALTIES OF 
WAR made even less of an impression on me – I cannot 
remember a thing about it. Poor Steve Emmerson, who 
as a writer new to the EDAs probably deserves more 
from me than such a cursory dismissal. Alright, I’ll see 
if I can recall more than just the title: Casualties of War 
follows a pretty similar formula to The Burning – strange 
things are happening in a rural English town and the 
Doctor turns up, with no explanation of who he is or 
where he’s come from, and somehow integrates himself 
into whatever’s going on (in this case corpses coming 
back from the dead to wander around the countryside) 
in an attempt to solve it. The setting this time is a 
psychiatric hospital during the First World War. Dr 
Banham has a strange therapy for shell-shocked soldiers 
that involves them making sculptures of monsters out 
of mud. The Doctor strikes up a near-romance with a 
nurse called Mary Minnett when they realise they have 
a mutual passion for Shakespeare (“I loved the man,” 
the Doctor admits, even though he’s supposed to have 
no memory). In true Shakespearean heroine-fashion, 
she is grieving a dead brother. She is excited by the 
Doctor’s passion for life but is unsurprised (although 
devastated) when he ultimately vanishes from her life, 
never to see or contact her again.
 A guest character suffering unrequited love for the 
Doctor is also a feature of THE TURING TEST, Paul 
Leonard’s fourth EDA. You may recall my enthusiasm 
last time for Revolution Man, a novel light years ahead 
of his previous EDAs and his monstrously boring 
Virgin novels. What happened to cause such a vast 
improvement? I’d say ‘practice makes perfect’ and that 
it’s impossible to write half a dozen novels without 
learning something about storytelling, but Christopher 
Bulis contradicts that. Whatever the explanation, as 
with Revolution Man you wouldn’t think The Turing 
Test was by the same guy who wrote Genocide or 
Dreamstone Moon. Moving on from Casualties of War’s 
First World War setting, we’re now in 1944 at the tail 
end of the Second World War. 
 The Turing Test is told from the perspective of three 
first person narrators – the first half of the book is 
narrated by master code-breaker Alan Turing and the 
second half by Graham Greene, one of the twentieth 
century’s greatest novelists. The last few chapters oddly 
introduce Joseph Heller, author of Catch-22. Not being 
familiar with Heller’s work, I’m unsure of the point of 
his inclusion as he adds nowhere near the depth and 
richness of Turing or Greene. The bio of Graham 
Greene at the end of the book betrays which of his 
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books Leonard is familiar with and trying to emulate 
(echoes of The End of the Affair features heavily, even 
though the Greene section is named after The Heart of 
the Matter). Alan Turing seems a rather odd choice of 
character in some respects: actor Dinsdale Landen said 
he based his portrayal of Dr Judson, the wheelchair-
bound mathematician who built the Ultima Machine 
in The Curse of Fenric, on the real Turing – and the 
expansions in Ian Briggs’ novelisation of his 1989 story, 
with a story of repressed homosexual love between 
Judson and Commander Millington, make it clear that 
Briggs also was thinking of the real Turing in writing 
the character. So for Leonard to base a Doctor Who 
story around the source material for a previous Doctor 
Who story seems like double-dipping, or doubling up. 
 Like The Banquo Legacy, it’s actually a deceptively 
simple story: Turing’s code-breaking machine intercepts 
a cypher that turns out to be not a Nazi message but 
a distress call from aliens trapped on Earth and trying 
to leave. The Doctor gets embroiled because, even in 
his amnesia-ridden state, he knows he isn’t human and 
hopes he might be a part of this race and could leave 
Earth with them. He is heartbroken at the end of the 
novel when they leave without him. And while in The 
Banquo Legacy the device of first person narrative gets 
in the way of us connecting with the Doctor, in The 
Turing Test it does quite the opposite as we follow Alan 
Turing through his obsession with the Doctor (he takes 
the Doctor’s odd behaviour and secretiveness to indicate 
that the Doctor is also homosexual) and his subsequent 
heartbreak. Turing is excellently written, with Leonard 
unafraid to present us with a narrator character who 
is at times flawed and petulant. In the absence of Fitz 
it becomes Graham Greene’s responsibility to have a 
wife, a mistress and a young farmer.
 ENDGAME seems rather near to World War Two 
setting-wise – one might think that the five trapped-on-
Earth books would be more evenly spread throughout 
time, but (at face value) the settings of Casualties of War, 
The Turing Test and Endgame are all a little too similar 
– to the casual viewer, there’s not a lot to separate 
World Wars One and Two and the Cold War from 
each other (and it doesn’t help that the three novels 
all have essentially the same cover!). And Endgame also 
features, as its main characters, fictionalised versions of 
real-life agents of espionage (albeit the flamboyant and 
extroverted Guy Burgess is quite the opposite of the 
shy, paranoid Alan Turing when it comes to owning his 
sexual orientation).
 It’s the first time we’ve had an EDA from Terrance 
Dicks, the grandfather of Doctor Who literature, since 
the range began. As I doubtless said when discussing 

The Eight Doctors, there are a few things you have to 
take for granted when it comes to Terrance Dicks: that 
he has a much more simplistic view of the Doctor Who 
universe (and the character) than most people; that he 
only has a few basic plot ideas and tends to recycle his 
own work; that what Paul Cornell calls his ‘economy’ 
with language means books by Terrance Dicks tend to 
have smaller page counts and bigger type than most; 
but most importantly, if it weren’t for Terrance there’d 
probably be no Doctor Who books full-stop, so we have 
to forgive everything and anything else!
 There’s no denying that Terrance recycles ideas when 
he actually recaps a scene between the Seventh Doctor 
and Ace from Timewyrm: Exodus. Nor is the notion of 
a group of badly behaved amoral super-beings a new 
one in Dicks’ work – while the Players are, I presume, 
borrowed from his PDA Players (yes, the title was what 
gave it away!), with their “All that matters is the game!” 
slogan they’re somewhat akin to those dreadful “Borusa 
must live!” fanatics in Blood Harvest. In the midst of 
the Players/War Lords/whatever-the-boring-hell-they-
are playing their game with humanity, Endgame also 
pays homage to all the spy and espionage films Dicks 
clearly loves, such as Carol Reed’s The Third Man and 
Hitchcock’s Topaz. There’s even a character from The 
West Wing slipped in as an in-joke when the Doctor 
reaches the White House.
 It’s not all plain sailing, however, and as with 
some of his earlier books, Endgame is at times hard to 
reconcile with the rest of the range. Just as the drugs-
related sections of The Eight Doctors are ridiculous in 
light of novels like Warlock and Damaged Goods, in 
Endgame Terrance’s “I’m writing for 8-year olds” style 
cannot do justice to the portrayal of homosexuality in 
Doctor Who, given this novel is immediately preceded 
by the far more sophisticated The Turing Test. But at 
the end of the day, it’s fast-paced and engaging (as 
are all Dicks’ novels, no matter how good or bad they 
are!) and a better and more authentic Eighth Doctor 
story than Alien Bodies or Interference if you buy the 
criteria set out in Who is the Eighth Doctor? on page 
50; although the curse of the EDAs means that the 
finale falls apart (for those of you still counting, that’s 
21 out of 40 books – essentially every second novel 
ends in confusion). At the end of the book Dicks 
acknowledges Justin Richards’ input into the novel, 
pretty much stating that not all of the work is his in an 
already under-length book.

“I love her,” said the Doctor.
“Of course you do, she’s your daughter. She’s very pretty,” 
Betty said. “I can see the resemblance.” 
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It’s cruel of me to keep comparing the EDAs to the 
NAs (since the Virgin range had advantages that 

the BBC range didn’t), but something you realise 
when you do so is that the NAs managed to deliver 
enough stunning books early on that we didn’t notice 
until quite late in the day that the series had dwindled 
somewhat. Amongst the first 20 NAs I was so bowled 
over by books like Timewyrm: Revelation, Cat’s Cradle: 
Warhead, Nightshade, Love and War, Lucifer Rising, 
Iceberg and The Left-Handed Hummingbird that I read 
the next 20 much-more-average books before realising 
“Hey – the quality of these dropped considerably ages 
ago!” The poor old EDAs, on the other hand, don’t 
manage to deliver any real stunners early on, and 
even the best of the early books would only seem 
average compared to their equivalent NAs. So when 
an excellent, engaging, groundbreaking EDA finally 
comes along, the wait makes it all the more delicious. 
Lance Parkin’s FATHER TIME is easily the best book 
in the range and I don’t expect it to be bettered by the 
ones I still have left to read.
 Father Time highlights one of the major problems of 
the EDA range – the books aren’t able to be particularly 
groundbreaking, because the Virgin NAs covered 
almost every angle: we saw inside the Doctor’s mind; we 
saw swearing and sex scenes; we saw experimentation 
with drugs; we saw what would happen if companions 
fell in genuine, passionate love (as opposed to “Katy 
Manning’s contract has expired” plot contrivances); we 
saw what might happen if the Doctor were human; we 
saw all the things that Doctor Who were capable of were 
it not bound by the restrictions of being a low budget 
TV show comprising of so many 25-minute episodes 
per year. Add to that the sad fact that too few of the 
EDA writers (or editors) have the imagination or the 
audacity to test the limits that their Virgin predecessors 
regularly sought to extend, and you realise why Father 
Time is such a great book – it goes for the simple, giant 
concept (unencumbered by Faction Paradox/Future 
War story arcs): what if the Doctor had a teenage 
daughter? And what if saving the universe meant losing 
her? Father Time is up there with Paul Cornell’s Human 
Nature as the most extreme story in the whole of Doctor 
Who. 
 Those as outraged at the concept as they were at 
rumours that the Doctor would kiss his companion in 
the TV Movie, or that the Doctor would fall in love in 
The Girl in the Fireplace, or the Scooby-Doo sequence 
in Love & Monsters, won’t find the expected fuel for 
their fires – Miranda Dawkins (named, of course, after 
the teenage daughter of conjuror Prospero from The 
Tempest, and Lance Parkin, clearly aware of one of the 

main reasons Sam, Fitz, Compassion and all the Eighth 
Doctor’s other literary companions don’t work, tells us 
that she looks like the Taxi Driver-era Jodie Foster) isn’t 
actually the Doctor’s daughter; she is an alien princess 
he adopts when, aged 10, her guardians are killed by 
intergalactic assassins.  
 The novel’s sneaky implication is that the Doctor 
and Miranda are of the same race and that the Time 
Lords are the distant ancestors of Miranda’s people, 
who come from a million years in the future. This 
notion is reinforced in Part Three when Ferran and his 
people return to Earth in the Supremacy, a city-sized 
space/time ship. Parkin is deliberately vague but by the 
time Miranda and her crew are facing the six-panelled 
control computer on the bridge at the end it’s clear that 
it’s some sort of TARDIS (funnily this never occurred 
to me until Christopher Eccleston said that the reason 
the Doctor’s control over the TARDIS is inconsistent 
is because TARDISes are meant to have crews of four 
or six. I never pondered this in the original series but 
clearly others have thought otherwise – count the 
oxygen masks when the TARDIS crash-lands in Rise of 
the Cybermen!).
 Father Time is divided into three sections covering 
the Doctor’s activities through the 1980s. In the first 
section, he’s living as a recluse in a Derbyshire town 
and becomes involved in the community when he 
by chance meets primary school teacher Deborah 
Castle and discovers one of her pupils has two hearts. 
In the second section, the Doctor and Miranda live 
in London, the Doctor having become a millionaire 
yuppie (through selling bottled water!) who is radically 
restructuring the corporate world. After the traumas of 
the second section, the third section sees the Doctor 
and Debbie travelling the world in search of Miranda, 
smuggling themselves on board a NASA rocket when 
Miranda’s pursuers finally arrive above India in a flying 
saucer.
 Debbie is given a huge build-up and a huge amount 
of attention throughout parts one and two but then 
carelessly killed off before the finale. “We could have 
been a family,” the Doctor tells Miranda. If Father 
Time were the TV Movie, the Doctor would reverse 
time and save her. If Miranda were a Bad Wolf, she’d 
bring Debbie back to life. I suppose the point being 
made (and the New Series makes it so much easier to 
see these themes) is that being murdered trying to save 
the universe from aliens is a better fate than living a 
meaningless life at home with beans on toast and an 
ungrateful husband (Barry Castle is clearly an ancestor 
of Gwen’s boyfriend Rhys in Torchwood). As with other 
recent books, unrequited love for the Doctor is a theme 
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– a point hammered home when the Doctor visits the 
elderly Betty (whom he met almost a century earlier in 
The Burning). This peculiar scene also makes the valid 
point that, unable to time travel and having to take 
what Reinette calls ‘the slow path’, the Doctor is made 
to feel genuine pain at having to watch all the friends 
he’s made through his 100 years on Earth slowly decay 
(and earlier in the EDAs Susan Foreman suffers the 
same anguish in Legacy of the Daleks). Yes, technically 
speaking the Doctor still has amnesia, but even if he 
doesn’t know what it is to be a Time Lord, in Father 
Time he has at least regained every sense of what it is 
to be the Doctor. And as I’ve said, Lance Parkin gets 
the Eighth Doctor spot on – and as a result this is the 
best Eighth Doctor story. He’s the asexual, long-haired 
James Bond with the heart(s) of gold, but it isn’t out of 
place for him to get into a physical punch-up with the 
villain at the end (just as he did in the TV Movie). 
 The ending seems initially like a cop-out but upon 
a second reading, Miranda taking her rightful place as 
Empress of the Universe doesn’t jar quite so much. I 
think literary Doctor Who has trained us to be so used 
to Cornellian/Cartmelian treatments of these sorts of 
ideas, and if Paul Cornell had written Father Time then 
the middle section of the novel, in which Miranda falls 
in love with her would-be assassin Ferran, would have 
been the be-all and end-all. But the three different 
sections of Father Time make for fascinating stories on 
their own, and this structure is a much more effective 
way of dealing with how the Eighth Doctor spends his 
abandonment on Earth than the previous four books, 
which all cover such small periods of time.
 Lance Parkin already proved in The Dying Days 
that he is the one writer who best comprehends that 
canonistic puzzle the Eighth Doctor, and this is the 
culmination of his comprehension. Father Time would 
be just as good were it alongside the very best Virgin 
New Adventures. If there’s one book in the entire EDA 
range you should read, there’s no competition – it’s this 
one.

the events of The Ancestor Cell were only a day ago. 
Fitz’s return to the series is enormously welcome, and 
every indication is that new companion Anji Kapoor 
will be a breath of fresh air. This is Colin Brake’s only 
contribution to the EDAs – Brake had originally been 
up for the job of script editor when Eric Saward left 
the TV series, but he lost out to Andrew Cartmel. As 
well as Escape Velocity, he penned the PDA The Colony 
of Lies in 2003, and is now writing for the new series 
hardback novels, with the Tenth Doctor/Rose story The 
Price of Paradise published in September 2006.
 After the constant misfiring of Compassion, who 
no one seemed quite sure of what to do with, it’s a relief 
with Anji to have a well-planned companion joining 
the series, and one few writers will have difficulty 
capturing adequately. Anji is a stroppy banker of Indian 
origin – both first-time elements for a companion – 
who has ended up in Europe when she and her fanboy 
boyfriend Dave (an aspiring actor) decide their life 
together is getting too mundane and predictable. So 
they decide it’s time for random acts of spontaneity, 
and in the case of Escape Velocity this random act leads 
to Anji travelling in the TARDIS and Dave meeting a 
grisly end. In a scenario a la Hitchcock’s The Man Who 
Knew Too Much, they unwittingly become the target 
of alien attention when assisting someone in peril. 
Dave gets kidnapped, and Anji just happens to meet 
Fitz Kreiner, who assures her that the Doctor, once his 
memory has returned, will save the day.
 Things get a little convoluted once the Doctor 
and Fitz have been reunited and suddenly the aliens 
are introduced properly. At points it is uncannily 
like The Christmas Invasion with an amnesiac Doctor 
unable to get himself together while those around him 
are useless (of course it’s easy to say these things in 
retrospect). And when he does turn up to finally save 
the day, having regained the TARDIS and a significant 
proportion of his memory, he says (a la David Tennant) 
“Did you miss me?” The only-partially-returned-
memory thing is yet another convenient re-set of the 
show thus far – while he knows who he is and what 
to do again, he hasn’t regained enough memory to be 
able to pilot the TARDIS accurately. The end of the 
novel acknowledges that we’re back to square one by 
deliberately referencing the end of 100,000BC.
 Colin Brake’s depiction of Brussels, a new location 
for Doctor Who, is wonderfully detailed and he obviously 
has an in-depth knowledge of the place – but at times 
his Cartmelian attention to minutiae gets self-indulgent 
and involves divergences that have nothing to do with 
the plot. And for a man with so many screenwriting 
credits, Brake manages to break some fairly cardinal 

What do you mean, another new companion? 
Anyone would think this was the John 
Nathan-Turner era all over again! (or, the ‘the 
Doctor has no memory’ arc continues…)

You have to keep reminding yourself, in reading 
Colin Brake’s ESCAPE VELOCITY, that the 

norm has been subverted: whereas one hundred years 
(and five books) have passed for the Doctor, for Fitz 
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rules of fiction with his constant changes in narrative. 
It’s fine to see a story from the point of view of many 
different characters, but switching perspectives mid-
scene – or even mid-paragraph – is usually a no-no. 
In this case it’s a deliberate stylistic device, and the 
varied perspectives are wonderful in their distinct 
detail, but again they hold up the action no end. The 
worst excesses of author’s own voice coming through 
manifest themselves when Anji’s boyfriend Dave (who, 
it turns out, suggested Brussels as a holiday location 
not for its art and culture but because he knew there’d 
be a big science-fiction convention on) goes off onto 
a boring tangent about Professor X and the reasons it 
became shit in the 1980s – this really is self-indulgent 
fanboy wank.
 But if you think Escape Velocity is a little smug 
in its self-indulgent fanboy post-modernism, think 
again – Jacqueline Rayner kicks Colin Brake’s arse 
when it comes to being a geek. Refreshingly, after 
the multiple voices in Escape Velocity, the opening 
stages of EARTHWORLD are almost entirely from 
Anji’s perspective, and it’s the best introduction a 
new companion has had (even though technically 
this is Anji’s second story) since Bernice Summerfield 
appeared in the NAs. Anji’s anxieties all centre on the 
same sort of absurdities that Russell T. Davies attempts 
to make real in the New Series – does my cellphone 
work in space? Will people notice I’m missing? Have I 
packed practical clothes? “Dear Dave,” she writes in an 
e-mail at the start of the novel, “I’m on another planet 
in what’s apparently the far future. You’d like it here. 
There are robots that look a bit like the Terminator, 
but in gold. I travelled in a police box that’s bigger on 
the inside than the outside, with a wild-eyed amnesiac 
and a man who’s about five years older than me but was 
born before my parents were.”
 For the most part, Earthworld is a back-to-
normal Doctor Who story, with the Doctor and the 
TARDIS both seemingly fully restored to a pre-The 
Burning state (albeit lacking in Future War/Faction 
Paradox/restructured bio-data angst) and a nice, self-
contained plot. The new TARDIS even has that nice 
room full of greenery and peace that first appeared 
back in No Future. The book takes its name from a 
futuristic amusement park featuring robot princesses 
and incredibly inaccurate exhibits about 20th-century 
Earth, where Fitz lives out his dreams of being a 
rock star. Amidst the generally comic atmosphere 
of Earthworld, however, are elements that ground it 
somewhat: it deals with Fitz’s post-The Ancestor Cell 
identity crisis in the clearest manner of any of the 
books (the main problem being that the books that 

introduced/dealt with it – Interference and The Ancestor 
Cell – were far too confusing in the first place). And 
the entire novel is punctuated by very honest, moving 
e-mails from Anji to her dead boyfriend, reminding us 
that beneath this extremely practical, down-to-earth 
new companion is a lot of pain and hurt. 
 The book rockets along, unashamed of its reduced 
page count, and manages to be continually diverting 
and amusing. The triviality of much of Earthworld, with 
its joke-laden, tongue-in-cheek approach, might make 
it seem a little low-brow after the heavy-handedness 
of many of the surrounding novels, but the book is 
actually a refreshing and enjoyable read. Why isn’t Jac 
Rayner writing scripts for the New Series instead of the 
simplified novels?
 Beginning VANISHING POINT, I was ready 
to launch into a controversial and lengthy defence 
of Stephen Cole – my few ventures into reviews of 
the EDAs seem to indicate that Cole is a generally 
disliked novelist, and I was ready to disagree with all 
these views. Initially Vanishing Point is very compelling 
– like Parallel 59 we begin mid-action, and the opening 
chapters convey a very strong sense of the dread and 
religious paranoia that infests the novel. But once it 
gets going it becomes a very hard novel to engage with, 
and I was faced with a dilemma: can I really do these 
articles justice if I don’t give every book a fair chance? 
And then I thought sod it – these are supposed to be gut 
instinct, first-time-response reactions to the books. I’ll 
pretty much always see a shoddy TV episode through to 
the end (I might even watch The Idiot’s Lantern twice!) 
but reading occupies a much more significant portion 
of my time, and I never have enough time in the day 
anyway. So I never finished Vanishing Point. What I 
read wasn’t as bad as, say, Autumn Mist, Beltempest, The 
Taking of Planet 5, Grimm Reality, The Slow Empire or 
Longest Day, the books I regard as the lowest of the 
lows. But at the time I was trying to read it, I realised 
I had better things I could be doing and better books 
I could be reading, so poor Vanishing Point went back 
on the shelf and Stephen Cole went undefended. Sorry, 
Stephen. Maybe when we get to Timeless? And I never 
found out whether Fitz and the mutant he sleeps with 
lived happily ever after… although judging by the next 
book, obviously not!
 Do you know, it wasn’t until I finally settled down 
to read it (it was one of the very first $5 Whitcoulls 
purchases I made) that I realised just what the 
illustration on the cover of EATER OF WASPS was 
of? Trevor Baxendale’s third EDA, set in a rural English 
town in the 1930s, establishes him as a veteran even 
though he’s new to the ranges – few newbies make it 
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past two novels, but he’s clearly in it for the long haul. 
Eater of Wasps is reminiscent in parts of Hitchcock’s 
The Birds, chiefly in that the explanation for the wasps’ 
behaviour isn’t nearly as interesting as the sheer terror 
of them attacking people. It’s a scary but deceptively 
slight novel, with a lot of unnecessary extraneous 
elements designed to give the novel greater texture 
– isn’t it amazing how, as an adult, you can see right 
through these useless characters whose sole purpose is 
to come to a messy end? Mrs Havers is pointless; the 
guys from the future are pointless; Liam being Hilary’s 
secret son is pointless; and what little explanation there 
is for the onslaught of murderous wasps has some huge 
similarities (again, in retrospect) to the resolution 
of The Doctor Dances – alien technology meant to 
mobilise troops gets it wrong and turns a local hive of 
wasps into a super-army. Really it’s just all an excuse 
to scare readers with scene after scene of wasp-infested 
individuals, rather like the tiresome vomiting of flower 
petals in that mind-numbing Torchwood episode by the 
guy who wrote all those boring Sapphire and Steels. 
 If this sounds negative then it shouldn’t, because 
Eater of Wasps is certainly one of the better EDAs. 
Baxendale’s three books so far have been obsessed with 
mutation of the human form, and Charles Rigby’s 
ultimate fate is to become a giant hybrid human wasp. 
Other supporting characters, such as brothers Hilary 
and Squire Pink, are well written – it’s just a shame 
that Hilary gets killed off so early in the story and that 
the reasons for his estrangement from the rest of the 
town turn out to be so slight. Fitz and Anji have very 
little to do collectively, and Eater of Wasps is a novel 
in which the Doctor might benefit from having only 
one companion (how far in advance, I wonder, did 
everyone know Anji would be joining the series?). Anji’s 
function by the end of the novel – rather akin to Roz 
Forrester in the NAs – is to question the morality of 
the Doctor’s actions while he defends what he’s doing. 
The finale inside the church is gripping, and it’s always 
fascinating to see a more treacherous, deceitful side of 
the Doctor come out as he attempts to defeat the wasp 
creature and defuse a nuclear bomb.

adventure than all these random unconnected novels. 
The ‘the Doctor has no memory’ arc has given way to 
the ‘the Doctor has a bit more of a memory but still 
not the whole thing’ arc, which is fairly slight in most 
cases (some novels make a big thing of Fitz’s fears that 
the Doctor might suddenly remember he destroyed his 
home planet, but other novels don’t worry about it at 
all).
 THE YEAR OF INTELLIGENT TIGERS marks 
Kate Orman’s first novel in quite some time (and for 
the first time in the BBC range the novel is hers alone, 
although her husband Jonathan Blum gets a story 
credit on the inside title page). While the inventive 
punctuation and structure of Orman’s earlier novels 
like The Left-Handed Hummingbird and Set Piece is 
a thing of the past – The Year of Intelligent Tigers is 
relatively tame in its format – any book by Orman is 
always keenly anticipated. As is any book that depicts 
the Eighth Doctor somewhere on the cover. Is that him 
glinting in the reflection of the tiger’s eye on the front? 
Yes, it is! Look!
 The Year of Intelligent Tigers is the first “Set on a new 
colony” novel in a while (maybe Vanishing Point was 
as well, but who can recall anything about that book, 
mmm?) and in the case of Hitchemus, the Doctor, 
Fitz and Anji have been holidaying on the planet’s 
one island for a month before the novel begins. It’s a 
planet obsessed with music and musicians, which the 
humans share with a colony of benign tigers. Anji, as a 
former stockbroker, is horrendously out of place, while 
aspiring rock star Fitz is in his element. The Doctor 
– as on model with the TV Movie as he is in Orman 
and Blum’s previous three EDAs – is playing First 
Violin in an orchestra. It might have been better to 
choose a skill the Doctor had already shown himself 
capable of, but the point the Doctor makes to Karl 
(the temperamental composer and conductor who 
appears to be in unrequited love, as is the fashion, 
with the Eighth Doctor) is that he has no imagination, 
inspiration or originality when it comes down to it; 
he’s just very technically proficient. There’s something 
of Star Trek: The Next Generation’s Data in these ideas. 
And there’s something of Ben Aaronovitch’s The Also 
People in this novel – the catalyst for the plot is a 
while in coming and initially we’re just watching the 
TARDIS crew relax. But the tigers turn out to be – if 
the title hadn’t given it away – capable of intelligent 
thought, and suddenly aggressively round up all the 
humans who’ve colonised the planet. When the Doctor 
opts to find a peaceful solution, the humans turn their 
back on him and he leaves them to side with the tigers, 
in a vague call-back to The Shadows of Avalon: while the 

A newbie improves (hooray!) and some 
stalwarts realise they need to pay the 
rent…

The last crop of books in this instalment is a 
mixed bunch. Much as I might whinge about the 

execution of the various story arcs in the EDAs thus far, 
perhaps they give the novels more of a sense of ongoing 
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Eighth Doctor might be the touchy-feely incarnation, 
he is also uncompromising in his morality and unafraid 
to side against humans when they’re being the real 
monsters.
 As with Eater of Wasps, there’s not quite enough work 
for two companions, especially with Anji so out of her 
depth. It becomes Anji’s job once again to challenge 
the Doctor’s morality; while Fitz’s job is to provide the 
Doctor with clean socks. It’s slightly easier in these 
days of climate change to believe the freak weather 
conditions that bind The Year of Intelligent Tigers 
together than it is the tigers themselves – but I guess 
part of the appeal of this sort of Doctor Who is that you 
suspend your disbelief when it comes to talking tigers 
who can manipulate machinery and firearms (never 
mind playing musical instruments). But occasionally 
they remind me of those dreadful talking animals in 
the trailer to the recent film of The Lion, The Witch and 
the Wardrobe. If there’s one EDA I’m looking forward 

to re-reading it’s The Year of Intelligent Tigers – as with 
Paul Cornell, Kate Orman always delivers a read that 
is well beyond the capabilities of most; even if both 
these excellent writers seem to have been watered down 
somewhat by the constraints of the EDA format. 
 THE SLOW EMPIRE is the usual boring self-
indulgent, non-fanboy-excluding, Douglas Adams-
derivative fare one comes to expect from Dave Stone. 
It’s his one foray into the EDAs, thank goodness. His 
anarchic sense of humour and deliberate dispensation 
with any rules of grammar, structure or storytelling was 
fine for his NA Sky Pirates! but once it became clear 
that this was the only kind of novel he was capable 
of, he outlived his welcome. The Slow Empire’s lengthy 
sections of first-person narrative in a different font 
from an irritating supporting character are startling in 
their dullness. I switched off less than a hundred pages 
in, and never engaged again through the rest of the 
novel. In the entire range, only Longest Day is weaker. 

FITZ KREINER PROVES that, no matter 
how shocked Rose is by the Ninth Doctor’s 
rationalisation of Captain Jack’s behaviour, you don’t 
have to be from the 51st century to be sexually 
indiscriminate. Okay, so in the NAs Ace may not 
have been above the casual shag, and Chris Cwej 
fathered two illegitimate children and became the 
first companion to purport Russell T. Davies’ view 
that in the far future we’ve got much better things 
to worry about than what gender your partner is, 
but never has a Doctor Who companion enjoyed 
so many bedfellows as Fitz. Fitz manages to make 
Commander Riker look self-controlling when it 
comes to a girl in every port.
 Here are some of the highlights of Fitz’ bed-
hopping so far :

• Maddy in Revolution Man;

• Kerstin in Dominion;

• Evil Sam in Unnatural History;

• Alura in Frontier Worlds – ends up with a pair  of 
scissors in the neck!

• Anya, Fillipa, Denna in the hallucinatory sections 
of Parallel 59;

• The real Fillipa in between Parallel 59 and The 
Shadows of Avalon;

• His affair with Arielle in The Fall of Yquatine is never 
actually consummated. And the same novel contains 
the sentence “Fitz shifted his legs, rousing [Trooper 

Lindsey] Jones, who swore and lifted her head from 
his lap” which I think outdoes Elton’s potentially 
dodgy remark at the end of Love & Monsters!

• The nameless mute slave girl in Coldheart;

• His attitude to Anji in Escape Velocity?

• In EarthWorld he laments not being able to take 
advantage of all the (albeit android) women who 
want to have sex with him;

• He sleeps with one of Etty’s freaks in Vanishing Point 
– why why why? To show how PC and accepting of 
others he is??

• So close with Ayla in Dark Progeny seems to be 
the implication.
He’s also infatuated with ’70s singer Brenda Soobie 
in Mad Dogs & Englishmen until realising she’s Iris, 
and it’s hard to imagine him not pulling in the month 
spent prior to the commencement of The Year of 
Intelligent Tigers, especially given how successful 
he is as a musician on the colony. In Earthworld 
he laments not being able to take advantage of 
all the (admittedly android) women who want to 
have sex with him. And we know exactly what he’s 
talking about when, in The Shadows of Avalon, he 
and the Doctor enter their human TARDIS for the 
first time and Fitz remarks, “In the past, whenever I 
thought about being where we are now, the whole 
experience was much more pleasurable”!

Fitz’s conquests: “So many species, so little time…”
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Not even a blurry image of the Eighth Doctor on the 
cover can save it.
 Steve Emmerson’s DARK PROGENY is engaging 
from the outset, which is a pleasant surprise given how 
little I recalled of Casualties of War. Merely the quotation 
from Kahlil Gibran’s The Prophet at the start tells us he’s 
lifted his game for his second novel. With its creepy 
cover illustration featuring a baby’s head blended into 
an alien’s, the first segment of the novel deals with a 
couple supposedly losing their newborn child while 
the TARDIS crash-lands after a psychic attack afflicts 
both the Ship and Anji. In a distant echo of the classic 
The Robots of Death, the events of Dark Progeny take 
place inside a massive city on wheels moving about the 
inhospitable surface of Ceres Alpha, mining and terra-
forming. But the corporation controlling everything is 
covering up the birth of strange telekinetic babies by 
making the parents – including Veta and Josef from 
the opening chapters – believe that their children are 
dead.  
 Almost all of the characters in Dark Progeny are 
extremely well-developed, from archaeologist Danyal 
Bains and Dr Peron down to Veta and Josef; although 
it would have been nice to have had a better handle 
on Ayla Damsk, the woman Fitz spends most of the 
novel with. All three TARDIS crew members get 
quite violently treated through the book – in fact the 
Doctor spends most of the book believing Fitz is dead, 
but surprisingly suppresses any feelings this evokes 
until the funeral in the last quarter. Dark Progeny feels 
for the most part like the fastest-moving EDA since 
Frontier Worlds, and has the same Bond-esque feel to 
it, which is to its advantage – there is plenty of action, 
intrigue and espionage but it’s coupled with some 
lovely character development and compelling writing. 
 The only point irritating me is the Doctor’s amnesia. 
He’s the same old Doctor, just missing knowledge of 
who he really is and where he comes from. What is the 
point of this ongoing arc?
  I had high hopes for THE CITY OF THE DEAD 
as many people rate Lloyd Rose highly in the pantheon 
of EDA writers. And it is certainly beautifully written, 
which is not something you can usually say about a 
Doctor Who novel. But in dealing with the supernatural 
rather than the science-fictional, at times there’s 
nothing to actually link this with Doctor Who as a series 
(except that it features characters called the Doctor, 
Fitz and Anji). Now hang on David, you might say, 
aren’t you a huge advocate of Andrew Cartmel’s NAs 
(in which the regular characters barely even appear) 
under the defence that Warhead, Warlock and Warchild 
are great novels regardless of their relevance to Doctor 

Who? Erm… well, to say, “That was then, this is now” 
is hardly an excuse. But the NAs were a very, very solid 
series and could withstand such side-steps, whereas 
I don’t believe the EDAs are. A comparison: I think 
Boom Town and Love & Monsters are excellent format-
pushers in terms of Doctor Who, but the Torchwood 
episode Random Shoes didn’t work for me because 
the show and characters don’t yet seem well-enough 
established and constructed: you have to settle on what 
the format is before you can start messing with it. 
 I’ll try and say more, beyond just excusing myself 
with ‘I hope to re-read The City of the Dead under 
less strenuous circumstances than I was in the first 
time around’. It’s set in New Orleans with the 
Doctor assisting homicide detective Jonas Rust in 
the investigation of the murder of a seller of cultish 
artefacts. It’s a strange, sweeping and falling story that 
is much more akin to a noir detective story than Doctor 
Who: if you imagine Poppy Z. Brite crossed with James 
Ellroy you’re on the right track.
 The less said about GRIMM REALITY the better. 
A jointly-authored effort by Simon Bucher-Jones (The 
Taking of Planet 5) and Faction Paradox author Kelly 
Hale (who?), you can tell no one cared much when the 
design company couldn’t even remember to include the 
usual little spine illustration. Save yourself hours you’ll 
never get back and just read the back-cover blurb.
 By lowering the print size by a couple of points 
and extending the margins so you can fit more 
words and lines onto each page, Lawrence Miles 
somehow manages to fit the impossibly long THE 
ADVENTURESS OF HENRIETTA STREET into 
the usual EDA page-count. We already know from 
the two-volumed Interference that Miles clearly doesn’t 
believe in editing or being concise – but he and the 
EDA editors presumably had enough self-awareness to 
know that no one would buy Volume 2 of a book as 
unwelcoming (at face value) as this one. 
 One thing you must grasp from the outset if you’re 
to get anything out of it: this is not so much a novel 
as it is a text book, making it very dense but also very 
interesting. This is by far the most groundbreaking, 
format-pushing EDA (it’s certainly the only Doctor Who 
novel I can think of that begins with a 12-page long 
graphic sex scene!) and, unlike Miles’ usual wank, The 
Adventuress of Henrietta Street isn’t just being weird for 
the sake of weird – presenting it as a work of historical 
non-fiction is as interesting a way of dealing with the 
content as Donald Cotton’s novelisations of The Myth 
Makers, The Gunfighters and The Romans. The problem 
is that far too often, lengthy descriptive passages don’t 
get our full attention as readers; and yet we’d never 
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skim over a section of dialogue. But what little dialogue 
there is in The Adventuress of Henrietta Street barely 
amounts to two pages out of nearly 300, and even then 
it’s only reported or reconstructed conversation and 
nothing that might give you an anchor into the book if 
you’re feeling excluded. So to embrace this novel is to 
do so entirely on Miles’ terms, difficult as they are.  
 The information-laden chapters of The Adventuress 
of Henrietta Street take us between eighteenth century 
England and France when the mysterious world of 
high-class courtesans attempt to unravel the mystery 
behind feral apes (think Torchwood’s Weevils) preying 
on the underbelly of society. Scarlette runs an exclusive 
brothel on Henrietta Street, and takes on the peculiar 
job of organising the wedding of Juliette, one of her 
‘girls’, to the Doctor. The ape things aren’t actually all 
that interesting – it’s the notion of the Doctor marrying 
a high class courtesan that makes this an intriguing story 
(elements of it play out like the subplot in Christoph 
Gan’s excellent film Brotherhood of the Wolf). In typical 
Miles fashion nothing is straightforward or clear and 
the reasons for the Doctor’s intended marriage are 
confusing and bizarre. Partway through the book he 
loses a heart, I think. As with Interference’s rationalising 
of the I. M. Foreman myth, this novel features a 
character called Dr Who, and it sets up (I think) a new 
plot thread/story arc with the introduction of Sabbath, 
who seems to be travelling around in a TARDIS that 
resembles a gigantic ship (think Derek Jacobi’s head 
vampire in Underworld: Evolution). I have to confess 
that by the end of the book I hadn’t the faintest idea 
who Sabbath was or what on earth he was about 
– and maybe this isn’t necessary, and all will become 
clear with his returning appearances in later EDAs; 
but you’d think if you were introducing a major new 
returning character you’d want to make them a bit 
more accessible upon first appearance.
 Paul Magrs’ MAD DOGS AND ENGLISHMEN 
(the 100th BBC novel and the 52nd EDA) is sheer 
fun from beginning to end. What’s impressive is that 
it hovers near parody but treats its subject matter 
seriously: the Doctor, Fitz and Anji are at a science 
fiction convention when they discover that a race of 
giant poodles (slightly more plausible than intelligent 
tigers) have interfered with human history by turning 
the famous 20th century fantasy novel The True History 
of Planets (the Doctor Who universe’s equivalent of The 
Lord of the Rings) into subversive propaganda inciting 
the overthrow of the Queen of the Dogworld. They 
monitor human TV so that when the blockbuster 
multiple-Oscar-winning film adaptation gets broadcast 
on telly, rebellious poodles everywhere can rally around 

it. That it never descends into parody is frankly amazing 
given that it’s parodying so many things and people 
– Reginald Tyler is essentially Tolkien, his fellow don 
Cleavis is presumably famous scholar F. R. Leavis and 
all the members of their writing group resemble famous 
Oxbridge critics and authors. I guess that means that 
William Freer, when his true sexual orientation is 
revealed, is essentially playwright Edward Albee! (and 
there was me aghast at the opening chapter of The 
Adventuress of Henrietta Street.) Ray Harryhausen is also 
in there, and Noël Coward appears in many different 
guises – presumably the reference to ‘The Master’ is a 
nice joke on those who like their anniversary specials 
loaded with pointless returning monsters and villains. 
And just when you think Iris Wildthyme is nowhere 
to be seen, she suddenly turns out to have been there 
all along – but why is her real identity never actually 
confirmed/alluded to? Regardless, after the hard slog 
of the previous book, the entertainment value of Mad 
Dogs and Englishmen is through the roof. 

I have some big, universal questions that I’d hoped 
to have answered in Part Two but, as I said in the 

introduction, composing these articles is akin is 
trying to write an essay on a book you haven’t actually 
finished, or review a film you haven’t seen the last 30 
minutes of. What, I ask myself, am I trying to achieve 
here – proving that the NAs are better? Why, when I’m 
so dismissive of all the other mediums, do I think the 
EDAs are any more a legitimate tenure for the Eighth 
Doctor than, say, the Big Finish audios? Does the New 
Series mean there’s no point to anything, since it proves 
that you can never actually tie up all that continuity or 
get all those story threads to match up? And ignoring 
all those external influences, do the EDAs work as a 
series in their own right, interesting enough to hold 
a reader’s attention over a prolonged period of time? 
Maybe what I really want to question is why do we need 
these books? Things for you to mull over until next time, 
anyway…

NEXT TIME: will the Doctor get his 
memory back? Will Fitz stop his philandering? 
Will Sabbath make a reappearance, and if so, 
will he make any sense? Will the final end of the 
EDAs reconcile with the New Series? Will Paul 
McGann regenerate into Christopher Eccleston 
at the end of The Gallifrey Chronicles? All this 
and more (including David Ronayne’s patented 
‘Fit the contemporary actor to the EDA 
companion’) in the final exciting instalment!
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Apart from some first editions (The Cybermen, The Abominable 
Snowmen, The Web of Fear), there are no Troughton Target 
books with his face on them, which seems odd given the 
plethora of other Target books that feature the Doctor’s face. A 
coincidence, or is there a reason behind this? It’s the same for 
Colin Baker, in fact (though I’d heard somewhere that that was 
contractual?).

— Jonathan Park

When Target released the first three paperback novelisations, they 
all featured William Hartnell’s face on the covers. In 1974, Target 
approached the BBC to license more books. Although Tom Baker 
was the current Doctor on TV, the next thirteen or so titles featured 
whoever was the relevant Doctor on the cover. At one point Target 
suggested putting Tom Baker on the cover of all the books, but that idea 
was nixed early on. Indeed, some foreign editions of Hartnell stories 
have Tom Baker’s features grinning out from the cover illustration! 
Fortunately Target never went down that road, as to put Baker’s face 
on, say, The Abominable Snowmen, would certainly look very silly!
 In 1975, new producer Philip Hinchcliffe requested that only the 
‘current’ Doctor should feature on the covers, which is why The Claws 
of Axos (released in 1977) is the last book to feature an ‘old’ Doctor 
until 1986’s The Gunfighters. By the 1980s, Target had undergone a 
number of managerial and editorial changes, and John Nathan-Turner 
was now the producer, so ‘old’ Doctor covers – specially William 
Hartnell’s stories – became more frequent.
 In 1981, the editors wanted to re-brand the books, which is why 
photographic covers were used for the first few Peter Davison titles, and 
this new style was planned for all subsequent books. But when actors’ 
agents started asking for payment and royalties, and the clearances 
process became an accounting nightmare, the books reverted to artwork 
covers, for which no clearance or royalties were payable. However when 
Janet Fielding queried this, Target found themselves in the position of 
having to pay actors royalties for artwork based on photos! This is why 
many of the books published in the mid-1980s did not feature the 
Doctor, companions or guest actors on the covers! (The Mark of the 
Rani cover was deliberately painted to obscure the Rani’s features to 
avoid paying Kate O’Mara a likeness fee!) 
 As for the Colin Baker ‘problem’, this was actually due to a 
misunderstanding between his agent and Target. The first cover for The 
Twin Dilemma featured artwork by Andrew Skilleter, but when Baker’s 

DOCTOR’S
DILEMMA

The return of the TSV Q&A panel, in 
which JON PREDDLE attempts

 to answer readers’ questions about 
Doctor Who trivia
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agents enquired as to what the standard fee was, Target thought the 
agent was asking for more money, and panicked. They requested 
that Skilleter paint a replacement cover without Baker on it! The 
Twin Dilemma was originally scheduled as book No. 96, but was 
replaced by The Mind of Evil, published in July 1985. The Twin 
Dilemma was eventually released in 1986, now numbered book 
No. 104. 
 Any and all problems regarding fees for actors’ likenesses 
seemed to have be resolved by the early 1990s, as by then Target 
began to reissue the novels with blue spines and new artwork (by 
Alistair Pearson or Andrew Skilleter), and most of them featured 
the relevant Doctor on the cover.

[Thanks to David J Howe and his excellent series on articles on the 
History of Target books published in DWM in 2000.]

We all know the cliché but how many times were quarries 
used as alien planets in Doctor Who, as opposed to standing 
in for a real quarry (like in The Dalek Invasion of Earth or 
The Hand of Fear)? It had become an in-joke by the Tom 
Baker period, but was it due to Pertwee’s one season and 
occasional trips away (Colony in Space, Frontier in Space and 
Planet of the Daleks) or did it go back to the Troughton era, 
since most of Hartnells were studio bound?

— David Ronayne 

A sandpit at Callow Hill was the main location used in The Savages 
for the unnamed planet of the Elders. A quarry in the true sense 
of the word was used to depict the planet Telos in The Tomb of The 
Cybermen. The Gerrard Cross Sand and Gravel Quarry, Wapsey’s 
Wood, Oxford Rd, Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire, also featured 
in The Dominators, The Twin Dilemma, and again as Telos in the 
Cyber sequel Attack of the Cybermen! So Tomb is the first official use 
of an actual quarry. So far the new series has only once ventured 
into a quarry (for The Impossible Planet/The Satan Pit). But since 
Wales is known to have a number of them, I guess it is only a matter 
of time that the Doctor and Martha end up quarry-bound… For a 
(hopefully!) definitive tally, see the list on this page.

In The Parting of the Ways the Daleks start destroying 
the Earth continents, and Lynda starts reading them off: 
“Europa, Pacifica, the New America Alliance, Australasia…”. 
But if Australasia is Australia (and New Zealand?) as can 
be seen on screen, and the North and South America 
landmasses seem unchanged until they are struck, where 
exactly is Pacifica? 

— David Ronayne 

Pacifica might refer to the Pacific Ocean, and therefore the various 
islands and communities that exist there. In the 2,001st century 
(when this story is set), it is possible that the Pacific islands are 

The Dalek Invasion of Earth
The Ambassadors of Death
Terror of the Zygons 
The Android Invasion  
The Seeds of Doom  
The Hand of Fear  
Earthshock   
Battlefield 

QUARRIES (or SIMILAR WORKINGS) as 
QUARRIES (or SIMILAR WORKINGS)

QUARRIES (or SIMILAR WORKINGS) as 
ALIEN PLANETS or OTHER LOCATIONS

The First Doctor
The Savages (Jano’s world [unnamed]

The Second Doctor
The Underwater Menace (island)
The Macra Terror (Earth colony [unnamed]
The Tomb of the Cybermen (Telos)
The Dominators (Dulkis)
The Krotons (planet of the Gonds [unnamed])
 
The Third Doctor
Colony in Space (Uxarieus)
The Mutants (Solos)
The Three Doctors (Omega’s anti-matter universe/
location the Second Doctor was taken from)
Carnival of Monsters (Drashigs’ swamp)
Frontier in Space (Ogron planet [unnamed])
Planet of the Daleks (Spiridon)
The Green Death (Metebelis 3)
Death to the Daleks (Exxilon)

The Fourth Doctor
Genesis of the Daleks (Skaro)
The Seeds of Doom (Antarctica)
The Deadly Assassin (Goth’s Matrix construct)
The Invasion of Time (Gallifrey)
The Stones of Blood (cliff by ocean)
Destiny of the Daleks (Skaro)

The Fifth Doctor 
The Five Doctors (Death Zone of Gallifrey)
The Caves of Androzani (Androzani Minor)

The Sixth Doctor 
The Twin Dilemma (Titan 3 and Jaconda)
Attack of the Cybermen (Telos)

The Seventh Doctor
Time and the Rani (Lakertya)
Delta and the Bannermen (unnamed planet)
The Greatest Show in the Galaxy (Segonax) 
Survival (planet of the Cheetah People (unnamed)

The Tenth Doctor
The Impossible Planet/The Satan Pit (Krop Tor/The 
Bitter Pill)

HONOURABLE (ROCKY) MENTIONS

The War Games (rubbish dump for WWI location)
The Green Death (Welsh slag heaps and mine 
area)
Planet of Fire (Lanzarote and Sarn) 
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more populated than they are now, and possibly exist 
under a single united government called ‘Pacifica’. 

Now that The Sarah Jane Adventures pilot, 
Invasion of the Bane, has aired, how well does 
it fit into the continuity established by the new 
Doctor Who and Torchwood series? 

— Adam McGechan

In short, the answer is: not very well! To create 
some sense of consistency within the three separate 
‘continuities’ we first have to look at when each series is 
set, and then try and squash them together.

Army of Ghosts first appeared ”months” after Love & 
Monsters, the events of Army of Ghosts/Doomsday would 
have taken place in August. 

TORCHWOOD
In the first episode, Everything Changes, it is confirmed 
that the London Torchwood division was destroyed 
during the Dalek/Cybermen attack, so Torchwood is 
set after Doomsday. In episode eight, They Keep Killing 
Suzie, it is revealed that the events of episode one took 
place “three months” earlier. Episode 10, Out of Time, 
is set during the week leading up to Christmas, with 
the final scene occurring on Christmas Eve, so at that 
point both Torchwood and Doctor Who, specifically The 
Runaway Bride, are running concurrently. Taking into 
account the passing of three months between episodes 
one and eight, and that only a few weeks pass between 
eight and ten, Gwen must have joined Torchwood 
around September 2007. This means the Doomsday 
Cybermen/Dalek attack occurred around August 
– which ties in with the date I have proposed for Army 
of Ghosts above! The war-time scenes of episode twelve, 
Captain Jack Harkness, are set on 20th January 1941. 
It’s possible that Jack and Tosh travel through the Rift 
from a relative point in time, so it could be 20th January 
2008 in the Torchwood timeline. 
 In short, Torchwood Series One and Doctor Who 
do work together (so far!) in a single ‘continuity’. We 
must assume that from Martha Jones’s point of view, 
Series Three takes place during 2008, and presumably 
the final scene in Torchwood’s last episode leads into 
the final three episodes of Series Three of Doctor Who 
which are known to feature the return of Jack…

THE SARAH JANE ADVENTURES
Early publicity stated that this new series was set in 
“the present day”. In the pilot, Invasion of the Bane, 
Sarah refers to her re-encounter with the Doctor, so 
this new series is set after School Reunion. Sarah has 
an attic filled with all sorts of alien gizmos, the biggest 
of these being ‘Mr Smith’, the all-purpose computer. 
It would appear that Sarah did not have Mr Smith in 
School Reunion, as she was still very much reliant on 
K9. She also didn’t have her sonic-lipstick or high-tech 
wristwatch scanner in that episode, so obviously those 
devices are later developments. Indeed, Sarah says that 
it was her recent meeting with the Doctor (referring to 
School Reunion) that spurred her on to new adventures, 
and it is likely these were built based on plans that the 
Doctor had programmed into K9 Mark Four. By the 
time the Bane invades, the new K9 has been in space 
for 18 months helping the Swiss close up a black hole 
(yes, really!). Adding an arbitrary period of two to three 

SPOILER WARNING!
THE FOLLOWING SECTION CONTAINS 
SPOILERS FOR THE RUNAWAY BRIDE, 
TORCHWOOD SERIES ONE, AND THE PILOT 
EPISODE OF THE SARAH JANE ADVENTURES!

DOCTOR WHO
Let’s start from Series One. Rose is set in March 2005. 
This much is stated on the “Missing Person” posters 
seen in Aliens of London. Rose returns home a whole 
year later, so Aliens of London/World War Three is set in 
March 2006. All subsequent ‘present day’ Earth visits 
are based on Jackie and Mickey’s timeframe, rather 
then Rose’s, so it’s 2006 – one year ahead of broadcast 
– for the rest of Series One. This means Rose herself is 
always one year out of sync from her own time. Boom 
Town is set “six months” after Aliens of London, so it’s 
September. The Christmas Invasion therefore takes place 
in December 2006. 
 The ‘present’ segments of Series Two take place 
during 2007: School Reunion is around January/
February, while Love & Monsters is set (from Jackie’s 
perspective) from March and probably a month or so 
later, say May (it is stated that Victor Kennedy first 
showed up at LINDA in March, and Elton met and 
called in on Jackie over a long period of time after 
that). Skipping ahead to Doomsday, the final farewell 
scene on the Norwegian beach must take place on 
Christmas Eve, if not for the simple fact that Donna’s 
wedding was on the 24th December and she only 
moved spatially, not temporally, when appearing in 
the TARDIS (The Runaway Bride). Like the 2006 
Christmas special, The Runaway Bride is actually set 
one year ahead of its transmission date. In Doomsday, 
Jackie is “three months” pregnant, so she conceived 
in September. Taking into account that the ghosts in 
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months after School Reunion during which Mr Smith 
was built and installed, Invasion of the Bane would 
appear to be set in late 2008, say October.
 So, in summary, with the broadcast of The Runaway 
Bride and the final episodes of Series One of Torchwood, 
both Doctor Who and Torchwood ended up in sync with 
one another (although they were not actually screened 
in chronological order!). But The Sarah Jane Adventures 
is set a year later. It could quite easily run concurrent 
with the Doctor Who/Torchwood timelines if it weren’t 
for the 18 months that K9 has been otherwise engaged. 
Whether this ‘two years later’ was intended or not is 
unknown. I suspect that it wasn’t intentional, and that 
Davies and the producers simply haven’t been keeping 
tabs of the dates and internal consistencies they have 
already created for the series and spin-off. Of course, 
it could all crumble and collapse around the proverbial 
ankles should a calendar or other conflicting dates be 
later introduced into any of the three series!
 Goodness, it’s like the UNIT Years all over again!

Send your Doctor Who questions and queries for 
Doctor’s Dilemma to adam@zetaminor.com or 
by post to the TSV address. See you next issue!

2005
MARCH  Rose

2006
MARCH  Aliens of London/
  World War Three
SEPTEMBER  Boom Town
DECEMBER  The Christmas Invasion

2007
JANUARY (?) School Reunion
MARCH – MAY (?) Love & Monsters
AUGUST  Army of Ghosts/Doomsday   
  (all but last 10 minutes)
SEPTEMBER  Torchwood (episode 1)
DECEMBER (early) Torchwood (episode 8)
24th DECEMBER Torchwood (episode 10)
  Doomsday (final 10 minutes)
  The Runaway Bride
2008
JANUARY  Torchwood (episode 12)
JANUARY – (?) Doctor Who Series Three
OCTOBER – (?)  The Sarah Jane Adventures

SUGGESTED NEW SERIES TIMELINE
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be made by PayPal, direct bank deposit (in NZ) or cheque. Cheques can be paid in NZ$, or : UK£, US$, A$ at the 
current exchange rate; make payable to ‘NZ Doctor Who Fan Club’ and mail to PO Box 7061 Wellesley St, 
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ANDREW SCREEN TALKS TO DOCTOR WHO ASSISTANT DIRECTOR JON OLDER

The DirectorDances
With a raft of credits dating 

back to the start of the 1980s, 
Jon Older has worked on 
many popular and successful 

productions including Robin of Sherwood, 
Coronation Street, Lexx, Foyle’s War and of 
course the new series of Doctor Who. He’s a 
self confessed fan of horror and science fiction 
and, as well as being an assistant director, he 
also has an extensive collection of rare and 
collectable books connected with the genre. 
In his spare time Jon runs the website www.
hammerbooks.net, which catalogues his rare 
book collection.
 
TSV: First could I ask a little about 
your background and early life?
JON: Well I was born in 1953 (a good year 
for things like The Quatermass Experiment on 
TV and The War of the Worlds at the movies) 
at RAF St. Athan in South Wales, which 
funnily enough was one of our locations for 
The Empty Child on Doctor Who. Most of my 
schooling was in North Wales, in Wrexham 
and I did a degree in English and Drama at 
Bangor University, so there’s always been a 
strong Welsh connection in my background, 
although both my parents are in fact English 
through and through. Mum’s a Londoner and 
Dad’s from Kent. I was initially intending to 
become an architect like my grandfather, but 
I started to get more interested in drama and 
film by the time I was doing my A levels and 
always intended to do something in that line 
– I just didn’t know what.
 
Are you a fan of Doctor Who and if 
so what was your earliest memory of 
the series?
Always. I’ve always been an SF/horror fan. I 
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The Director
think the first film I ever saw at the cinema was Earth vs 
The Flying Saucers at the age of four! I not only saw the 
first episode go out twice in 1963 (because of the Kennedy 
assassination), but I think I’ve seen almost every episode 
ever made. I might have missed an episode of The Space 
Pirates or The Smugglers – I really can’t remember – but 
apart from that I saw them all!
 
How did you get into the industry and what was 
the first thing you worked on? According to the 
Internet Movie Database you started as a floor 
manager on Granada’s legal drama Crown Court 
in 1980 – although there actually wasn’t a series 
that year, only in ‘79 and ‘81– before moving 
onto the same position on Coronation Street.
Well after I graduated I decided to try live theatre and got 
a job as a lowly-paid stagehand at the Belgrade Theatre 
in Coventry. Loved the theatre, hated Coventry! From 
there I went to Pitlochry in Scotland, and Exeter at the 
Northcott on the university campus, before going back to 
the Highlands for another season in 1979. I then decided 
to try and get into television production and literally wrote 
to every TV company in the country looking for a job. 
Granada TV were the only ones who responded positively 
and invited me to work for them on a sort of trial basis as 
a freelance Assistant Stage Manager on a couple of their 
shows. So in fact the first TV drama I ever worked on 
was an episode of The Mallens that Mary McMurray was 
directing, on location in Dovedale in the Peak District. 
Both the Crown Court and Coronation Street credits were 
my first solo shows as a staff Floor Manager at Granada, so 
it’s quite possible that my Crown Court was in ‘81, and after 
my Coronation Street which was definitely the first I did on 
my own (without supervision). I don’t remember the title 
of the Coronation Street, but it did have Nigel Stock and 
Zena Walker in it, so I remember interrogating them both 
about their appearance in The Prisoner together!

You then moved into third assistant directing 
on various one-off dramas including Closing 
Ranks (a cold war thriller directed by Gordon 
Flemyng). How did this come about – was 
it a natural progression from being a floor 
manager?
Well actually I was already thirding on stuff like Closing 
Ranks while I was still freelance at Granada. I just put in for 
the first staff position as soon as one came up and I got it. I 
did more drama at Granada as an Assistant Stage Manager/
Third Assistant Director than I did once I became staff 
because then I had to work on all of the studio output 
including current affairs like Granada Reports, What The 
Papers Say and University Challenge, so I left again.
 
Flemyng directed the two 1960s Dalek films. 
Any particular memories of working with him? 
Did you recognise his name from the two Dalek 

films?
Oh I knew who Gordon Flemyng was alright – Gordon 
was seriously scary! Everyone tip-toed around him on the 
set. He was a pretty tough task master, with a razor sharp 
line in sarcastic put-downs, delivered in an impeccable 
Glaswegian accent. But very well thought of at Granada. 
He couldn’t be persuaded to talk about his work on the 
two Dalek movies, but I have to say that he was as nice 
as pie to me when we were off set and only bollocked me 
once during the entire show (because I managed to lose 
some extras who just wandered off early for lunch one 
day). I didn’t do it again!
 
You then moved into Second Assistant Director 
position with production including the 1986 
Alan Clarke-directed film Rita, Sue and Bob 
Too and a version of The Canterville Ghost 
starring John Gielgud. What are the difference 
in role between a Third and Second Assistant 
Director?
Well, they’re quite different. The third works with the 
First Assistant Director on set – helping to co-ordinate the 
various departments and acting as the First‘s extra pair of 
arms and legs, maybe helping to direct background action 
for scenes. The Third AD also helps the Second AD at the 
start and end of the day to get actors through costume and 
make-up and on set, or into cars on wrap. The Second AD 
compiles the daily call sheet in consultation with the First, 
and really runs all the behind the scenes stuff to get the 
actors to work, on set, and home again – as well as making 
sure all of the other daily requirements (like stunt doubles, 
extras, and action vehicles) are properly set up.
 
You also worked on the HTV series Robin Of 
Sherwood. This was an extremely popular series 
at the time and involved a lot of location work. 
Was the location work difficult to organise and 
manage? Any particular memories of the series 
and why do you think it was so popular?
Yes I was the Second AD on all of series two and half 
of series three, which was when I decided to leave HTV 
West and go permanently freelance. One of my abiding 
memories of the show is being jumped on by the Merry 
Men, having my trousers forcibly removed, and being left 
to hunt for them in a pair of borrowed peasant leggings 
from the costume department! I eventually found my 
pants trussed up like a side of beef and hidden in the 
catering kitchen. The boys were very fond of stunts like 
that. Robin was quite hard work, as we were always having 
to shoot on remote, inaccessible locations, in all kinds of 
weather conditions. I also got to meet the late Terry Walsh, 
who was our stunt co-ordinator on Robin and who also did 
a lot of work on Doctor Who in the 1970s – about which 
I questioned him endlessly. I don’t know really why Robin 
Of Sherwood was so popular – I suppose largely because of 
Mike Praed who was a bit of a pin-up at the time – but it 
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was pretty new in its approach to an old TV idea. And all 
of the mysticism certainly helped I think. I think Clive 
Mantle still lives just down the road from me in Bath.
 
Another highlight of your career (and a 
personal fave of mine) is the espionage thriller 
Codename: Kyril starring Edward Woodward in 
a role not far removed from his signature role 
as Callan. What was he like to work with? Any 
other memories of working on the show?
What? Apart from Edward having a heart attack in the 
middle of shooting you mean? Actually he was delightful 
to work with, absolutely on the money and no trouble at 
all – even when he wasn’t feeling very well! That was a 
pretty good show I think, but unfortunately seemed to 
disappear without trace after its first screening. I do recall 
us shooting a huge explosion in the middle of Bristol 
quayside (in fact where the new Lloyds Bank building 
now stands) which must have broken some windows in 
the neighbourhood. And I also remember a very eventful 
location trip to Amsterdam for several days and getting 
quite pissed with Peter Vaughan (who is such a funny 
bloke despite his scary exterior) in a gay bar in Oslo. It was 
the only place we could find that was open! Ian Charleson 
on the other hand was a very quiet guy who I think already 
knew then that he was dying from AIDS, but kept it from 
everyone on the show. But a really nice bloke.
 
What impact did Edward Woodward’s heart 
attack have on the production? 
Fortunately not too much. I think we were shooting in 
a big country house south of Bath somewhere (the place 
where Richard E. Grant gets shot) at the time when I 
got the news. Because Edward wasn’t in every scene (in 
fact we had quite a big cast come to think of it) we were 
able to reschedule and keep on going until he was able 
to come back to us and complete his part. I think a new 
character was also created to do some of the stuff that Ed 
had originally been intended to do.
 
You seem to become very busy around the late 
80s and into the 90s with credits on a variety of 
shows including Inspector Wexford, Byker Grove, 
The Knock, She’s Out and Hamish Macbeth to 
name but a few. Was this a case of becoming an 
established production member and therefore 
becoming more in demand?
Just old age I think! I don’t recall making any kind of 
decision to work more often, I think it’s just that the 
longer you’ve been doing it, the more contacts you have 
within the industry who know where to find you. People 
form an opinion of you and know what you might or 
might not be suitable for.
 
You also worked on episodes of Lexx – was this 
on the episodes filmed in the UK for the third 

season? Was there any difference between 
working on a UK produced series and an North 
American one? Was it better resourced and 
financed?
No certainly not! In fact in some ways it was even worse, 
because it was a fairly complex co-production, and we 
were often getting scripts very very late into production. I 
actually worked on Lexx in Halifax Nova Scotia for about 
five months on series 3, but didn’t do any of the UK or 
German shooting at the end of the run. The hours were a 
bit mad, and we had an oddball mix of crew (a combination 
of local Canadians, a handful of Germans, and a couple of 
us Brits) but I had a great time on Lexx and fell in love with 
Halifax completely. In fact I still get back whenever I can 
afford it. The Shoe Shop bar in Argyle street has taken a 
lot of my cash over the years. The Canadian shooting day 
is actually longer than in the UK, and when you factor in 
having to observe talent turn-around times, you can end 
up shooting some really crazy hours. As a show I loved 
Lexx because it had loads of originality, a great music score 
and bad taste by the bucketful. A perfect combination 
really.
 
More recently you’ve worked with Peter 
Davison on his series The Last Detective and 
Michael Kitchen on Foyle’s War. Davison comes 
across as a very affable person in interviews and 
commentaries. What was he like to work with? 
Michael Kitchen is a very good actor and on 
occasion has been put forwarded as a potential 
actor to play the Doctor – do you think he’d be 
good in the role?
Peter is absolutely brilliant. Completely professional, 
easy going, a great actor and just general nice guy. Can’t 
say enough good things about him really. The last time I 
worked with him was on the untransmitted pilot for his 
upcoming sit-com Easy Peasy, but sadly I wasn’t around 
to do the series itself which is due any time soon. As for 
Michael as a potential Doctor? Well, I can kind of see 
him in the role (as a much less manic Doctor for sure) 

I’VE ALWAYS BEEN AN SF/
HORROR FAN. I THINK I’VE SEEN 
ALMOST EVERY EPISODE EVER 
MADE. I MIGHT HAVE MISSED 
AN EPISODE OF THE SPACE 
PIRATES OR THE SMUGGLERS, 
BUT APART FROM THAT I SAW 
THEM ALL!
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but I know that he’d never be prepared to accept the huge 
workload that playing the character now entails.
 
Have you ever had any ambitions to be a 
director?
Check my credits! I have directed. Some second unit 
scenes for Byker Grove and an episode of a very obscure 
Canadian/UK SF series called Starhunter (I First AD’d half 
of the twenty-two episodes and directed Bad Seed) which I 
went over to New Brunswick to work on for seven months 
in 2000.
 
I don’t think many people will have heard of 
Starhunter – what was the premise?
Well that’s hardly surprising. Starhunter was a Canadian-
UK co-production that we shot in a little town called 
Minto in New Brunswick, Canada, in 2000. It was a 
‘Western-in-space’ series following the adventures of 
Dante Montana (played by Michael Pare) and the crew of 
the retired spaceliner Tulip (it stood for something – I can’t 
remember what) and the search for Dante’s missing son 
Travis. It was almost exclusively shot on soundstages in an 
old ceramics factory – we did very little location shooting 
at all, apart from an occasional trip to a local quarry. It 
looks very low budget – and was fraught with production 
problems along the way, but we finally managed to get all 
twenty-two episodes done. We did Firefly way before Joss 
Whedon did! I got to direct the last episode we actually 
shot – Bad Seed, by which time all of the principal cast 
weren’t speaking to each other! So I asked the writer to 
come up with a story that split them all up.
 
It got cancelled didn’t it? How many episodes 
aired?
It wasn’t cancelled exactly. Series one transmitted in Canada 
on the Space Channel and a number of North American 
cable channels and a whole second series of twenty-two 
episodes, with a largely new cast, was also shot in 2001, 
but this time in Toronto – but without the original 
producers, Dan D’Or and Philip J. Jackson. They tried 
to mount a third season in 2002, but it ultimately all fell 
apart with major disagreements between the production 
partners. There’s a R1 boxset DVD of series two, but so 
far series one has only appeared in a R4 Australian set and 
a couple of really badly authored R1 discs full of artefacts 
and picture break-up).
 
A major difference between US and UK series 
seems to be that the US series are very ratings 
driven and so often many shows never reach a 
resolution. Do you think UK TV will go this way 
eventually?
I think it largely already has, when you have an organisation 
like the BBC – which should clearly not be ratings driven 
because it has guaranteed financing – obviously is. And 
don’t forget not so long ago most of Making Waves was 

junked without being shown because of poor ratings. 
What a huge waste of time and effort. 
 
How did you first come into contact with the 
relaunched series of Doctor Who?
I knew quite early on that it was coming back through 
industry contacts, so I made it my business to find out who 
the Line Producer was going to be and fired off a letter and 
a CV to Cardiff. Nothing really happened for a while but 
I eventually got a call from another AD friend of mine 
whom Keith Boak had approached for Doctor Who. He 
couldn’t do it, and asked if I interested. This was just after 
I’d already started on another production! Fortunately later 
on I did eventually get a call from Helen Vallis asking me 
to meet with James Hawes and that was that.
 
Being a fan of the series, how did becoming part 
of the production team feel? 
Brilliant! Fantastic!

The Empty Child and The Doctor Dances seemed 
to be extremely complex productions. Was it a 
nightmare to juggle everything and what where 
the major hurdles? 
The hardest thing about that story was the fact that every 
single scene in both episodes occurs at night – there are no 
daylight scenes. And we had a script in which a very small 
boy, Albert Valentine, has to play quite a lot of scenes, and 
there were obvious limitations on his working hours. In 
the end we managed to get dispensations from the local 
authorities for the essential late night scenes with Albert, 
and we also sometimes doubled him with another little boy 
in a gas mask so that he didn’t have to work for too long 
on set. I just remember getting very cold in the wee small 
hours at the station in Penarth – generally around two in 
the morning – but we were lucky in that it didn’t really 
rain on us at all while we were there. The flying sequences 
with Billie were also a bit time consuming and tricky – she 
did nearly all of it herself – and bizarrely we did quite a 
lot of it in a new aircraft hanger at RAF St. Athan. Which 
just happens to be where I was born – actually on the base 
– back in 1953!

How long was the shooting schedule?
Not long enough! I’d have to look it up to tell you exactly 
but I think we were aiming at about thirteen days per 
episode. We did do a couple of pick-up and insert days 
before we broke up for Christmas as well.
 
You’ve worked with director James Hawes on 
all your Doctor Who episodes. What’s he like to 
work with? 
James is great. He knows what he wants to shoot (which 
isn’t always the case believe me) and knows when to 
compromise and when to stick his ground; and he has a 
sense of humour about film-making which is probably the 
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most important quality anyone can have. His family also 
has a wine importing business which is very useful!
 
For The Christmas Invasion, was it surreal to 
be simulating Christmas during the height of 
summer? Again, this seemed like another tough 
shoot. 
I think in fairness to everyone else, every episode of Doctor 
Who is a tough shoot! There’s so much to do, in terms 
of location shooting, costuming, special props and set 
requirements. It’s just a monster of a show that somehow 
– through everyone’s good-humoured commitment to it 
– always gets done in the end (but not necessarily always 
on time!). Christmas in summer time was pretty weird. 
The Santas really felt it in those costumes and some of our 
Sycorax warriors were also getting woozy occasionally. The 
most frustrating thing about the Christmas show was the 
end scene with all that bloody snow around the TARDIS. 
I really hate the way that looks because to me it’s obvious 
that the snow continuity from shot to shot is pretty non-
existent! The wind got up and we just couldn’t get the 
snow to go where we wanted it to. And eventually we just 
ran out of time to keep on doing it.

You’ve now worked with two actors to play 
the Doctor, Christopher Eccleston and David 
Tennant. What, to you, are the major differences 
in their approach to the role? 
They are two very different actors. Chris was very quiet, 
very intense, and wanted to spend as little time on the 
set as possible. Not in a bad way, but I think because he 
wanted to keep in character, and not be distracted by all 
of the other stuff that goes on when you’re setting a scene 
up. David on the other hand is very energised when he’s 
on set and is perfectly prepared to debate the merits of 
Pat Troughton’s Doctor over Tom Baker’s when the grip is 
laying a track. They both seemed to get on really well with 
Billie too. In fact, the Doctor Who crew generally is one of 
the nicest it’s been my luck to work with.

Did you work on the Tower of London sequences 
set on the roof? Permission being granted for 
this was a first wasn’t it? 
I certainly did. Just prayed for a fine day when I was 
scheduling that and we lucked in for once. I can’t recall 
anyone else ever having shot up there, but that’s the thing 
about Doctor Who. Just the name itself opens doors to 
locations that otherwise wouldn’t even consider having a 
film unit on the premises.

What are your memories of working on New 
Earth? Was there anything different between 
working on the first and second series?
Not really. It was still just as hard. With James back on 
board as director, it meant our approach to shooting was 
just the same – except that this time we were shooting 

three episodes rather than two. New Earth seemed to have 
endless pick-up shots of zombies always being shot by a 
second unit in various locations. The cat-nun make-ups 
were fantastic – completely believable from six inches away! 
Unfortunately one of the actors was a bit claustrophobic 
and continually wanted to pull her make-up off, but we 
usually managed to talk her out of it with a saucer of milk 
or a fluffy toy. The Duke of Manhattan’s part had to be 
trimmed as we were shooting because we just couldn’t 
accommodate his make-up and costume time (something 
like five hours!) into our shooting schedule.

Are you a K9/Sarah Jane Smith fan? We saw 
you on Doctor Who Confidential providing the 
voice of K9 on set. What was this like?
I’ve always liked the K9 character, but think he suffered 
from over-use in the original series. I thought his inclusion 
here was a nice touch and he worked very well in the 
context of the story. In an earlier draft of the script, he 
really did sacrifice himself at the end of the story. It was 
only after we all objected that he made a reappearance at 
the end. I had a lot of fun playing K9 on set – even if I 
did get loads of grief from James for my performance! Still 
don’t know why they didn’t use me in the final edit. I’m 
definitely cheaper than John Leeson.
 
Elizabeth Sladen hasn’t seemed to age at all and 
seemed to fall very easily back into the role. 
Did she find it difficult on set at all? 
I think Liz was a bit wary on her first day back, but when 
she saw that we were all taking this seriously and that it 
wasn’t some kind of knowing piss-take, she really relaxed 
and got straight back into it. And she looked great! Very 
trim. We had a bit of a mishap with her in the gym when 
she slipped on the polished floor and pulled a ligament, but 
our Third AD Lynsey looked great in a wig and a double 
costume for some of the running down corridors shots.
 
Again you worked with a lot of child actors on 
this episode. Was this restrictive in terms of 

I THINK IN FAIRNESS TO 
EVERYONE ELSE, EVERY EPISODE 
OF DOCTOR WHO IS A TOUGH 
SHOOT! THERE’S SO MUCH 
TO DO. IT’S JUST A MONSTER 
OF A SHOW THAT SOMEHOW  
ALWAYS GETS DONE IN THE 
END (BUT NOT NECESSARILY 
ALWAYS ON TIME!).
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scheduling and planning? 
It wasn’t too bad because they were all over eight years old 
(which limits their working hours) and we were shooting 
in the school holidays (which meant we didn’t have to 
worry about tutoring time either). My biggest worry was 
that, as they weren’t getting paid individually for taking 
part (the schools were getting a fee instead),  that they 
wouldn’t all turn up after the first day because it was too 
boring. But they all did. It did mean that we had to shoot 
School Reunion before New Earth to fit in with the school 
holidays, but apart from that it didn’t present any major 
problems.
 
If you were asked to work on the series again 
would you (silly question I imagine)?
Next question! But I’d love to actually direct an episode 
of Doctor Who!
 
Who is your favourite Doctor out of all the 
actors to play the role?
Because I started out with Bill Hartnell he’s always been 
a favourite of mine. I think the Doctor should be an 
avuncular figure (nothing against David Tennant or Peter 
Davison) but out of personal choice I’d like to see an older 
actor in the role, but given today’s production schedules 
they’d probably never survive a season! Pat Troughton also 
rates highly just because he was a bloody good actor.
 
You’ve recently finished work on the new ITV 
series Primeval. What’s the premise of the 
show?
Primeval is set in modern-day England and concerns the 
attempts by Professor Cutter (Douglas Henshall) and his 
team to corral and return various prehistoric creatures 
that appear in all sorts of odd places, when a number of 
unexplained time-portals suddenly open up in the present. 
Six episodes, with Impossible Pictures hoping for a possible 
further thirteen next year if it’s a ratings hit.
 
This seems like a brave attempt from ITV to do 
serious SF. Do you think the series would have 
existed without the success of the relaunched 
Doctor Who? 
Probably not. Although it is kind of a natural off-shoot 
for Impossible after their success with the Walking with 
Dinosaurs shows. It’s their intention to move more and 
more into straight drama series, as opposed to the drama-
docs they are known for. Apparently our effects budget on 
Primeval is twice that for Doctor Who – although obviously 
it’s only half the number of episodes.

The series has lots of effects and CGI. Is this 
area of production difficult to deal with?
To be honest it’s not. You kind of establish the basic 
ground rules of how you’re going to shoot various visual 
effects – what you can and can’t do in terms of staging 

the action and camera movement etc – and then you’re 
off. Primeval is actually much easier than Doctor Who in 
that there weren’t endless special make-ups and costumes 
and props to schedule around, just some occasional inter-
activity with on set props and dressing (like putting wires 
on things to pull them over). I was actually quite surprised 
by some of the things we were doing – in that only a 
couple of years ago we would have had to use a motion 
control rig for some shots. Now we don’t. We just treat 
the CG characters as a normal part of the scene and shoot 
them as such.
 
Do you think the series will be a success? 
I think it will, although it depends on the scheduling. 
What I’ve seen of the completed shows looks very good. 
It’s got some cutesy stuff that isn’t to my taste, but it is 
meant to be a family show after all. But it also has some 
quite scary and violent scenes as well so I think that will 
keep the grown-ups interested as well. All depends really 
on how well Framestore do with their post-production 
effects.
 
What other programmes or films are you 
particularly a fan of apart from Doctor Who?
The Avengers has always been a big favourite of mine. I 
think Patrick MacNee is one of the most under-rated and 
talented actors we’ve had in this country. And I’m a big fan, 
because of my vast age, of the original The Twilight Zone 
and The Outer Limits. But top of the heap for me, just 
for originality and bravado and sheer imagination is The 
Prisoner! It wins any poll by a country mile and nothing 
else even comes close, even after forty years.
 
What future projects have you got lined up? 
Would you ever move into film production if 
you had the chance?
I’m just about to start shooting three episodes of a new 
series called Strictly Confidential in Leeds – all about sex 
therapists and their clients. Not a dinosaur or a Sycorax 
in sight. And there’s the possibility of the final outing for 
Foyle’s War towards the end of the year. I’d love to do more 
film productions as well. Availability conflicts meant I 
couldn’t do Creep not so long ago and then last year I just 
missed out on doing Severance which has just opened here 
in the UK. I’d quite happily spend the rest of my time 
doing horror films or SF shows if I could as that’s where 
my interests have always been in film and TV drama. 
Hopefully I’ll get back to Canada sometime if I can but 
otherwise my future’s an open book. That’s the great thing 
about being freelance. You never know where you’re going 
to end up next.
  
 
Thanks to Jon Older for an entertaining 
interview and sparing his time to answer all 
the questions.
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THE SEA DEVILS
THE SEA DEVILS is one of those serials 
which I just adored and loved as Doctor Who 
at its very, very best – particularly as I was 
only six years old when it was broadcast. It 
has so much action and adventure, some 
great scenes with the Doctor and Jo and the 
return of the Master whom I had thought 
was such a brilliant nemesis throughout the 
1971 season. I was delighted when – a few 
months ago – a routine chat between myself 
and Michael Stevens of BBC Audiobooks 
about sleeve notes and work on various SF 
and comedy releases ended up with him 
speculatively asking me if I’d like to write the 
linking narration to The Sea Devils for the 
forthcoming CD set Doctor Who: Monsters 
on Earth. I’d never done anything remotely 
like this before, but as an academic exercise 
it was terrific fun and a rather nice technical 
challenge. Mark Ayres and Michael Stevens 
then did further editing on the submission 
since this was a totally new ballpark for me, 
but listening to the results I’m amazed how 
much of my own text has remained and 
delighted at how Mark and Michael have 
improved the rest of it and still left me with 
a credit on the sleeve notes. And – best of all 
– the words are being read by my favourite 
companion ever ever ever ever in the entire 
history of everness: Katy Manning. When 
I started watching Doctor Who on a regular 
basis, Jo Grant was the wonderful heroine that 
your heart just melted for (when you were six 
years old) and, having met Katy on various 
subsequent occasions, I have to admit that it’s 
a repressed emotional attachment which is still 
probably locked into my psyche at a base level 
to this day.
 Anyway, as usual all timings come from 
the BBC Video release, and writer Malcolm 
Hulke and director Michael E. Briant (or 
rather plain old Michael Briant as he was at 
the time, until he got fed up with people 
confusing him with the star of The Stone 
Tape et al) seemed to time the scripts so well 
that there is very little to trim away prior to 
transmission.

MISSING MOMENTS

by ANDREW PIXLEY
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ANDREW PIXLEY

EPISODE ONE [FINAL DURATION 24’40”]

8’31” One interesting exchange between the Doctor and Jo after seeing the Master was not recorded, 
coming after the Doctor saying that the Master will be imprisoned forever.

         (JO IS SHOCKED AT THE
          THOUGHT OF PERPETUAL
          IMPRISONMENT, EVEN FOR
                                    THE MASTER)

                JO:   Won’t they ever let him go?

                DOCTOR:  After all he’s done?

EPISODE TWO [FINAL DURATION 24’30”]

3’48” An exchange between Jo and the Doctor while trapped in the cabin is omitted and replaced by a 
three second shot of the Sea Devil between the Doctor commenting about their attacker being like “those 
creatures in the caves” and that it is “Completely hostile.” A version of this is retained on page 51 of Malcolm 
Hulke’s 1974 novelisation, Doctor Who and the Sea-Devils (with added hyphen!).

                             JO:   What are you talking about?

CRAB R. and        DOCTOR WHO: Probably a related
let JO in        species. I tried to talk to it,
for C2S DR./JO        but it’s no good. Completely hostile.

5’40” The only substantial cut to the serial was this scene after the departure of the helicopter for the sea 
fort.  Meanwhile, back at the Chateau…

83. 1  D        7.   INT. CHATEAU.  MASTER’S ROOM  DAY
      BCU
      TRENCHARD
       (THE MASTER IS EATING    
        HIS BREAKFAST AT AN     
        IMMACULATELY LAID
        TABLE

                TRENCHARD IS
                            HOVERING NERVOUSLY
               NEARBY)
                                    
          TRENCHARD:  My dear fellow, it’s
         simply not on. 
84. 4  E          /   
      CS PLATE  
         MASTER:  Don’t you have any
 PAN UP with       influence?
 fork to
 CU MASTER      /
    /       TRENCHARD:  Not with the Navy – not
85. 3  E  /       on that level.
 M.DEEP 2S
 MASTER/                Pity.
 TRENCHARD       MASTER:/ We must have that sonar
         equipment. It’s essential to our plan.
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 PAN TRENCHARD
 L.                  /
     /   TRENCHARD:  It’s out of the question.
86. 1  D   /    There’s no way of getting the
 MCU TRENCHARD       official authorisation.

         (THE MASTER IS
          LOOKING AROUND
          THE TABLE)
87. 4  E       /
 MCU MASTER
         MASTER:   Marmalade?  Please.
88. 3  E        /
 MS TRENCHARD                (TRENCHARD HANDS
           OVER A LITTLE
 PAN him to         SILVER POT)
 M2S with
 MASTER        TRENCHARD:  Here it is, old man.
 
 TRACK IN
 on  MASTER
 to MCU        MASTER:  Thank you.   If we can’t get
         the equipment officially there’s only
         one solution.  We must steal it.
89. 4  E                /
      CU TRENCHARD          TRENCHARD:  What?

         (TRENCHARD THINKS THE
          MASTER MUST HAVE BEEN
          JOKING)

               Oh yes.  Jolly good.  Nip over the
               barbed wire, dodge the guards, rifle
               the stores – eh?
90. 1  D     /
      CU MASTER
         MASTER:   Something like that.

         (THE THOUGHT HAS
          STRUCK TRENCHARD
          THAT THE MASTER
          MAY NOT BE JOKING
          AFTER ALL.  YET HE
          STILL CANNOT QUITE
91. 3  E         BELIEVE IT)  /
 MC2S MASTER/
 TRENCHARD       TRENCHARD:  You really mean it? ...

         MASTER:   I most certainly do.

         TRENCHARD:  Out of the question!
         You’re asking me to commit a criminal
92. 1  D               act!   /
      MCU MASTER
                MASTER:   The enemy have sunk
         three ships.  Isn’t that a 
         criminal act?
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93. 4  E        /
      MS TRENCHARD  
          TRENCHARD:  Of course it is.  But I
 CRAB R. and        think I’ve gone far enough.  The
 PAN him L. to        government will cope.
 DEEP 2S
 TRENCHARD/MASTER
          MASTER:  And how many more lives will
94. 3  E         be lost while they’re “coping” ? /
      CU MASTER        Isn’t it your duty to save those lives,
          Defeat the enemies of your country?
95. 1  D        /
      CU TRENCHARD        TRENCHARD:   But we haven’t a chance
          of breaking into the Naval Base.
          Place is top security.  Guards every-
96. 3  E         where.   /
 CU MASTER   
          MASTER:   I’m well aware of that.
          We shall go straight through the front
97. 4  E         gate. /Could you  pour me some coffee?
 CS CUP
 TRENCHARD b/g

98. 3  E           /
      BCU MASTER

Parts of the above were resurrected by Hulke for his prose version, finding their way into a scene before 
the Doctor and Jo arrived at the sea fort (which had become an oil-rig in the book). In fact, it was appended 
to the Episode One sequence of the Master and Trenchard plotting the sinkings on the map and noting the 
importance of the sea fort, and can be found on pages 42 to 43 – albeit without the trimmings of the Master’s 
breakfast. 

21’11” A minor trim to the end of the scene in Trenchard’s office when the Governor tells his guards that 
Jo is “not to leave.”

     {HE PUTS DOWN THE
      PHONE AND THINKS FOR
      A MOMENT.)
219. 2 F       /  
      Over TRENCHARD’S    HE CROSSES TO THE MONITOR
      shoulder     AND SWITCHES IT ON.
      CSO Screen.    THE SCREEN IS ALIVE BUT
      BLANK.   HE CLICKS
(FEED TO CSO SCREEN)    THE SWITCH IS ALIVE BUT
      NOTHING HAPPENS.
     4 E     TRENCHARD STARES AT
      CS CUSHION    THE MONITOR WORRIED)

220. 5 D          /
      CU TRENCHARD

So, some tightly edited scripts meaning no significant edits for the remaining two thirds of the serial (Episode 
Three: final duration 24’05”; Episode Four: final duration 24’53”; Episode Five: final duration 24’53”; Episode 
Six: final duration 25’24”) brings this Seventies classic to an end. And even if that last instalment does over-run 
a little, I mean – it’s just so good isn’t it?  Incidentally, did I mention that you can now get this cracking little 
aquatic adventure on CD as part of the Monsters on Earth set? It’s available from all good retailers and a real 
bargain at only… [That’s quite enough of that – Ed.]
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gem. A delightful and well-balanced mixture of broad comedy, 
tragedy and chiller, this is my favourite Big Finish release of 
2006 and indeed the play that I have been most excited about 
for quite a while.
 Fountain weaves a complicated but consistent mystery, 
in which every small detail is significant and every thread is 
resolved satisfactorily without cheating. The publisher’s robot 
(very Douglas Adams!) made me laugh out-loud as did the 
connection with a real-life range of 1970s Doctor Who books, 
and the delightful twist of an ending.
 The performances are of a quality rarely heard in Big 
Finish CDs. Arthur Smith is superb in a role that might well 
have been written for him, and Jon Culshaw’s cameos are a 
delight – particularly in the role that some fans have long been 
clamouring for him to play in proper Doctor Who. Michael 
Fenton Stevens is good value too. The regulars are all on 
good form, but the play belongs to Stephen Beckett, whose 
Richard is a multi-layered character, chillingly threatening, yet 
at the same time sympathetic – a character driven by the 
brutality of the period and the role that history has decreed 
for him, to act in ways that he finds repugnant, yet resigned 
to the inevitability of his situation. This is a truly compelling 
performance. The scenes between Richard and Davison’s 
Doctor are some of the strongest in the play.

Harassed by a publisher’s robot from the far future, sent to 
ensure that he fulfils a writing contract, the Doctor takes Peri 
and Erimem on a research trip to find out the truth about 
Richard III and the murder of the princes in the tower. Stopping 
off in Elizabethan England to take in the Shakespearean 
perspective – which they discover to be little more than 
politically motivated spin, the travellers arrive in the 1480s. 
However, due to some erratic behaviour from the TARDIS, 
the trio find themselves separated, the Doctor in 1485 as the 
end of Richard’s reign at the Battle of Bosworth approaches, 
Peri and Erimem in 1483, shortly after Richard has assumed 
power, deposing his young nephew Edward V and imprisoning 
him and his brother in the Tower. 
 The Doctor, Peri and Erimem are drawn towards a 
disreputable tavern the Kingmaker, but what is the connection 
between the drunken but friendly landlord Clarrie, and the 
King. These are hard, brutal times and Richard is a hard, brutal 
and ruthless man – but is he capable of killing his beloved 
brother’s children in pursuit of power? The travellers become 
embroiled in events as the forces of history impel them 
towards their bloody conclusion. With the King under the 
influence of a mysterious black-clad, bearded, time traveller, it 
becomes clear to both the Doctor and his companions that 
if Richard is not prepared to kill the princes, then to preserve 
the course of history, it may fall to them to carry out the act. 
In honesty I was not sure what to expect from this release. 
Although I would count myself a fan of Nev Fountain, in 
truth his comedy can be a little hit and miss – witness the 
latest series of Dead  Ringers. I am delighted to report that 
in The Kingmaker, Fountain has come up with an absolute 

The Kingmaker
BIG FINISH #81 | APRIL 2005
WRITER NEV FOUNTAIN DIRECTOR GARY RUSSELL STARRING PETER DAVISON, NICOLA 
BRYANT, CAROLINE MORRIS, ARTHUR SMITH, JON CULSHAW, STEPHEN BECKETT, MICHAEL FENTON 
STEVENS

A beautifully written and supremely well-acted 
release, in which the comedy is funny and the 
tragedy chilling. My favourite Big Finish for a long 
time.

9
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Jon Culshawʼs cameos are a delight 
– particularly in the role that some 
fans have long been clamouring for 
him to play…

STEVE HATCHER
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more direct access to their own view of events. It also throws 
the spotlight very firmly on Hex, with Ace playing the big 
sister role as she attempts to console the inexperienced time 
traveller as he recovers from his trauma. Both Philip Olivier 
and Sophie Aldred play these scenes to perfection – they are 
on top form throughout the play, both giving perhaps their 
strongest Big Finish performances.
 Clive Mantle’s Cromwell is a towering figure – both hero 
and monster and yet neither. Adored by his men, yet aware 
that he has been sent to accomplish an impossible task in 
Ireland by his rivals at home, he is a man of deep certainties. 
At the same time, he is wracked with doubt and breaks 
down in tears to Ace during the attack on Wexford. He is a 
complicated, compassionate yet dangerous man, a role that 
must have provided Mantle with a huge challenge. In truth 
Mantle’s performance is a little off the mark. He just manages 
to stay on the right side of ‘Brian Blessed’ shoutyness, yet for 
me he is never quite convincing and is outshone by Olivier 
and Aldred and by Roger Parrot as Doctor Goddard.
 Releasing this play immediately after Nev Fountain’s 
The Kingmaker may seem an odd choice. However, despite 
superficial similarities, the plays are very different. I hope that 
the coincidence will not detract from the impact of either play, 
both of which contribute to one of the strongest Big Finish 
runs in a long while.

As an Englishman, who regards Oliver Cromwell as the 
revolutionary hero, who challenged and destroyed absolutism, 
I have to remind myself that in Ireland, he is seen as a war 
criminal, the perpetrator of two of the worst crimes against 
civilian populations in history, the massacres of Drogheda and 
Wexford.
 The Doctor, Ace and Hex arrive in Drogheda, just as the 
attack on the town is getting underway. The Doctor is keen to 
leave immediately, but is persuaded by one of the defenders 
of the town to stay with his pregnant wife. Despite the 
Doctor’s strict instruction not to get involved in the fighting, 
both Hex and Ace, when faced with the reality of what is 
happening, find it difficult to remain neutral. The Doctor falls in 
with Cromwell’s surgeon, a good man trying to make the best 
of a bad situation. Ace and Hex both become more involved 
than they know they ought to, both encounter Cromwell 
and are both scarred by their experiences – both mentally 
and physically. In attempting to prevent the bloodshed that 
he knows will happen, Hex succeeds in making matters 
worse and is left wondering if he could ever have made a 
difference.
 Simon Guerrier’s first contribution to Big Finish’s main 
Doctor Who line is a thoughtful and disturbing exploration 
of the inevitability of history and the relatively small impact 
that individuals can have on the course of events. Although 
set against the background of dramatic and tragic events, it is 
largely a character piece, in which the focuses are Cromwell 
and Hex. The framing of the narrative within a conversation 
between Hex and Ace, in which the two companions reflect 
on what has happened, is an interesting device, which allows 
us a greater insight into the motivations of the pair and a 

The Settling
BIG FINISH #82 | MAY 2006
WRITER SIMON GUERRIER DIRECTOR GARY RUSSELL STARRING SYLVESTER MCCOY, SOPHIE 
ALDRED, PHILIP OLIVIER, CLIVE MANTLE

Sophie Aldred and Philip Olivier given plenty to 
do, shine in a thought provoking examination 
of the nature of villainy and heroism. Simon 
Guerrier’s first Doctor Who play confirms him as 
one of Big Finish’s outstanding talents. 
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Simon Guerrierʼs play is a thoughtful 
and disturbing exploration of the 
inevitability of history…
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The Doctor, Charley and C’rizz 
find themselves in the Cube, an 
impenetrable prison for telepaths, who 
have been created as weapons to fight 
a war, but have now been abandoned 
and incarcerated. Charley falls in with 
a group of prisoners, while the Doctor 
and then C’rizz fall into the hands of 
the Cube’s sadistic governor Rawden 
and his psychopathic torturer Twyst. 
However, the Cube contains far greater 
terrors. The Mind Worm, an immensely 
powerful parasite that feeds on mental 
energy is stalking everyone.
 Something Inside is a story made up 
of outrageous clichés: the Eighth Doctor 
suffering amnesia; the mind parasite; 
the augmented soldiers, who are then 
betrayed. This should all amount to 
something quite horrible, but yet it all 
turns out to be really rather enjoyable.
 I have been trying to work out just 
why that is. There is nothing in here, 
which has not been seen or heard 
before, Baxendale’s original characters 
rarely stand out as anything other 
than cyphers and performances are 
adequate, but by no means outstanding. 
McGann, Fisher and Westmaas are all 
on perfectly acceptable form and the 
small guest cast acquit themselves well 
enough. I think the answer must be that 
Baxendale’s plot is a plain and in the 
best sense of the word, simple one and 
is told coherently. That, together with 
director Nick Briggs’ ability to create 
an atmosphere of suspense, made my 
reaction to Something Inside more of an 
‘Oh, I liked that’ and less of an ‘Oh no, 
not again.’

Something Inside
BIG FINISH #83 | JUNE 2006 
WRITER TREVOR BAXENDALE 
DIRECTOR NICHOLAS BRIGGS
STARRING PAUL MCGANN, INDIA 
FISHER, CONRAD WESTMAAS

Well-crafted, low-key, atmo-
spheric, which moves through its 
familiar landscape at a good pace

7
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The Doctor and Evelyn arrive at the 
end of twenty-second century, on the 
Valiant, engaged on a mission on the 
edge of the solar system to defend the 
Earth from an expected alien attack. The 
near-hysterical crew are being terrified 
by a mysterious tolling bell and drawn 
irresistibly through a door in the side 
of the ship that cannot possibly exist 
and which the Doctor determines is 
impossibly old. The Doctor and Evelyn 
investigate and follow the trail to a 
steam locomotive hurtling through the 
night carrying two passengers towards 
Time’s End.
 The return of Nicholas Briggs to 
the main Big Finish Doctor Who range 
yields a well-crafted, atmospheric 
ghost story with a definite Sapphire 
& Steel feel to it. The scenes on the 
Valiant carry real menace, making this 
perhaps the creepiest Big Finish release 
to date, while the 1952 scenes are no 
less unnerving. The juxtaposition of the 
two settings works unexpectedly well 
– in much the same way as the parallel 
settings of The Girl in the Fireplace do.
 Baker and Stables again deliver the 
goods, with well-judged performances 
that add to the menacing atmosphere. 
Among a strong supporting cast, Martha 
Cope is particularly good, managing to 
make Captain Oswin into a sympathetic 
character, even as she thrashes around 
in panic with events spiralling out of her 
control.
 Worth mentioning too is the 
atmospheric music and sound design. It 
comes as no surprise to discover that 
this is provided by Briggs himself.

The Nowhere Place
BIG FINISH #84 | JULY 2006
WRITER NICHOLAS BRIGGS
DIRECTOR NICHOLAS BRIGGS 
STARRING COLIN BAKER, MAGGIE 
STABLES, MARTHA COPE

An unnervingly atmospheric 
supernatural mystery. A tour-de-
force from polymath Briggs

7

The Needle is one of those future 
utopian/distopian cities beloved of 
science fiction, whose antecedents 
can be traced in the writings of Wells, 
Orwell, Asimov and Clarke and in films 
such as Metropolis, Alphaville, Logan’s Run, 
and THX1138. It is a city is run by an all-
knowing computer, ‘Whitenoise’, which 
controls the population, removing all 
experiences of violent acts from their 
memories, thus maintaining a violence-
free society. However, Whitenoise is 
losing its grip and a spate of murders 
has broken out, with the perpetrators 
apparently possessed by an outside 
force – the Red.
 The Doctor and Mel fall under 
suspicion, become split up, meet some 
renegades, are influenced by but fight 
off the Red force and work to unmask 
the killer. Not much of this will come as 
any surprise. However, despite the fact 
that Red contains little that is original 
or unpredictable, it turns out to be an 
absorbing and entertaining play.
 The author handles his material 
deftly. Everything moves at a good pace, 
keeping the listener interested, but never 
becoming rushed. Characterisation is 
handled well too, with the decadent 
sado-masochist Vi Yulquen and the 
tortured Celia being particularly 
interesting.
 None of the cast lets the side down 
– although McCoy’s manic r-rolling does 
distract. The revelation is Sandi Toksvig, 
who proves to those who know the 
diminutive Dane only for her many TV 
and radio panel show appearances that 
she really is a very capable actress.

Red
BIG FINISH #85 | AUGUST 2006
WRITER STEWART SHEARGOLD
DIRECTOR GARY RUSSELL
STARRING SYLVESTER MCCOY, 
BONNIE LANGFORD, SANDI TOKSVIG

Sheargold’s first story offers 
nothing new but does what it 
does capably and with style.

7
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Discovering that the father of one of 
her friends has been murdered, Peri 
persuades the Doctor to bring her 
back home. She finds her mother Janine 
feeling betrayed and abandoned by 
both Peri and her departed husband. 
Meanwhile, investigating the murder 
of Anthony Chambers, the Doctor 
discovers that a sinister and familiar 
force is establishing itself in the area, 
threatening to bring more tragedy 
to the family and friends that Peri left 
behind.
 The Sixth Doctor and Peri (a 
combination too rarely used by Big 
Finish), a Joe Lidster script, Claudia 
(Babylon 5) Christian and Cybermen 
– what more could anyone ask for? The 
Reaping does not disappoint, Lidster’s 
script is both an emotional examination 
of betrayal and loss and an exciting run-
around, which kept this listener hooked 
from beginning to end.
 Although the script is first-rate, many 
of the more character-driven scenes 
could have fallen flat or descended 
into soap-opera style melodrama in 
the hands of lesser actors. The scenes 
between Peri and her mother turn 
the emotion up to high, but Bryant 
and Christian are up to the challenges 
that Lidster has set them, keeping it 
heartbreakingly real. Jane Perry, whose 
Kathy, mourning the loss of her father 
and struggling to understand what 
has happened to him, is a stand-out 
character while Colin Baker imbues the 
action scenes with a fabulous energy 
and believability, giving one of his best 
audio performances.

The Reaping
BIG FINISH #86 | SEPTEMBER 2006
WRITER JOSEPH LIDSTER 
DIRECTOR GARY RUSSELL
STARRING COLIN BAKER, NICOLA 
BRYANT, CLAUDIA CHRISTIAN, JANE PERRY

A smashing script, an exciting 
and moving story, a superb cast. 
This is one not to miss! 

8
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The scene switches to Brisbane, Australia 
2006, for the story that is both sequel 
and prequel to The Reaping. The Fifth 
Doctor is surprised and delighted to be 
reunited with Tegan Jovanka, who years 
after her emotional departure from 
the TARDIS, has become a successful 
businesswoman. One of her friends is 
none other than Katherine Chambers 
(The Reaping). Katherine is harbouring 
a secret and the Doctor, unaware of 
what his future Sixth self will discover 
22 years earlier, must work with his 
former companion, who has secrets of 
her own, to thwart the resurgence of a 
deadly menace.
 The long-awaited return of Janet 
Fielding to the role of Tegan alone 
makes The Gathering essential listening. 
Coming, as it did, just months after 
the Tenth Doctor’s reunion with Sarah 
Jane Smith, this story risked being 
overshadowed by School Reunion, or 
worse, becoming simply a rehash of the 
TV episode. Thankfully Joe Lidster is too 
good a writer for that. Unlike Sarah Jane, 
Tegan is actually rather happy with her 
life and has got on and made a success 
of things. More importantly, the Doctor/
Tegan story is not the be all and end 
all of the play. The twin strengths of The 
Gathering are the wonderfully played 
character moments and an exciting and 
coherent main plot. Despite her long 
absence from acting, Janet Fielding is just 
superb and seems to bring out the best 
in the ever-excellent Peter Davison.

The Gathering
BIG FINISH #87 | SEPTEMBER 2006
WRITER JOSEPH LIDSTER
DIRECTOR GARY RUSSELL
STARRING PETER DAVISON, JANET 
FIELDING, JANE PERRY,NICHOLAS BRIGGS 

The emotion of the Doctor’s 
reunion with Tegan doesn’t 
overshadow a strong story

8

The TARDIS lands in the living room 
of a house in what appears to be an 
ordinary suburban street, ordinary that 
is, apart from the fact that it seems 
to have no beginning or end and all 
the houses are identical. Tom Braudy 
appears to be an ordinary boy, playing 
with his Lego in his Nan’s living room, 
but although he behaves like a little boy, 
he looks like a grown adult – and do his 
space ship games have more significance 
that at first appears? When the Doctor, 
Charley and C’rizz cannot remember 
which house the TARDIS is in, they 
have no choice but to investigate the 
mystery, but what is the secret of the 
sinister ice-cream van?
 I think I will be giving little away in 
revealing that for the second successive 
adventure, the Eighth Doctor and his 
companions find themselves trapped 
in a space prison. Although the idea of 
having such a prison disguised as the 
inmates’ familiar home surroundings is 
by no means new (see Ray Bradbury’s 
The Martian Chronicles, etc.) the play 
presents an intriguing mystery, well 
told by Eddie Robson, a rising star 
of Big Finish and well acted by an 
increasingly returning to form McGann, 
Fisher, Westmaas et al. and well pulled 
together by the sure hand of director 
Gary Russell. Memory Lane is another 
strong release, which should disappoint 
no one.

Memory Lane
BIG FINISH #88 | OCTOBER 2006
WRITER EDDIE ROBSON
DIRECTOR GARY RUSSELL
STARRING PAUL MCGANN, INDIA 
FISHER, CONRAD WESTMAAS

An intriguing story is once 
again cleverly crafted from 
familiar elements. It’s nice 

9
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interfering Time Lord Zero adds something to the mix. Peter 
Davison and Sarah Sutton are in excellent form, as they are 
in all four stories, and are well supported by Hugh Fraser 
and the ever-reliable Toby Longworth. Summer is graced 
with a tour-de-force performance from David Warner as 
Newton and while is not strong on plot is an interesting 
character study of a man ahead of his time but still set firmly 
in his time.
 Autumn is a elegy for lost time. As one season ends, the 
cricketers look forward to the next one, but also know that 
each summer will be different, each death is followed by a 
rebirth in circular time, but that death is no less real for that. 
Nyssa must come to terms with the father and home that 
she has lost, struggling to decide who is the villain in her 
story. This is by far my favourite story of the four, the story 
that most fits with the mood of the season that it here 
represents and a truly memorable piece, which I will listen 
to again and again. 
 By contrast, Winter is a mystery and a clever one, in 
which the clues are laid out, but not in such a way as to give 
too much away. Davison and Sutton are well supported by 
Jeremy James and Sunny Ormonde in a satisfying conclusion, 
not just to these four plays, but to a life and a friendship.

2007 gets off to the best possible start for Big Finish with this 
stunningly good release.
 In a departure from previous Big Finish releases, Circular 
Time gives us four ‘short trips’, written around the theme of 
the seasons, each featuring the Fifth Doctor and Nyssa.
 Spring has the Doctor sent by the Time Lords to a 
wooded planet, where one of their number Cardinal Zero, is 
interfering in the society of a bird-like race. Nyssa is horrified 
to discover a legal system based upon cruel punishments 
inflicted upon the innocent relatives of wrongdoers.
 Summer sees the Doctor and Nyssa arrested in late 
17th Century London and brought to the Tower of London 
to answer to mathematical genius, inventor of the cat flap, 
director of the Royal Mint, part-time crime fighter and 
homicidal maniac Sir Isaac Newton, on a charge of forgery. 
Newton quickly works out who and what the Doctor is and 
is less than happy about it.
 Autumn takes us to the village of Stockbridge, Hampshire 
in September 2005. While the Doctor plays out the final 
games of the cricket season for the village team, Nyssa 
struggles to write a novel and is wooed by a young man 
who promises to take her to see Traken.
 In Winter, long after she has left the TARDIS Nyssa is 
visited by the Doctor in her dreams. At the same time, the 
Doctor, apparently settled down with a wife and children to 
life on a farm, sees Nyssa in his dreams.
 Of the four stories, Spring is perhaps marginally the 
weakest, being a traditional story in which the Doctor 
comes up against the quirks of an alien society, although the 

Circular Time
BIG FINISH #91 | JANUARY 2007
WRITERS PAUL CORNELL & MIKE MADDOX DIRECTOR JOHN AINSWORTH STARRING 
PETER DAVISON, SARAH SUTTON, JOHN BENFIELD, HUGH FRASER, DAVID WARNER

An experimental release that is a resounding 
success, thanks to fabulous performances all 
round and wonderful writing by authors who 
don’t just know what they’re doing, but also why.  

9
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ʻSummerʼ is graced with a tour-de-
force performance from David Warner 
as Isaac Newton, and is an interesting 
study of a man ahead of his time…
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The Seventh Doctor, Ace and Hex 
arrive in no-man’s-land, between the 
trenches of the First World War in 1917. 
They are taken to a military hospital 
where the Doctor receives instructions 
to investigate a murder that has yet to 
be committed. The mystery deepens – 
who will be murdered and who will be 
the murderer. Against a background of 
dark experiments centring on the ‘Hate 
Room’, the simmering anger, which 
permeates Charnage Hospital, looks set 
to erupt into violence.
 Martin Day has proven himself over 
many years to be a clever and original 
writer, No Man’s Land proves to be a 
worthy addition to his canon. The main 
strength lies in the play’s claustrophobic 
atmosphere, the product of a good 
script, well served by John Ainsworth’s 
assured direction and by well-judged 
music and sound by Simon Robinson. 
Day has clearly researched his subject 
matter and presents a convincing 
evocation of those terrible times, a 
period that has been oddly largely 
overlooked by Doctor Who.
 Guest star Michael Cochrane 
is excellent as Brook, the sinister 
commanding officer of the hospital. 
Sylvester McCoy, Aldred (who gets 
better and better) and the reliable 
Olivier together with a strong 
supporting cast are also on good form 
in an absorbing tale whose ending 
remained in doubt until the surprise 
twist at the end.

No Man’s Land
BIG FINISH #89 | NOVEMBER 2006
WRITER MARTIN DAY
DIRECTOR JOHN AINSWORTH 
STARRING SYLVESTER MCCOY, SOPHIE 
ALDRED, PHILIP OLIVIER,

An atmospheric, absorbing mys-
tery, well scripted, well directed, 
well acted and well produced

7
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Relaxing in the quiet Belgian seaside 
town of Ostend in the summer of 
1913, the Doctor and Peri encounter 
a mystery, ensconced in a suite of the 
Hotel Palace Thermae is Toby, a sapient 
pig, whose existence the Doctor is 
at a loss to explain. Also in Ostend 
and interested in Toby are Miss Alice 
Bultitude a collector of theatrical 
ephemera and a detective, Inspector 
Alphonse Chardalot. With war looming, 
the dangers to Toby becomes more 
immediate and the Doctor and 
Peri become drawn into a plot that 
threatens to wipe every human from 
the Earth.
 Gary Russell’s last release as 
producer of Big Finish’s Doctor Who 
range is a charming oddity, with a 
splendidly unusual setting, that evokes 
early 20th Century literature. Matthew 
Sweet’s script beautifully conjures 
that elegant, doomed era, when the 
strangest things could be believed to 
be happening. The sapient pig, Toby is 
a wonderful creation and is beautifully 
played by Paul Brooke. Brooke and 
an in-form Baker and Bryant are well 
supported by a great cast, led by 
Maureen O’Brien, the former Vicki 
actress, returning to Doctor Who for the 
first time in 41 years, Michael Keating 
(Blakes 7) and Adjoa Andoh (New 
Earth). This cast in a story of mystery 
and intrigue make Year Of The Pig a 
must-buy.

Year of the Pig
BIG FINISH #90 | DECEMBER 2006
WRITER MATTHEW SWEET
DIRECTOR GARY RUSSELL
STARRING COLIN BAKER, NICOLA 
BRYANT, MAUREEN O’BRIEN

All concerned give their all, in a 
charming, original mystery story 
in an original setting

7

The Doctor and companions find time 
to relax among friends in one of his 
favourite haunts. Nocturne is a planet 
of contrasts. While the colony has been 
at war for centuries, it is also enjoying a 
great flowering of culture. But someone 
or something is killing leading members 
of the artistic community. When Hex 
discovers the body of a murdered 
composer, he naturally falls under the 
suspicion of the military authorities. The 
Doctor too is a suspect, but he may be 
the only person able to discover the 
truth behind the killings.
 Dan Abnett’s first Doctor Who audio 
is an interesting piece, which with its 
flawed utopian society and creepy 
robots, is reminiscent of The Robots Of 
Death and particularly of Magic Bullet 
Productions Kaldor City spin-off series 
– although it is not as good as either.
 McCoy, Aldred, Olivier and 
principal guests Trevor Bannister and 
Eric Potts all give strong believable 
performances and do their best with 
the material. However, in the end this 
is not enough. With characters that are 
just not quite sufficiently interesting 
and a murder mystery with a drawn 
out and disappointing pay-off, the 
play’s weaknesses finally outweigh its 
strengths.
 More interesting than the play itself 
is the fact that Nocturne is the first of the 
‘new model’ of Big Finish releases, with 
episodes strictly limited to 25 minutes 
and informative bonus interviews to fill 
the saved disc space. This is a welcome 
development.

Nocturne
BIG FINISH #92 | FEBRUARY 2007
WRITER DAN ABNETT
DIRECTOR JOHN AINSWORTH
STARRING SYLVESTER MCCOY, SOPHIE 
ALDRED, PHILIP OLIVIER, TREVOR BANNISTER 

An intriguing mystery let down 
by bland characters and a 
disappointing conclusion.

6
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the tsv review: books

For the uninitiated, the About Time books are story guides, 
but rather than just listing cast and crew, About Time is mainly 
a critique. This second volume, actually the fifth one published, 
covers the Patrick Troughton era, in which unblemished so-called 
classics like The Evil of the Daleks, The Tomb of the Cybermen, The 
Web of Fear, and Fury from the Deep are ripped apart almost to 
the point where they all start to look less and less deserving 
of that sacrosanct status. About Time concentrates more on the 
‘whens’, ‘whys’ and ‘whats’ rather than ‘hows’ (which is more the 
jurisdiction of the DWM Archives). For instance, The Seeds of 
Death and The Space Pirates contain analyses of what the world 
was like in the months leading up to the launch of Apollo 11 and 
Neil Armstrong’s walk on the moon, then examines how Doctor 
Who changed direction almost overnight once the ‘it’s not quite as 
exciting as it is on the telly’ reality of that historical event had been 
and gone. One interesting side-note is that the authors opine 
just how bad Innes Lloyd was as producer, and that many of his 
decisions had very detrimental effects on the programme. And 
their comments about how the programme actually benefited 
from not having Pauline Collins on board as a regular companion 
was an eye-brow-raising revelation. Many other of their insights 
– such as their dislike for Gerry Davis’s writing – may even have 
you unexpectedly nodding your head in total agreement.
 While including the obligatory list of bloopers, unlike the 1993 
DisContinuity Guide, these are not your common or garden line 
fluffs or microphones in shot, but more the usually overlooked 
narrative problems and plot holes, inconsistent and absurd 
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character motivation, bizarre casting choices (stand-
up The Dominators), wonky physics (jumping ahead a 
bit, I can’t wait to see what they make of the David 
Tennant era, then!), and the like. Even though I’ve 
watched every Doctor Who story more times than is 
probably healthy, there were many ‘errors’ the boys 
have nit-picked that I’ve never noticed before, some 
which had me popping in the video out of curiosity 
and saying ‘goodness me, they’re right!’
 Another fresh attraction about these volumes 
is the mini-essay that accompanies each story, one 
that focuses on one connected theme but which 
overflows into and embraces the wider arena of 
series continuity; for instance ‘What do Daleks eat?’ 
is quite meaty, while ‘Is Doctor Who camp?’ speaks for 
itself!
 The definite main selling point of About Time is 
they deal with a lot of territory that has not been 
covered anywhere before – always absolutely vital in 
any reference book – and this makes them all the 
more attractive to those who get a buzz out of this 
deep analytical sort of thing. 
 After five intense researched volumes, Lawrence 
Miles bails out, so Volume 6 covering Season 22 to the 
TV Movie, will be written solely by Tat Wood. Given 
that it is almost impossible to tell who wrote what, it 
will be interesting to see if there are any noticeable 
differences in style and content with just the one 
voice.
 As the first About Time volumes were published 
in 2004, it is really only the last two that have 
acknowledged the new series. Hopefully the Ninth and 
Tenth Doctors will be covered in a future volume.

JON PREDDLE

 The book is essentially humorous; Howarth and 
Lyons are unashamedly simply out to poke fun at 
the series. If they can get the reader laughing then 
their job is done. The book contains an astonishing 
amount of information about hitherto-unknown 
porn productions such as Abducted by Daleks and 
Doctor Screw, frequent references to Peri’s breasts, 
rude Doctor Who monsters (though in the case of 
the Slitheen there was perhaps nothing more they 
could add), chavs, the ‘gay agenda’ and a certain ‘Welsh 
Series with the Taxicab Logo’.
 It’s by no means a definitive account of anything, 
but there are all manner of oddities, misfires, media 
reactions and absurdities brought to light which will 
be at times rather funny, eye-opening or perhaps even 
cringe-inducing for Doctor Who fans. 
 Whilst both authors hail from Christopher 
Eccleston’s hometown of Salford, Manchester, 
publisher Mad Norwegian Press is based half a world 
away in Des Moines, Iowa, so consequently there’s an 
ever-present awareness of a need to cater for both 
the UK and North American readership. Unlike the 
previous volume there are some concessions for 
peculiarly British cultural idioms, and places where the 
US fans have had it better than their UK counterparts 
are also highlighted (though the inclusion of the 
Howard Da Silva narrations are debateable!)
 I’m undecided whether I should be relieved 
or miffed that the book avoids poking fun at New 
Zealand’s Doctor Who film discoveries, but we’re not 
completely overlooked as there’s discussion of the 
Kelloggs and superannuation commercials made here, 
and the authors also seem to have an inexplicable 
fascination with our own Lucy Lawless.
 For all its quirky humour, I’m not as taken with 
Unofficial as I was with Useless. That’s not to say that 
this new book is in itself weaker than its predecessor, 
it’s just that the earlier volume was something of a 
revelation of the underbelly of UK fan culture in the 
days just prior to the Internet explosion. These days, 
as Lyons and Howarth themselves point out, there’s 
a lot ruder and more offensive Doctor Who humour 
available online than they can comfortably – or legally 
– include in this book.

PAUL SCOONES

Once completed, these splendid volumes 
will be your essential first-stop reference 
source. So far over a million words 
written – and with at least two more 
volumes to come!

8

Do not be deceived by the misleading title; The 
Completely Unofficial Encyclopedia this 
is not a unauthorised lexicon of people, places and 
things from Doctor Who. It is rather a sequel to The 
Completely Useless Encyclopedia by the same authors. 
This new edition marks the ten anniversary of its 
predecessor’s publication and covers a decade’s 
worth of Doctor Who oddities.

the tsv review: books

Not quite as funny as its predecessor, and 
perhaps a little more restrained, but still 
amusing and appealing. 6
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the tsv review: books

As the title suggests, Second Flight is the follow-up to 
Back to the Vortex, and it’s another solid brick of a book 
covering the first Christmas special and second series of 
the revived Doctor Who. 
 The first 120 pages form the first section, in which 
Lyon takes us through events beginning with David 
Tennant’s casting and the aftermath of The Parting of the 
Ways, and culminating in Billie’s departure and Freema’s 
casting. It’s all about the media reaction, the television 
appearances, the press releases, the critics, the awards 
and the fan responses. As such it mostly seems rather 
familiar territory at the moment, but give this book a few 
years resting on the bookshelf and the memory will have 
faded, but the book will still be there to refer to, recorded 
more or less as they happened by the man whom until 
late last year was also running the Outpost Gallifrey news 
page.
 The bulk of the book, the second section, covers all 
fourteen episodes – plus the untitled Children in Need 
segment and Attack of the Graske – in great detail, with 
long and involved plot synopses accompanied by character 
studies, theme analysis, continuity references, cast notes, 
behind-the-scenes information, bloopers, and things that 
don’t make sense. There’s over seven pages of this for just 
The Girl in the Fireplace alone. It’s almost too detailed and 
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I get the impression that times that Lyon and 
his team of helpers are perhaps trying just a bit 
too hard to find holes to pick in the plot. 
 Then, following each episode’s analysis 
there’s reviews from Lyon and his team of nine 
panelists. There’s a broad range of perspectives 
here, which makes interesting reading. Kim 
Newman presents an older viewpoint, of 
someone perhaps more in tune with the early 
years of the original series, whilst Kate Orman 
delivers an academic reading on singular 
themes. Our very own Jon Preddle sometimes 
comes across as the liveliest of the bunch, 
enthusiastically expounding on theories which 
don’t always pay out and liberally scattering 
exclamation marks. It’s a little sad to read Craig 
Hinton’s contributions – these were perhaps 
his last Doctor Who reviews as he passed away 
unexpectedly around the time that the book 
was published (rest in peace, Craig).

PAUL SCOONES

the tsv review: books

Despite the over-abundance of nit-
picking over plot holes, this book 
is an extremely thorough and well 
composed memento of the 2006 
series. Highly recommended.

10

When the series one script book came out, I 
bemoaned its lack of accompanying behind-the-
scenes information. The Inside Story makes 
up for this, but at the expense, it seems, of a 
series two script book (the two are identically 
sized, and look a lot like companion volumes).
 Gary Russell maybe better known as a 
novelist and Big Finish producer/director, but 
having written the definitive book on the 
making of the TV movie (Regeneration), he’s 
just the man to chronicle the new series. Gary’s 
very readable narrative is positively loaded 
with quotes from all of the major players both 
in front of and behind the cameras. The book 
appears to be aimed at new fans that may 
have only discovered Doctor Who in 2005, but 

manages to do this whilst still holding a lot 
appeal for more seasoned readers. 
 The first half of the book covers various 
aspects of production, with a particular 
emphasis on the regular cast and the special 
effects. I found the section on the role of 
the script editor particularly enlightening; 
discovering through reading this book that the 
job is nothing like the position with the same 
title on the classic series.
 The second half of the book forms the 
obligatory episode guide, covering every 
story from Rose to Doomsday. You won’t find 
plot synopses or critiques here though; these 
are again behind-the-scenes articles which 
encompass comments from cast and crew. Gary 
Russell has clearly been accorded unrestricted 
access to everyone involved, and the result is 
an engaging look at how each episode was 
made. That said the book has clearly been 
written during the production of series two, 
as the material on the 2005 episodes seems 
rather more retrospective and made up of 
secondhand anecdotes. I’d also hazard a guess 
that Christopher Eccleston wasn’t available for 
comment as his quotes seem to be pulled from 
other sources. This is disappointing as Eccleston 
was a key factor in the initial success of the 
series revival.
 The visual content is very impressive. In 
addition to the standard posed publicity shots 
the book includes a wealth of production 
photographs and design drawings (including 
some awesome Cybermen concepts), and 
it’s necessary to resist the urge to look at the 
pictures on the last few pages as these may 
spoil a few things set to appear in series three 
episodes!                     

PAUL SCOONES

The Inside Story is a strong contender 
for the best-ever official Doctor Who 
tie-in book. Now, about that series 
two script book.…

10
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the tsv review: books

Good old Justin Richards. You never quite know what you’re 
in for. His prolific output has led to some well written, thought 
provoking novels, while others are simply not up to scratch. The 
Resurrection Casket is quite middle of the road with both 
good and bad points.
 While my curiosity was piqued early into the story I did 
feel that I was reading a Dungeons and Dragons novel at times. 
Structurally, it’s very similar : work out what your quest is, form 
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your party, go out adventuring, and eventually find the 
treasure. It almost seemed a case of write-by-numbers, 
and plot-wise things are kept very simple. The fact that 
it’s easy to follow is not a bad thing, however, I found it 
a pleasant relief from Father Time, which I was reading 
at the same time.
 Justin Richards certainly creates a colourful milieu 
by using both steam-powered space travel and robots, 
which helps convey the unusual world the Doctor and 
Rose have arrived in. Steampunk is such a damn cool 
genre, is well justified in this context. There is also an 
alien assassin called the Black Shadow, who is not truly 
evil, but just doing his job. While this a little cheesy, it’s 
still amusing and has shades of Douglas Adams-style 
humour.
 McCavity’s continual ‘chats’ with his dead wife 
would be more intriguing if his eccentricities had been 
developed further. Once again the new BBC books 
suffer from the shorter word count and consequently 
lack the room needed to develop characters and their 
motivations in any complexity. At least we do find out 
McCavity’s background and how his wife died.
 I could see the final reveal a mile off and as there 
are only a few characters it was relatively easy to work 
things out. Perhaps there could have been a couple 
more characters to create more mystery.
 Finally, just like in series two, the situations are 
solved by the Doctor along with a healthy dose of 
exposition. In the past the Doctor was constantly 
asked what was going on by his companion,. Now 
he prefers to show off and tell everyone and anyone 
what it is – this incarnation is definitely not humble!

STUART BROWN

the tsv review: books

I had a lot of trouble finishing The Stone Rose, 
not through lack of trying – it was just damn hard 
to get into and to maintain my interest. Jacqueline 
Rayner’s previous books were a bit mixed, I wasn’t 
that impressed with the rather dire Winner Takes All, 
although I did fancy both Wolfsbane and Earthworld, so 
hoped this would be more like one of the latter. Alas, 
it wasn’t to be.
 The plot centres around the Doctor and Rose 
going back to ancient Rome, circa 120 A.D, where 
they stumble upon someone who seems to be able 
to turn people into stone statues through touch. To 
complicate matters there is also a girl who has been 

flung back in time from the 24th century.
 With patches of humour and a few interesting 
characters this novel wasn’t all bad, however that 
wasn’t enough to engage me for the long haul. There 
were some incredibly grave errors of judgement on 
the Doctor’s side. He lets Rose pose for a sculpture, 
putting her in danger, and neglects to tell Mickey what 
has happened to her for quite some time. There are 
also some other poor moments such as the Doctor 
in a gladiator ring where he manages to pull the other 
contestants together to effect an escape, and the 
rather obvious revelation as to who the Doctor was 
speaking to in the shrine of Fortuna. Throughout, the 
Doctor and Rose seem unable to grasp the obvious 
and at times it feels like a pantomime with the reader 
screaming ‘You’ve got it wrong and you’re going the 
wrong way!’
 Things get muddled further with the introduction 
of the GENIE and the power this creature wields. As 
soon as the wish granting begins I had trouble taking 
this seriously. I honestly love it when Doctor Who 
pushes boundaries, but the GENIE was the product 
of the near future and seemed to be capable of far 
too much. Once it’s revealed that it only changes 
perception and not reality, it still doesn’t improve 
matters and the ending is just a deus ex machina. Oh 
well, at least the whole temporal paradox idea was 
tackled, even if it didn’t quite cut the mustard. The 
story had a lot of potential and I hope in future stories 
(both written and televised) that there is room for 
more exploration of time travel and the paradoxes 
that can arise.

STUART BROWN

A bit of silly fun which eventually becomes 
a solid, if simple, adventure story 6.5 This is the worst novel out of the 2006 

Tenth Doctor novels. I look forward 
to Jacqueline Rayner’s next novel as it 
shouldn’t be too hard to better this.

4.5

While this book is stylistically spot-on, The Feast of 
the Drowned unfortunately failed to grab me.
 The character development fits within the greater 
context of series two, and it was rewarding to see 
Rose’s feelings regarding the amount of time she has 
spent with the Doctor as well as her self-awareness 
that she was ‘growing old too fast’. There is still some 
resentment in her relationship with Mickey, especially 
around the relationships he has had while she has 
been away.
 One thing this story has is scientists, and lots of 
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them. It took me right back to the UNIT days, and I kept expecting 
Liz Shaw to pop in for a cameo! A couple of the scientists have 
large roles and there’s a scene where one is praised to the hilt by 
the main bad guy – we just know that something untoward will 
befall him later!. There are a number of well-written scenes such 
as these sprinkled throughout which helped to get me through 
some of the more dreary parts.
 The series two arc of the Doctor and Rose being an invincible, 
slightly smug team is echoed in a great exchange between the 
Doctor and the scientist Vida. Clearly our time travellers often 
don’t take others into account and tend towards being self 
absorbed. 
 I found the changed dynamic refreshing when the Doctor 
and Mickey team up to infiltrate the monster’s lair. At the same 
time it served to illustrate how Rose and the Doctor tend to 
overshadow each other when together – perhaps this is due to 
each of them having larger-than-life personalities? Separately, this 
is less obvious and allows each to individually shine as well as 
giving Mickey room to develop.
 Stephen Cole’s imagery is evocative and created strong images 
of the victims of the water creature, especially the different time 
periods that they came from. To some degree, it was reminiscent of 
the haemovores in The Curse of Fenric, and the ghostly apparitions 
with water dribbling from their mouths conjured up images from 
a couple of episodes of Lost.
 The build up to ending didn’t really hold my attention 
unfortunately, although the actual dénouement was worthwhile 
and was another well-written set piece.

STUART BROWN

the tsv review: books

It’s no secret that I’m a Gareth Roberts fan and am looking 
forward to his series three episode, The Shakespeare Code, 
immensely. I Am A Dalek is a little different to the other Tenth 
Doctor novels as it forms part of the Quick Reads series, squarely 
aimed at reluctant readers. While reading it took me back to the 
heady days of Uncle Terrance and the land of Target, it definitely 
doesn’t treat the audience as being slow, which counts heavily in 
its favour. By using the current popularity of the series, I imagine 
younger readers will be easily drawn in.
 With the plot being quite basic, it doesn’t overreach itself fall 
short. Rose is looking forward to being the first woman on the 
Moon, but of course the TARDIS messes up and lands in a pub in 
a small town in contemporary England. There happens to be an 
archaeological dig going on nearby, and no prizes as to what has 
been unearthed! The Doctor strikes up a relationship with one of 
the archaeologists, Frank, who he warms to quickly and the two 

A mixed bag. Some good character development 
and imagery but overall a bit dreary and lacking 
in sparkle.

6
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of them develop a nice dynamic. There’s some decent 
character development for both the Doctor and Rose, 
which surprised me as recent BBC novels have been 
somewhat lacking in this area.
 Similar to the TV series, the story moves at a ripping 
pace which means little time is given to consider 
developments in-depth. Roberts is a very descriptive 
writer and I could easily envisage everything as it 
played out. The Dalek is well served – what it can 
do with its sucker is innovative, and I’d love to see a 
similar occurrence in series three! There are also some 
fantastic insights when a Dalek takes over a human 
mind and we get to see how they feel: “Purity. I can see 
it... the universe cleansed. So beautiful, serene. Only us, 
only Daleks.”
 Interestingly, the Dalek actually offers the Doctor 
a deal which stunned me and I had trouble recalling 
when a similar event had occurred in the series, as 
Daleks have always been conquering exterminators 
and never dealmakers (unless you to take into 
account the eventual betrayal and death of any co-
conspirators!).
 Something that this story has in common with 
Roberts’ earlier novel, Only Human, is that the 
characterisation of the Doctor is very similar – it could 
almost be the Ninth Doctor instead of the Tenth. The 
Doctor’s behaviour here seems to mirror that in 
Dalek. In some ways this story is an alternative version 
of Dalek, but one without the emotionally conflicted 
titular character.

STUART BROWN

the tsv review: books
number of in-jokes. There are mentions of the Invisible 
Detective books (written by Justin Richards), Bob 
Perry the harbour master (I assume based on Mike 
Tucker’s absent writing partner), and there is even a 
Kklak! Target novel Pterodactyl joke. To top it off there, 
Torchwood get a mention, but there is no sign of 
them, which is odd as I assume they are operating in 
Wales at this time. While these jokes don’t interfere 
with the plot and probably would only be spotted by 
fans, I did feel they were a bit gratuitous.
 As I have mentioned in other reviews, one area 
in which the new novels haven’t done well in is the 
development of secondary characters. Therefore it was 
a delight that there was room in The Nightmare of Black 
Island to develop a few characters such as Bronwyn 
and Nathaniel Morton. Nathaniel’s motivations seem 
quite believable – if I had been through what he had, I 
would probably have a few ‘issues’ too.
 Throughout the book, the Doctor is at his most 
tactile, running his tongue across a power cable and 
being his generally manic self. These second lot of 
novels seem to have really got a good handle on the 
Doctor and much improved on the first batch. 
 The actual menace in the story comes from a 
few different quarters, but the most immediate are 
the monsters which roam the island at night. When 
we find out their secrets everything fits into place 
perfectly. Having recently re-watched School Reunion, 
I do notice a few shared ideas. This isn’t a bad thing as 
it reinforces the Who mythos and young readers can 
easily relate to young characters. This is something that 
has become almost a trend with recent BBC books, 
which is not surprising given the target audience.

STUART BROWN

Despite the length, this achieves what it 
sets out to competently and enjoyably. 
If these Quick Reads get more young 
people into books, then that has to be a 
good thing.

6.5

The Nightmare of Black Island is Mike Tucker’s 
first novel without his regular Doctor/companion 
pairing of the Seventh Doctor and Ace, and it works 
well. There is quite an air of mystery which engaged 
me immediately, and the descriptions of the town, 
coast, and the local fauna (both natural and unnatural) 
capture the spirit of the Welsh village in which the 
TARDIS lands, as do the little things like the Doctor 
eating an ice cream. A further addition to the mix is 
a group of Famous Five-like kids, who actually come 
across as quite believable.
 Alas, our setting is blighted by an atrocious 

One of the better BBC novels that easily 
draws the reader in 7

By setting The Art of Destruction in Africa at the 
beginning of the 22nd century, Stephen Cole created 
both an original and plausible environment. This is a 
future where the Earth faces many problems – GE 
food is being grown underneath a volcano; there is 
war, greed, and world hunger. The way the West treats 
the Third World is touched on as well, as do the more 
obvious environmental issues. While one could argue 
there are too many concepts, it does add context and 
made me consider the present day and where we’re 
heading.
 The first set piece with the golden blobs converting 
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other creatures into guardians made me think of The Green Death. 
The mutated guardian creatures were quite frightening as they 
showed the corruption of nature by the alien Valnaxi. Using 
scorpions, spiders and ants illustrated the power these creatures 
could have when working together. Carrying the insect theme 
through, a race of giant warrior worms (the Wurm) turn up, 
hell bent on getting rid of the aliens inhabiting the volcano and 
there are some great battle scenes between the two factions. It’s 
easy to feel the Wurm’s hatred for the Valnaxi, represented by 
their desecration of Valnaxi artwork. There is another alien called 
Faltato, and I really didn’t know what to make of him. A nasty four-
armed, five-eyed, six-tongued art collector-cum-thief, Faltato acts 
chiefly as a good dollop of comic relief.
 The various insights into secondary characters help build their 
believability. Basel in particular is fleshed out: having spent most 
of his life in a small African village where the biggest problem 
was getting water, he’s now caught up in the middle of an alien 
war and is made to work for Faltato, the ultimate life-changing 
experience. It was also refreshing to have a couple of other 
characters, Adiel and Fynn, try and extract themselves out of the 
proceedings without the Doctor and Rose’s help. Similar in a way 
to Love & Monsters, this clearly showed that the world doesn’t 
just revolve around our two main protagonists. The use of subplot 
was common in both the Virgin and BBC paperback ranges and is 
missed in some of the newer BBC novels.
 Towards the end we get to see the Doctor in fine form when 
he talks to the Council of Valnax. While this sequence is a bit of 
an info dump, we do get to see the Doctor at his most verbose, 
which then backfires as he doesn’t pay enough attention to what 
is happening around him. 

STUART BROWN

the tsv review: books

The Price of Paradise continues the improved run of BBC 
novels and while nothing too challenging, it’s enjoyable nonetheless. 
The scene is set with the crash of a spaceship, the Humphrey 
Bogart, which sends a mayday message intercepted by the Doctor. 
The crash has occurred on the legendary paradise planet Laylora, 
and from there things start to go haywire.
 We quickly establish who the various crew members are and 
their individual personalities shine through. The ship gets attacked 
by a creature of legend, the Witiku, and we eventually meet the 
locals who aren’t particularly pleased with the new arrivals. The 
locals live in a hunter-gatherer type society and gain spiritual 
guidance from the planet itself. They also used to practice human 
sacrifice, although not in recent years, and fifteen years ago took 
an alien orphan under their wing and have raised him as one of 

Far superior to The Feast of the Drowned. 
Hopefully the BBC range will start to explore 
more adult themes as this book does.

8
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their own.
 Into this environment come the Doctor and Rose, their arrival 
coinciding with the rise of the vicious ape-like creatures known as 
Witiku. These creatures are the stuff of Laylorian legend, with four 
arms which ending in large talons. Needless to say, the Doctor and 
Rose spend most of time trying to work out what is going on and 
why the aggressive Witiku have appeared.
 There are some great action set pieces, such as an attack on 
the crashed spaceship by the Witiku, Rose tussling with one of 
the creatures while helping someone out of a pit, and a final 
pursuit through one of the Laylorian temples. There are also 
some excellent insights into the Doctor such his ability to out-talk 
his interrogator, the way he confuses people and keeps them off 
balance to elicit information, and the fact that he looks uncannily 
like Jarvis Cocker when he wears his glasses.
 Rose is not neglected and gets plenty to do; we see that she 
misses Mickey and finds that the orphan Rez reminds her of him. 
 When all is said and done, the reasons for the Witiku rising 
becomes quite obvious and the themes of environmental 
destruction are laid on pretty thick. However, this doesn’t detract 
from the great characterisation of the Doctor and the crew of the 
Humphrey Bogart or the fact that it’s a highly entertaining story.

STUART BROWN

An enjoyable romp which easily keeps the 
pages turning. I look forward to further novels 
from Colin Brake.

7.5

DALEK I LOVE YOU
WRITER COLIN SHARPE • DIRECTOR CARRIE 
ROONEY • BBC RADIO 7 • FEBRUARY 2006

At 24, Nigel still lives at home with his mother, spends far too much 
time in front of the computer, and is an obsessive Doctor Who fan. 
 Nigel’s obsessive compulsive behaviour becomes obvious with 
the way he tries to block his mother out of his thoughts by reciting 
the names of Doctor Who stories from An Unearthly Child. While he 
seems to have been ‘over-mothered’, he enjoys the comfort and 
safety of living at home but also as yearns for a ‘Leela’ or ‘Romana’ 
to share his life with. He’s looking forward to an upcoming Who 
convention, one where – unbeknownst to him – he will meet 
someone who will change his life forever. Nigel’s last convention 
resulted in a bad experience and his mother doesn’t want to see 
him hurt again.
 At the con, Nigel meets the dusky, gravel-voiced Isabella Italy 
– he really struggles with talking to her and is clearly way out of his 
depth. She asks him to guess her ‘companion’ name and when he 
eventually settles on Romana she says in a seductive voice: “lovely 
Lalla, wicked Ward,”. With the initial conversations between Nigel 
and Isabella I was left wondering whether she was for real or just 
taking the mickey.
 Isabella sounds a little spacey and her constant barrage of 
literature and musical quotes only serve to leave Nigel a little lost 

– not that Nigel seems to notice (or even has the life experience 
of how to deal with the situation). Isabella eventually attempts 
some amateur psychoanalysis on Nigel, pushing him way out of 
his comfort zone, discussing boiling a kettle and what biscuits they 
can eat. It was at this point I wondered if Isabella had some other 
agenda and when she asks him about his father, you know she’s hit 
a raw nerve.
 Being a radio play, the right dialogue is important. Dalek I Love 
You feels real and had me laughing out loud in parts mostly due to 
the pathos of the situation.
 The play also had me considering if Nigel was a realistic 
portrayal of a Doctor Who fan. Of all the obsessive fans I know, 
Nigel was on a par with most of them – but of course not all fans 
are that obsessive. While Doctor Who fans can seem a little intense 
I’m glad that there are differing levels of obsession – we’re human 
first, fans second… right?
 Throughout the story I was being driven to know what would 
happen next – if it was a book I’d say it was a definite page turner. 
The use of little musical interludes fitted well with the story line 
and sprinkled at intervals gave a contemporary yet retro feel.

STUART BROWN

the tsv review: books

the tsv review extra: radio

An interesting take on ‘obsessive Doctor Who fan 
meets femme fatale’. Could trigger deeply buried 
memories in some listeners with enough Who 
references to shake a stick at too.
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INTERVIEW FREEMA AGYEMAN SET REPORTS 
THE IMPOSSIBLE PLANET/THE SATAN PIT, FEAR HER, 
ARMY OF GHOSTS/DOOMSDAY TIME TEAM 
THE KEEPER OF TRAKEN, LOGOPOLIS STRIP THE 
FUTURISTS 1

The Black Dalek from Doomsday makes a stunning, eye-
catching cover image, and inside there’s an exclusive chat 
with Freema Agyeman, an interview so quick off the mark 
that the ink probably wasn’t even dry on the contract when 
she sat down to talk to DWM. This issue also features 
the last of the series two set reports. To avoid becoming 
repetitive, there’s some varied approaches with these; Fear 
Her is presented as an A–Z in keeping with the episode’s 
juvenile focus, and James Strong writes the second of his 
two-part first-hand diary-entry style account of the making 
of The Impossible Planet and The Satan Pit. It’s still just as 
informative – if not more so for coming from the director 
himself.  

the tsv review: doctor who magazine

FEATURE TALKING BOOKS! INTERVIEWS 
ELISABETH SLADEN, PAULINE COLLINS SET 
REPORTS NEW EARTH, TOOTH AND CLAW TIME 
TEAM MEGLOS, FULL CIRCLE STRIP F.A.Q. 1

INTERVIEW PETER KAY SET REPORTS THE 
IDIOT’S LANTERN, THE IMPOSSIBLE PLANET/THE 
SATAN PIT, LOVE & MONSTERS TIME TEAM STATE 
OF DECAY, WARRIORS’ GATE STRIP F.A.Q. 3

DWM 369 (24 MAY 2006)

Sarah and K9 are front and center on this issue’s cover 
– even if it is a new series shot, which paradoxically sees 
Sarah looking remarkably well-preserved but K9 much 
less so! Elisabeth Sladen is interviewed within (I think she’s 
been interviewed more times in this magazine than the 
Doctors!) but at least now with School Reunion she has 
something new to talk about. The issue kicks off the series 
two set reports, with Benjamin Cook and Jason Arnopp’s 
informal, candid approaches providing a probably deliberate 
counterpoint to the ‘nothing but the facts’ archive features 
that will inevitably follow. 

DWM 370 (21 JUNE 2006)
INTERVIEWS ANTHONY HEAD, MATTHEW 
GRAHAM SET REPORTS SCHOOL REUNION, THE 
GIRL IN THE FIREPLACE, RISE OF THE CYBERMEN/THE 
AGE OF STEEL STRIP F.A.Q. 2

This issue came with an excellent double-sided poster of 
a Cyberman on one side, the Tenth Doctor and Rose on 
the other – many months later this still has pride of place 
on my wall. The set reports continue, delivering such vivid 
snapshots of the recording days that it’s sometimes possible 
to imagine what it would be like to have been on set myself. 
The main report covers the Rise of the Cybermen and The 
Age of Steel two-parter, and in a nod to the series’ history 
there are quotes from each of the previous Cyber stories 
scattered throughout the article. Neat! Fear Her writer 
Matthew Graham is interviewed and his comments about a 
possible Blakes 7 revival and his own hit series Life on Mars 
make very interesting reading. It’s also delightful to see an 
interview with the ever-wonderful Anthony Head. 

DWM 372 (16 AUGUST 2006)

a teenager possessed by alien technology in contemporary 
suburban London is very much in keeping with the feel of 
the new TV series and features a spot-on characterisation 
of the Tenth Doctor and Rose, even if the plot does seem 
to be a bit of a rehash of DWM’s Evening’s Empire strip 
from the mid 1990s. Finally, the Off the Shelf awards results 
reveal that, if the BBC’s reading the ‘Most wanted for DVD 
Release’ category, then we should expect The War Games, 
The Trial of a Time Lord and The Seeds of Doom soon!

PAUL SCOONES

DWM 371 (19 JULY 2006)

The Idiot’s Lantern is set report is a joy to behold; a beautifully 
designed set of pages with hues to match the tone of the 
story, divided up into mini-items on various aspects of the 
story from script to screen. Meanwhile, as a substitute 
for the usual report, the Absorbaloff himself, Peter Kay is 
interviewed, demonstrating that like most comedians a lot 
of the humour’s in the delivery as he seems a little more 
serious in print. The comic strip F.A.Q. concludes; this tale of 

DWM 373 (13 SEPTEMBER 2006)
FEATURES COMPANION PIECE, FAMILY AFFAIRS 
INTERVIEWS RUSSELL T DAVIES, MURRAY 
GOLD TIME TEAM K9 & COMPANY STRIP THE 
FUTURISTS 2

In a timely follow-up to both the previous issue’s interview 
and the surprise revelation at the end of series two, 
Russell T Davies pens a bumper-length version of his usual 
Production Notes column, covering the casting of both 
Freema and Catherine Tate. The Tyler clan gets to say their 
farewells in a group interview with Camile Coduri, Shaun 
Dingwall and Noel Clarke. A shame Billie couldn’t join them, 
but the camaraderie and sheer silliness of this trio more 
than makes up for her absence. The incidental music, an 
often overlooked aspect of the series, gets some attention 
in the form of an interview with new series composer 
Murray Gold, revealing some of the recycling and reworking 
of themes heard throughout the first two series.

FEATURES LOOK & LEARN, THE FICTION FACTORY 
INTERVIEW RUSSELL T DAVIES FACT OF 

DWM 374 (11 OCTOBER 2006)
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FEATURES ONE PERFECT ROSE, LOVING THE ALIEN 
INTERVIEW ANDY PRYOR FACT OF FICTION 
THE AWAKENING TIME TEAM KINDA, THE 
VISITATION STRIP INTERSTELLAR OVERDRIVE 2

FEATURES RADIO TIME! CREATURE FEATURE 
INTERVIEW DAVID TENNANT TIME TEAM 
CASTROVALVA, FOUR TO DOOMSDAY STRIP 
INTERSTELLAR OVERDRIVE

It’s the man himself, David Tennant, in a long (13 pages!) 
and frank interview at the conclusion of his inaugural year 
on the series. Tennant has a rather different take on Doctor 
Who from any of his predecessors, having previously been a 
fan of the show and then a regular performer for Big Finish, 
so this interview makes for very interesting reading indeed. 
Speaking of Big Finish, the new star-studded radio series 
featuring Paul McGann’s Doctor also gets covered. It’s odd 
to think that just a few short years ago this would have 
been the biggest news for fans, with DWM likely to have 
made this the cover story! The Time Team finally reaches 
the Davison stories and alas it seems to me to be becoming 
evident that the team may be rather less forgiving of the 
1980s than they have been of previous eras, and I think 
that’s a shame as I think there’s much to commend about 
this period. 

FICTION THE INVASION STRIP THE FUTURISTS 3 my view by writer David Bailey’s insistence on ridiculing 
the classic series, with the message coming across that ‘hey 
kids, weren’t those old monsters all a bit rubbish’. Given 
that DWM has no doubt gained a legion of readers for 
whom all they know is the new series, it would be great to 
see the magazine showing the classic stories more love and 
appreciation than this. Having left the Doctor and Rose in 
a seemingly inescapable cliffhanger at the end of the first 
instalment, the comic strip Interstellar Overdrive concludes 
in a very clever fashion. 

DWM 375 (8 NOVEMBER 2006)

Months ahead of series three, we get the first cover photo 
with the Doctor and Martha in costume, billed as ‘The Time 
Team’ (but oddly enough there’s no Time Team column this 
issue!). After many issues almost exclusively about the new 
series, there’s a return to more of a focus on the classic 
series, with a detailed look at The Invasion which makes 
a welcome companion to the DVD. The classic and new 
series are both covered in a critique of how historical events 
have been presented. I enjoyed this piece; I’m one of many 
fans who got hooked on studying history through Doctor 
Who so the accuracy of the historical depictions aside, the 
educational value cannot be underestimated! The Futurists 
concludes; both written and drawn by Mike Collins this is 
a visually interesting but rather convoluted plot comic strip 
story spanning 1920s Milan and Roman-occupied Britain.

the tsv review: doctor who magazine

DWM 376 (6 DECEMBER 2006)

Rose is bid adieu with an extensive article examining her 
development over 27 episodes, and she also gets pride of 
place on the cover. As interesting as this article is, I can’t 
help wondering if it is a substitute for an absent interview 
with the presumably rather busy Billie Piper. ‘Loving the 
Alien’ compares and contrasts the presentation of alien 
creatures throughout the series’ history. Whilst it’s good 
to see the entire series in focus – with the Ood pictured 
next to Cryon and Zygon, the piece is rather let down in 

DWM 377 (3 JANUARY 2007)
FEATURES FUNNY PECULIAR? THE JNT LEGACY 
INTERVIEW GARETH ROBERTS TIME TEAM 
BLACK ORCHID, EARTHSHOCK STRIP THE GREEN-
EYED MONSTER

Former TSV contributor Rex Duis makes his DWM debut, 
interviewing Gareth Roberts about his new role as a writer 
for the TV series. Well done, Rex! Keeping up the ex-pat 
Kiwi content, Roger Langridge takes a turn at illustrating the 
comic strip in his unique style: The Green-Eyed Monster sees 
Rose bow out of the comic strip in a single-part story which 
accentuates a less appealing aspect of her personality with 
very funny consequences. Jonathan Morris takes a look at 
the blend of humour and drama in the series, but I’m afraid 
he lost me when he stated that Babylon 5’s characters were 
all ‘profoundly boring’. Has he even watched that series…? 

DWM 378 (31 JANUARY 2007)
FEATURES THE RUNAWAY BRIDE, TORCHWOOD, 
THE SARAH JANE ADVENTURES INTERVIEW JOHN 
BARROWMAN TIME TEAM TIME-FLIGHT, ARC OF 
INFINITY STRIP THE WARKEEPER’S CROWN 1

The Brigadier is back– in the comic strip at least! After 
avoiding much coverage of Torchwood all year, this issue 
devotes several pages to a behind-the-scenes set report 
on the series finale and also revives the long-dormant 
‘Out of the TARDIS’ column for a candid interview with 
the irrepressible John Barrowman. These two features may 
represent a return to more mature focus in DWM, with 
some fairly adult humour in both of these pieces, a move 
welcomed by me (after all Doctor Who Adventures and 
Battles in Time can cater for the youngsters). There’s also 
extensive behind-the-scenes coverage of the making of The 
Runaway Bride and The Sarah Jane Adventures.

DWM 379 (28 FEBRUARY 2007)
FEATURES DOCTOR WHO MEETS SCRATCHMAN 
FACT OF FICTION IMAGE OF THE FENDAHL 
INTERVIEW HELEN RAYNOR STRIP THE 
WARKEEPER’S CROWN 2

With the dominance of the new series coverage it’s been 
a long time since the classic series has taken centre-stage 
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in DWM, but in a welcome change, the front cover and 
lead article is devoted to Tom Baker’s Scratchman movie. 
Very little was known about this aborted Doctor Who film 
– until now. The issue devotes 15 pages to the subject, 
with an extensive synopsis, some fabulous paintings by 
Brian Williamson and a detailed behind the scenes article 
from the ever-reliable Andrew Pixley. This is worth getting 
the issue for alone, but there’s also a detailed study of the 
underrated Image of the Fendahl, and least you think the 
new series has been forgotten, script editor turned writer 
Helen Raynor talks about her series three Dalek two-
parter, and there’s reviews of The Runaway Bride and The 
Sarah Jane Adventures.

Is it that time of the year again already? This issue includes 
the preview for Smith and Jones, the first episode of series 
three. As you might expect, the issue’s full of lovely new 
pics of the Doctor and Martha, but intriguingly there’s very 
little in the way of information or images about any other 
aspects of the opening story. The new animated adventure 
sounds brilliant from the article, though David Tennant and 
Freema Agyeman’s attempts at drawing themselves have 
to be seen to be believed! The highlight of this interview-
loaded issue is a rather wonderful chat with longest-serving 
crew member, director Graeme Harper, who has some 
lovely insights into working on both the old and new 
series. It’s great to see the recently negative Time Team 
being so upbeat about the often-overlooked Snakedance. 
The Warkeeper’s Crown concludes – this comic strip pairing 
of the Tenth Doctor and a retired Brigadier has been fun 
but really only picked up in the final installment (‘Splendid 
chaps, all of him!’ indeed!). This issue comes bagged with 
a free CD from Big Finish featuring trailers, excerpts and 
interviews, and serves as a good ‘taster’ for fans yet to delve 
into the Big Finish universe.

the tsv review: doctor who magazine

DWM 380 (28 MARCH 2007)
FEATURES MAKING THE INFINITE QUEST 
INTERVIEWS JULIE GARDNER & PHIL COLLINSON, 
GRAEME HARPER, TERRANCE DICKS, STEPHEN 
GREENHORN TIME TEAM SNAKEDANCE, 
MAWDRYN UNDEAD STRIP THE WARKEEPER’S 
CROWN 3

DWM SPECIAL EDITION #13:
THE NINTH DOCTOR COLLECTED 
COMICS
I adore the graphic novel books reprinting the DWM 
strips. These are growing into a nicely presented series 
of the complete comic run, so I’m a little perplexed 
that DWM has chosen to collect the Ninth Doctor 
strips in one of their special edition magazines instead. 
Unlike the graphic novels, there’s none of the excellent 
background material on the creation of these strips and 
no revisions to the reprints (at least not that I can see). 
The 100 page issue contains all five Eccleston era strips 
from The Love Invasion through to A Groatsworth of Wit, 
including Scott Gray’s Mr Nobody from the 1996 Annual. 
It’s a nicely presented collection, ideal for fans of the 
strip that missed the relevant issues of DWM, so for 
newcomer fans in particular this collection is well worth 
seeking out. 

DWM SPECIAL EDITION #14:
THE DOCTOR WHO COMPANION:
SERIES TWO
This mind-bogglingly detailed special issue is the latest 
in Andrew Pixley’s ongoing mission to document every 
last fact about the production history of Doctor Who. It 
is an extraordinary endeavour and second to none. In 
one respect it does feel a bit like a cheat; the Archives 
for the classic series were compiled and published many 
years after the stories were made so these articles had 

the added frisson of revealing the truth behind long-
believed assumptions and rumours. This special comes 
hard on the heels of the series two broadcast so there’s 
little time for fan speculation to get in the way of the 
facts. But I’m being churlish – this really is an invaluable 
piece of work and anything else produced about the 
new series pales by comparison. It’s a densely packed 
issue, running to 106 pages of small text and loaded with 
great photos. Simply indispensable.

DWM SPECIAL EDITION #15:
IN THEIR OWN WORDS VOLUME TWO: 
1970-76
The second volume of Benjamin Cook’s dusting off of the 
DWM interview archives is every bit as good as the first 
(reviewed in TSV 72). This collection of excerpts from 
old interviews with actors, writers and production crew 
tells the history of the series in a fresh and illuminating 
style, which is all the more remarkable considering just 
how many times the subject has been documented. This 
particular volume documents what is generally regarded 
as the ‘golden years’ of Doctor Who, that period overseen 
firstly by Barry Letts and Terrance Dicks, and then Philip 
Hinchcliffe and Robert Holmes. The interview extracts 
are accompanied by a plethora of photos, some of 
which I haven’t seen elsewhere, and the sidebar notes 
setting the scene for each year are just as interesting 
(David Tennant is listed as one of the celebrities born in 
1971). I can’t wait to read Volume Three!

DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE SPECIAL EDITIONS
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EDITORIAL by Paul Scoones
Mark Strickson told me once that working on 
Doctor Who tends to make you go slightly mad. 
I think the same can be said of people involved 
in Doctor Who fandom, judging by our recent TSV 
production meetings. Why else would we discuss 
at length the mailing out of a slice of toasted 
fruit loaf in place of TSV? I hope at least it’s been 
entertaining for our resident artist Warwick Gray, 
up visiting from Dunedin.

THE LEISURE HIVE
Video-making seems to be the main activity of 
Doctor Who groups in NZ, so we thought we’d 
follow suit. One Saturday afternoon in early July a 
group of us (Paul Scoones, Felicity Fletcher, Chris 
Mander, Murray Cramp, David Ronayne, Warwick 

Gray and Jon Preddle), went off to One Tree Hill, 
a volcanic cone very near to central Auckland, 
and recorded a number of scenes which involved 
a group of fans making a documentary about the 
making of a Doctor Who story on One Tree Hill. 
We all alternated between playing Doctor Who cast 
members, behind-the-scenes production members, 
and American fans – American because this was 
very loosely a spoof on the American documentary 
on the making of Silver Nemesis. One of the 
highlights of the ten or so minutes of material we 
recorded was Murray Cramp’s highly realistic stunt 
fall whilst in the very dramatically demanding role 
of the Terrible Sleeping Bag Monster. Maybe one 
day we’ll start on the sequel…?

50-ISSUEFLASHBACK

TSV 24 (Aug 1991) is available to read online
at http://nzdwfc.tetrap.com/archive/tsv24/
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